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FOREWARD 
Anniversaries are a time for reflection about the achievements of the past.  
 
Over the last 50 years there have been significant advances in our understanding of earthquakes through the ability to 
record earthquake characteristics, the significant effect that the site geology can have on the shaking experienced on a 
site and in the design practices and codes used for the design of our built environment. We have experienced and 
Christchurch is still recovering from a devastating series of earthquakes that has transformed that city. 
 
We better understand that no two earthquakes are the same and no two sites experience the same shaking from a single 
earthquake. 
 
Through greater understanding, significant advances have been made in the design of structures to resist earthquakes.  
This book records the advances from when most buildings were analysed using slide rules instead of computers and 
when the codes of the day were simplistic requiring structures, irrespective of structural form, to be designed for a 
nominated lateral load according to three seismic zones. 
 
The advantage of simplistic codes was that the information needed to design other than simplistic structures required 
reference to text books and technical papers. These simplistic codes contrast with the comprehensive tomes, which 
although relatively comprehensive, act to limit the extent to which engineers interact with researchers and scientists in 
the design of structures. 
 
Advancements in earthquake engineering are limited through an engineer rarely having the opportunity to observe the 
performance of a structure to a significant earthquake. Every earthquake demonstrates some inadequacies in our 
understanding and New Zealand engineers are indebted to the Earthquake Commission for their support of the learning 
from earthquakes programme. 
 
Engineering is often referred to as an “Art” rather than a “Science”. Such a statement emphasises how significant 
research is to our profession. A feature of the early conferences at Wairakei was that the technical sessions were held 
within the intimate environ of the log cabin. These conference sessions and the subsequent hours at the bar of the 
Wairakei Hotel each night after the official programme was over, contributed to the knowledge transfer that resulted in 
significant advances in the seismic design of structures. The interaction between researchers such Prof. Bob Park and  
Prof. Tom Paulay with Ministry of Works personnel and  leading practitioners was, to all those in attendance, both 
memorable and informative and these discussions often contributed to many of the advances that have been made by the 
Society. 
 
Over the last 50 years the design of our built environment has changed from being predominantly undertaken by the 
Public Service to small consultancies owned and operated by the partners to limited liability companies, some of which 
have matured into publically owned corporates. 
 
The book captures the significant contribution that the Public Service made in the past to the establishing of design 
standards and training of engineers. 
  
The Society has been well served by many members through participation in the affairs of the Society.  Win Clark’s 
contribution in organising the records of the society has greatly assisted Les in the preparation of this book. In this book 
Les Megget has captured how New Zealand engineers and scientists have contributed above their weight, not only in 
New Zealand, but within countries that experience earthquakes. As a Society we are indebted to Les for the 
thoroughness in recording the significant advances in earthquake engineering recorded in this publication. 
 
As members of the Society it is timely to reflect on the contribution of those before us and accept the challenge to better 
understand the awesome forces that our country is subjected to and to advance the practice of earthquake engineering 
by creating a more resilient built environment which not only focuses on life safety but also on achieving business 
continuity and the construction of resilient residential communities. 
 
 May we reflect on our achievements and then move forward, focusing on how, working together, we can achieve 
similar advances over the next 50 years. 
 
Peter Smith (NZSEE President) 
Wellington, March 2018. 
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PREFACE 
Almost from the day I started my professional career in the Ministry of Works Head Office, Structural Design Office in 
Vogel Building on the 1st December 1968 the NZ National Society for Earthquake Engineering has been a big part of 
my life.  The NZSEE had only been recently constituted and my boss, the Chief Structural Engineer, Otto A Glogau, 
said he expected his staff to become members of the Society. So I did what was expected and signed up in late 1969 
appearing on the 7th list of new members approved by the Management Committee in February 1970. At that time there 
were 235 members, of which less than 20 are still members. 

     
 

 

When Win Clark, the Executive Officer asked me in mid-2017 to join the Conference Committee being set up to 
organise the 50th Anniversary Conference of the NZSEE I thought “Here we go again”, as I had only retired as the 
Bulletin Editor and then Deputy Editor a couple of years previously. At our first committee meeting I, perhaps 
foolishly, offered to write this book, which started as a “booklet”, because it seemed to me that I was the obvious person 
to write it after over 22 years as the Editor and several years on the Management Committee.  Also it would be a new 
adventure as I didn’t really want to get too involved with the conference organisation. I have done that plenty of times. 

Fortunately, I had Latham Andrew’s “Before Beginning”, the story of the formation of the NZSEE, written in 2008, 
shortly before his death.  The bulk of the text of the book comes from reading many of the papers and General 
Information sections in the Bulletin, of which I have almost a full set.  Never throw anything away has been my 
family’s philosophy for many decades and there were many instances when I was glad to have followed that doctrine.  I 
found only a few Annual Reports and membership lists tucked in the back of my old dusty Bulletins but Win Clark, 
having done a fantastic job organising and filing the Society’s records in a storage depot in Wellington, filled in the 
missing blanks.  We did believe for several months that much of this administrative history had been lost or destroyed.  
Half a century of records and spare Bulletins takes up a lot of space and for many years this heavy and bulky paper load 
had been stored in successive Administrative Secretaries’ garages to be passed on to the new appointee when that 
occurred. 

The biggest problem in writing this history has been attempting to track down photographs of notable members from 40 
to 50 years ago.  I’ve learnt that engineers and scientists are not good at advertising themselves to the world and even in 
this modern world of social media it is difficult to find images of people.  I apologise for the poor standard of some of 
the photographs but in many instances the single image produced here was all I could find. 

I’ve tried to keep this history fairly light with not too much technical detail, most of which can be found in the 
Bulletins.  Hopefully some readers will be inspired to follow up the topic. I hope the book will give the younger reader 
some idea of the notable changes and developments that have occurred in NZ earthquake engineering over the last 50 
years.  The book may read like an autobiography in places but as the Society has been a major part of my like for 50 
years that is not surprising. 

I admit that this story has a strong structural engineering bias but my excuse for that is the first 30 or so years of the 
Society many of the topics covered in the Bulletin and Society conferences had such a bias.  It is only in the last 15 to 
20 years the other disciplines have been more forthcoming with technical published papers and conference proceedings. 

  

Then and now, the author in 1969 and 2017. 
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My special thanks go to Win Clark who compiled and provided the ManCom members list and the extensive Learning 
from Earthquakes file found in the appendixes.  Win spent many hours sorting the 215 ManCom minutes compiled over 
the 50 years, which were spread far and wide with little apparent filing.  Most of the AGM minutes and some Annual 
Reports have also been found and filed.  Without those records I would have had to rely on the Bulletins and the 
NZSEE website (which is incomplete at the time of writing). 

I wrote to all the living ex-Presidents for their memoirs and many replied with their thoughts, some short and others 
longer. My thanks to them for delving deep into their memories from many years ago in some cases. 

Thanks to Mick Pender and David Hopkins for adding to my initial list of important Bulletin papers and listing 
important earthquake engineering events that have occurred over the past half century. 

To Bruce Deam for his chapter on compiling and printing the Bulletin over many years and giving me insights into 
things I hadn’t even thought about. His history of the website evolution is a chapter I could not have written myself. 

To my wife Shirley for spending her precious time proof reading the text, time she would have rather spent out in the 
garden! 

I had to keep reminding myself that this book covers the History of the NZSEE, not the history of earthquake 
engineering in New Zealand.  I’ve enjoyed researching and writing this history of a very important NZ technical society 
but don’t expect me to be around to write the centennial history in 2068.  I will leave that to others. 

 

Leslie M Megget 

Papakura, South Auckland 

20 March 2018 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED: 
BCHF: Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner, consultants 

CED: Consulting Engineers Division of IPENZ 

DSIR: Dept. of Scientific and Industrial Research 

EQ & WD: Earthquake and War Damage Commission 

EQC: Earthquake Commission 

IAEE: International Association for Earthquake Engineering  

IISEE: International Institute of Seismology and Earthquake Engineering (Tokyo, Japan) 

IPENZ: Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand 

KRTA: Kingstone Reynolds Thom & Allardice, consultants 

NCEE: National Committee for Earthquake Engineering 

NZCRA: NZ Concrete Research Association 

NZIA: New Zealand Institute of Architects 

NZIE: New Zealand Institution of Engineers 

NZS: New Zealand Standards 

NZNSEE: NZ National Society for Earthquake Engineering, the Society’s formal name from May 1973 till 1993 when 
it reverted to NZSEE 

NZSEE: New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering (often called “the Society” in this book) 

ManCom: Management Committee of NZSEE 

MoW: NZ Ministry of Works 

MWD: NZ Ministry of Works and Development (mid-70s change from MoW) 

PHZ or PHR: Plastic Hinge Zone or Region 

SANZ: Standards Association of New Zealand 

SESOC: Structural Engineering Society New Zealand 

UoA: University of Auckland 

UoC: University of Canterbury  

VUW: Victoria University of Wellington 

WCEE: World Conference on Earthquake Engineering 

UNESCO: United Nations Economic, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
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1. THE HUMBLE BEGINNINGS 
 

The pre-history and establishment of the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering (NZSEE) has been very 
adequately traversed in the 2008 booklet “Before Beginning” [1] by the late Latham Andrews (Life Member) and I 
will only repeat the major points here. 

In 1960 Tokyo, Japan hosted the Second World Conference on Earthquake Engineering (2WCEE), which was attended 
by seven New Zealanders.  These registrants, who included the late Ivan Skinner (DSIR, Life Member) and the late 
Wilf Edwards (Edwards & Clendon, Life Member) delivered an offer to host 3WCEE with the NZ Government’s 
blessing.  The offer was accepted and the World Conference was held jointly in Auckland and Wellington over the 
period 22 January to 1 February 1965.  A local ad hoc committee, the National Committee on Earthquake Engineering 
(NCEE) was appointed in 1962 to run 3WCEE [1]. Latham says it is uncertain who set up the group because no records 
exist but he guessed that MoW staff selected engineers and invited the DSIR to nominate scientists. The conference 
organising committee was chaired by Wilf Edwards with members R W Burrell, A J H Hutchinson, Jonnie A R 
Johnston, O Trevor Jones, R (Bob) G Norman, D J Sabourin, R Ivan Skinner, Alex G Stirrat, Bruce W Spooner and R 
W Willett. 163 papers were accepted and of these 131 papers were oral presentations, with about a dozen being by NZ 
authors. During the conference  the NCEE chairman Charles W O Turner (MoW, dec. Life Member), Fig. 1, was 
elected Executive Vice-President of the International Association for Earthquake Engineering (IAEE), deputy to 
President, the late John Rinne (Life Member) of California. The IAEE was constituted in 1963, with its headquarters in 
Tokyo. 

                   
 

 

 

 

It was during 3WCEE that the IAEE announced that it had adopted Ruaumoko, the Maori God of earthquakes and 
volcanoes as its symbol. During that conference Charles Turner presented both Mr Rinne (dec. Life Member, IAEE 
President) and Prof. Kiyoshi Muto (dec. Life Member) with a plaque depicting the Ruaumoko emblem. Ruaumoko has 
been the Society’s logo from the early days and a stylized version has nearly always been on the Bulletin cover since 
the March 1974 issue. While in NZ for 3WCEE, Karl Steinbrugge (President of the Earthquake Engineering Research 
Institute, USA, dec. Life Member) visited the National Museum and saw a wooden carving of Ruaumoko. Renowned 
Maori carver Charles Tuarua subsequently made a 400 mm high timber carving of Ruaumoko, which was signed and 
dated May 22 1970. The carving was initially presented to Karl Steinbrugge.  Subsequently he gave the carving back to 
Prof. Bob Park (dec. Life Member) in 1991 for permanent display in the University of Canterbury Engineering School 
Library.  Bob Park and later David Hopkins (Life Member) often took the carving to World Earthquake Engineering 
Conferences (WCEE).  Unfortunately the carving disappeared during the banquet at 14WCEE in Beijing (2008). 
Extensive investigation failed to retrieve it and it had to be replaced in 2009 by Master Carver Clive Fugill of the Te 
Puia NZ Maori Arts and Crafts Institute, Rotorua. 

During 1965 Latham Andrews, acting for the Consulting Engineers Division (CED), a group of the New Zealand 
Institution of Engineers (NZIE), convened an Earthquake Group in Wellington determined to improve the training and 

Figure 1: Charles Turner (left) at the 3WCEE in Auckland 
in 1965 and (centre) Latham Andrews c1965. Source: IAEE 
and reference 1 (cover right). 
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knowledge about earthquake matters.  Over the 3 years of this Group’s existence many meetings and seminars were 
organised and were well attended by local engineers.  The late Robin Shepherd (Life Member), then of the University of 
Canterbury, School of Engineering, tutored a weekend seminar on structural dynamics and Ivan Skinner reported on the 
work of the Engineering Seismology Section of the Dept. of Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR), which he 
headed. This Group (with additional members from outside Wellington) formed the initial base membership of NZSEE.  

.    

Latham’s original plan was to set up a permanent secretariat to disseminate material received from the IAEE and to 
“promote and coordinate efforts to improve the quality of earthquake engineering in New Zealand”.  However this 
initiative was rejected by the NCEE, and Lyall Holmes (dec.1969), Wilf Edwards and Latham decided to form an 
independent society, if sufficient finance could be obtained.  They approached the then vice-chairman of the Earthquake 
& War Damage Commission (EQ & WD), Toby Blackwood (dec. Life Member), who undertook to gain financial 
support. 

NZIE got to hear of the proposed society and persuaded Latham et al to set up a Technical Group of NZIE, rather than 
set up an independent body.  The group was initially worried that being a technical group of NZIE might restrict the 
new Society’s membership to only engineers but this did not occur with professionals from other disciplines eagerly 
joining up. 

The fledging group was offered an Earthquake Symposium at the 1968 NZIE Conference in part to promote the new, as 
yet un-constituted Society, and Latham organised papers to be presented with Charles Turner chairing the 
subcommittee.  The NZIE insisted on drafting the proposed rules of the Society with help from Latham and his 
colleagues but the NZIE rules had to have priority. It was feared that the new Society would “stand on NCEE’s toes” 
but Latham pledged not to do that and especially not to seek IAEE affiliation. Subsequently IAEE affiliation was 
approved in October 1973 and was announced by a memo to members from the then Administrative Secretary (F E L 
Hickson). 

Soon after the NZIE Earthquake Symposium in Rotorua the inaugural meeting of the Society was held at the NZIE’s 
Wellington meeting room in Molesworth Street on April 8th 1968, with an attendance of about 40, with Latham 
Andrews chairing. Seven apologies were received. The first Management Committee was elected, some members were 
nominated by their institutions while others were eleted from the floor. The Committee comprised Wilf Edwards 
(elected NZIE member), John Hollings (NZIE nominee, dec. Life Member), Doug Mackenzie (elected NZIE member, 
Life Member), Alex Stirrat (NZIE nominee), Jack Gill (EQ & WD Commission nominee), Robin Shepherd (elected 
NZIE member), Ivan Skinner (elected Royal Society member), Stu Mitchinson (NZIA nominee) and Robin Adams 
(elected Royal Society member). A little later the NZIE offered Dudley Tonkin as the Society’s first Secretary. He was 
a Past President of NZIE. A yearly estimate of Receipts and Expenditure was provided by Wilf Edwards. He estimated 
150 members at $5 subscription plus 25 students at $2.  The EQ & WD grant was much more substantial at $3,750. The 
major expenditure items were printing ($500), part-time secretary ($2,000), projects ($1,000) and travel expenses and 
sundries ($500 each). 

                         
  Figure 2: Notable pioneers of the NZSEE. (Left to right) Doug Mackenzie, Otto Glogau, 

Robin Shepherd,  Ivan Skinner, George Eiby and Lyall Holmes.    Source: IAEE photos 
3WCEE and 2WCEE. (Unfortunaterly a photo of Wilf Edwards has not been found). 

 

The original carving of 
Ruaumoko, the Maori God of 
earthquakes and volcanoes. 
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The first meeting of the Management Committee (ManCom) was held immediately after the inaugural meeting and Wilf 
Edwards was elected Chairman with Alex Stirrat elected as minute secretary. No times are mentioned in the ManCom 
minutes but it was a late starting meeting; the inaugural meeting had not finished until 10:45pm. 

Quotes for printing the first Bulletins were discussed, the cost being $78 for 300 copies, quarto-sized pages from A K 
Wilson Ltd in Wellington. Advertising was to be avoided if possible, due mainly to the need to have to manage it.  The 
publication committee comprised Wilf Edwards, Robin Shepherd and Latham Andrews.  The cost for designing the 
Bulletin cover was $15.50, which was approved at the second ManCom meeting on 25 July 1968. 

The membership as at 24 July 1968 was 87 New Zealanders and 3 from overseas. 

A project suggested was the design of a seismic resistant domestic chimney.  Doug Mackenzie thought there was an 
urget need to strengthen existing chimneys.  This was soon after the Inangahua earthquake where many brick chimneys 
collapsed. 

The May 1968 Rules of the NZSEE required a Management Committee of 9 comprising 6 Ordinary members, two of 
whom were members of the Royal Society and one from the NZ Institute of Architects (NZIA).  Two members were to 
be nominated by the Council of NZIE and one from the EQ & WD Commission. 

An early set of Society Rules state “The objects of the Society shall be to further the objects of the International 
Association for Earthquake Engineering as applicable to New Zealand and to foster the advancement of the science and 
practice of earthquake engineering”. 

During the final weeks of writing this history I found in my library a soft covered book entitled “Seismic Problems in 
Structural Engineering” produced by the University of Canterbury for a four-day Seminar in May 1968, arranged by 
the Departments of Civil Engineering and Extension Studies. In the General Introduction by Robert J P Garden (Life 
Member) there is a section on Future Studies in New Zealand. Quoting the first paragraph: “We Engineers are much 
concerned with the newly formed group, a technical group within the NZ Institution of Engineers.  We have hopes that 
this will prove to be a live executive organisation, able to command funds and well served by the stable Secretariat of 
the Institution. Technical Groups of the Institution are open for full participation by people who are not members of the 
Institution and this Group should serve for dissemination and exchange of views of scientists, researchers and designers. 
It is also hoped that it will exercise an effective power in encouraging the lines along which research and design should 
be directed.”  I believe that the NZSEE has fulfilled those desires completely, hopefully you the reader will agree.

The first Annual General Meeting: 

The Society’s first AGM was held on 27th March 1969 in the Conference Room of the NZIE, Molesworth Street in 
Wellington. 29 members attended with 18 apologies. The new Management Committee elected were Robin Shepherd 
(University of Canterbury), Robin D Adams (Royal Society), George A Eiby (Royal Society), John P Hollings 
(consultant), Alex G Stirrat (Ministry of Works), Stuart W Mitchinson (NZIA), Otto A Glogau (MoW), J L Gill 
(EQ & WD) and Bruce H Falconer (University of Auckland).  The Committee, who met immediately after the AGM, 
elected Robin Shepherd as Chairman.  NZIE dictated that the Society had to call its head “chairman” rather than 
“president” because NZIE already had a President! At the time of this AGM there were 172 local and 11 overseas 
members plus 1 student. 

Bruce Falconer became the first elected Bulletin Editor in 1969.  At the time he was an academic at the University of 
Auckland (Civil Engineering Dept.) and had written a couple of reports for the Bulletin’s Inangahua earthquake issues 
after taking a group of students to Inangahua. He was earlier with the Ministry of Works (MoW) and became the first 
UNESCO Expert to the then newly established International Institute of Seismology and Earthquake Engineering 
(IISEE) in Tokyo, Japan from 1963-1964. He passed away on 6 October 1999, as recorded in the Bulletin Vol.33, No.1.  
For many years the Secretariat of IAEE was housed in the same building as the IISEE in central Tokyo. 

Wilf Edwards reported in “An Interesting Year” in Vol.2, No.2 (June 1969) that the membership had grown to just over 
200 in the Society’s first year, with overseas members from 4 countries. One eminent member was the late George W 
Housner (Life Member) who had just been elected President of IAEE. 

The outgoing chairman, Wilf Edwards, commented that some members had expressed the view that the Society and the 
NCEE were on a collision course but in fact there had been close co-operation between the two bodies. To quote him “It 
has been agreed between the two bodies that the relationship with international associations such as UNESCO and the 
IAEE and also matters of national policy of broad application would be the concern of the National Committee and that 
specific technical matters, on the other hand, would be the concern of the Society. To implement the policy, the 
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Committee, although interested in the wider area of earthquake engineering research, has passed over to the Society the 
responsibility for actual administration of a research group”. 

Wilf also acknowledged the ongoing financial support of the EQ & WD Commission, which has continued unabated 
over the 50 years of the Society’s existence. 

Latham commented [1] that the first Management Committee contained no Earth scientists.  He quickly wrote some 
remedial rules to include categories of Committee members for Earth scientists, researchers and architects, and Dr 
Robin D Adams (Royal Society) subsequently joined the 1968/9 Management Committee.  The five Management 
Committee categories became:  1. Geologist, 2. Geophysicist or Seismologist, 3. Research scientist concerned with 
earthquake engineering, 4. Architect and 5. Ordinary member.  Even though Latham expected these categories to 
become redundant after the Society’s membership had stabilised the 5 categories remained for many years and were 
only deleted recently in 2009. The ordinary members were elected every year while categories 1 to 4 were appointed. 
Subsequently a Corporate or Contributing membership class was added to the rules at a Special General Meeting on 15 
May 1975. 

In Bulletin Vol.6, No.1, May 1973 Alex Stirrat announced that the NCEE and NZSEE were to merge into one Society, 
the NZ National Society for Earthquake Engineering (NZNSEE). Alex had chaired a meeting on 12th March 1973, 
which unanimously agreed to the amalgamation, after the agreement of the Royal Society, NZIA, EQ & WD and NZIE 
had been sought. This decision was confirmed, with the necessary rule changes, at a NZSEE Special General Meeting 
immediately prior to the AGM on 7 May 1973. At that time the membership stood at 253 local and 42 overseas 
members plus 13 students.   

Since the amalgamation NZSEE has provided a Delegate and/or a Director to the IAEE.  Firstly Otto Glogau, followed 
by Tom Paulay, Bob Park, David Hopkins (delegate 1992-2000, Director 2000-2008), Andrew Charleson (Director 
2008-2016) and Ken Elwood (Director 2016- ). Tom Paulay was the IAEE President from 1992 to 1996. 

The annual financial statement presented to the 1973 AGM shows that subscriptions received in 1971/2 were $2,863 
while the grant from the EQ & WD Commission was $7,800, with sales of Bulletins amounting to $956.  On the 
payments side the largest costs were the Bulletin at $1,619, secretarial $2,800 and professional fees $1,364. 

By September 1976 the full membership had grown to 398, including five life members, 13 students and three corporate 
members. Subscriptions received as at 1 October 1975 amounted to $3,687 while the Bulletin cost $9,411 but was 
slightly offset by $1,929 in Bulletin sales.  The Bulletin costs were about 50% greater than the previous year and the 
editor received the princely sum of $220 as an honorarium.     

In 1999 the name of the Society reverted back to the original NZSEE, deleting the word “National” and the amended 
Constitution & Rules were printed in the March 1999 Bulletin (Vol.32, No.1). 
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2. THE FIRST ISSUES OF THE BULLETIN 

  
Shortly after the inaugural meeting Latham Andrews and others began work on producing the first Bulletin, the 
Society’s quarterly journal, promoting, editing and, as he put it, “begging for contributions, and filling any lack of copy 
with scribblings of our own”. As fate would have it, the ML 7 Inangahua earthquake occurred at 5.24am on May 24, 
1968, only about 6 weeks after the inaugural meeting.  This fortuitous timing must have considerably reduced the 
amount of effort Latham had to expend on begging for contributions although  Vol. 1, No. 1, published in June/July 
1968 contained no mention of the Inangahua earthquake. 

The Leading Article (Editorial, written by Latham, I presume) declares that the Bulletin “is the only periodical in the 
world devoted entirely to this field” (earthquake engineering). Also interestingly it states that the 100 foot (30.5 m) 
height limit on NZ structures had recently been lifted and that “high-rise structures presented many new challenges in 
engineering and architectural design and in the application of soil mechanics and engineering seismology”.  Latham 
mentions a group had been set up to study the seismic response of prestressed concrete structures.  See chapter 3a for 
more details. 

The leading article pays tribute to S (Sammy) Irwin Crookes Jnr. (consulting engineer and Senior Lecturer in Building 
Construction at the University of Auckland’s School of Architecture) who published the book “Structural Design of 
Earthquake Resistant Structures” [2] in 1940.  This was a then state-of-the-art English language text covering the static, 
elastic design techniques used in Japan, California and Italy, and still valid in 1968. Modern sophisticated dynamic 
analysis was yet to be invented. 

There were 4 papers in the first issue including “A Welcome to the Society” by John Rinne, the President of IAEE.  The 
other papers were “Structural examination of high rise buildings in Japan” by Toshihiko Hisada (Director, Building 
Research Institute of Japan), “Lateral flexibility and seismic deflection estimates: How good is good enough?” by 
Latham Andrews, “Masonry construction for earthquakes” by Lyall Holmes (Holmes & Wood, Christchurch) and 
“Architectural detailing for earthquake movement” by S William (Bill) Toomath (architect, Toomath & Wilson, 
Wellington). 

Hisada’s paper described the then current regulations for seismic design of high-rise buildings in Japan mentioning that 
“The main structural frame of the building is generally designed to remain in the elastic range considering earthquake 
motions with maximum accelerations of 200 to 350 gals (~0.2 to ~0.35g). In this case the maximum interstorey drift is 
usually limited to 20 mm. However, in the analysis mentioned above, seismic shear walls provided in the frame are 
sometimes permitted to yield into the plastic range with a ductility factor of 2 or less. The elasto-plastic response of the 
structure is sometimes examined considering a maximum ground acceleration of 500 gals (~0.5g)”. This is the first of 
many hundreds of times the term “ductility” has been mentioned in the 50 years of the Bulletin.  

Latham’s paper is really a one-page Technical Note and reminds engineers that using approximate methods to 
determine seismic column bending moments in multi-storey frames will lead to major inaccuracies in the lateral seismic 
deflections. 

Bill Toomath’s paper contains several up-to-the-minute details for the seismic fixing of precast concrete panels on the 
Wellington Teachers’ College in Karori, which his firm was designing with the structural engineers Hollings & Ferner.  
These fixings were designed so that the non-structural panels would not impose forces on the flexing concrete frames 
during an earthquake.  Fig. 3 shows the top and jamb panel fixings taken from the paper, the first significant figure 
published in the Bulletin. 
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Irwin Crookes was asked to write the Leading Article in Vol. 1, No. 2, December 1968. He is somewhat critical of the 
1965 Loadings Code [3], especially the new zoning map which subdivided NZ into 3 seismic zones; A for the most 
seismic areas i.e. Wellington and Hawkes Bay (0.12g maximum) for low period non-public buildings, B for 
intermediate risk areas (0.10g), i.e. Christchurch and C for areas of least risk, i.e. Auckland and Dunedin (0.08g). There 
was a deep division between scientists and engineers about whether NZ was large enough to have precisely detailed 
seismic zones and was there enough actual earthquake evidence anyway, as described by Latham [1]. Crookes’s final 
comments make interesting reading: 

1. “First class uncomplicated aseismic city buildings can provide both safety and a good long term investment”. 
2. “ (If) the longer new construction, needed to replace the obsolete and potentially dangerous, is delayed the 

greater the risk and the greater the loss”.   
3. “Whenever possible avoid attempts at strengthening old structures; the main effect is often merely to perpetuate 

the decadent and obsolete”.  
4. “Too many, too detailed, too precise mandatory requirements can often militate against the production of the 

best and most efficient aseismic structure”.  
5. “The need for demolition of decrepit structures and their replacement by the safe and modern is most pressing. 

There is therefore no valid reason for any competent worker in the building field to be unemployed”. 

Figure 3: Reinforced concrete panel 
fixings within a flexible RC frame. 
From: Toomath, Vol.1, No.1. 
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I would say our current views on strengthening earthquake prone buildings have changed somewhat since 1968. 

The first five papers reporting on the Inangahua earthquake followed. These were:  

• 1. “The 1968 Inangahua Earthquake and Electricty (sic) Services” by Harry Hitchcock (Life Member, NZ 
Electricity Department),  

• 2. “Inangahua Earthquake Damage on Railways” by W J H Duckworth (Resident Engineer, NZ Railways, 
Greymouth),  

• 3. “Earthquake Damage to Three Railway Bridges 1968 Inangahau Earthquake” by J P Hollings and I A N 
Fraser (Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner), 

• 4. “Inangahua Earthquake 1968 Damage to State Highways” by J S Douglas,  
• 5. “Preliminary Comment on Damage to Buildings in the Inangahua Earthquake by Bruce H Falconer 

(University of Auckland). 

As has been common practice with the Bulletin, earthquake reports have been published soon after the ‘quake and often 
in a lot less time than similar reports in international journals. 

Vol.2, No.1, titled “Special Inangahua Reports” (February 1969) contained 31 reports (148 pages) about the earthquake 
as well as a Foreword by the Minister in charge of the EQ & WD Commission (John Rae) and an Introduction by Wilf  
Edwards.  The reports were divided into 6 parts, namely:  

• Part A: The earthquake,  
• Part B: Immediate local action,  
• Part C: Damage to and operation of Public Services,  
• Part D: Damage to and restoration of buildings in Inangahua,  
• Part E: Government Roles,  
• Part F: Damage outside Inangahua.   

These reports contained a wealth of information ranging from the seismology, geology, civil defence, roads, bridges, 
electrical services, buildings, insurance, to the views of a Greymouth builder. Indeed, a very comprehensive report 
about the largest damaging NZ earthquake since 1942. Roadbed failure and unreinforced masonry damage are shown in 
Figs. 4a and 4b. 

Damage in Christchurch after 35 sec of shaking was minor with about 40% of the 600 insurance claims being for 
chimney damage and 30% for cracking to walls and ceilings, as described by Peter Moss (Life Member).  The number 
of claims was considerably less than those submitted, “several thousand”, for the Wahine storm 6 weeks earlier.  It was 
this earthquake that confirmed my lifelong interest in structural earthquake engineering as my wheeled bed waltzed 
across my bedroom, with me in it, trying to work out where the Riccarton house’s brick chimneys were and were they 
heading towards me! I was in my 3rd professional year of a BE (Civil) degree at the University of Canterbury in 1968. 

Figure 4a: Roadbed failure on fill along Inangahua to Murchison 
highway.  Source: Bulletin Vol.2, No.1, Falconer & Lensen, photo: L 
Homer, NZGS. 
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Vol.2, No.2 (June 1969) reports on a symposium on the Inangahua Earthquake held at VUW on the 12th February 1969.  
The speakers were W J H Duckworth on railways, John Hollings on bridges, Bruce Falconer on buildings and Harry 
Hitchcock on electrical services. 

Robin Shepherd reported on 4WCEE held in Santiago, Chile in January 1969. Five New Zealanders attended among the 
380 participants, four of whom presented a paper out of the 150 presented at the conference.  George Housner (USA) 
was elected IAEE President and Otto Glogau elected as one of the 10 directors. A list of presented papers followed. 

Robin Shepherd began a new series of articles “Research news and notes” in the June 1969 Bulletin where he listed all 
the earthquake engineering related research projects underway at the University of Canterbury.  Of particular interest 
were Robin’s “Dynamic Analyses as Part of the Seismic Design Process”, the late Tom Paulay’s (Life Member) 
“Behaviour of Shear Walls” and the late Bob Park and D C Kent’s “Ductility of Reinforced Concrete Components 
under Seismic Loading”; the beginnings of many years work by Park and Paulay, much of it published in the Bulletin.  

A set of research projects at the University of Auckland, Dept. of Civil Engineering was published in the Vol.2, No.4 
December 1969 Bulletin by G R Martin. 

 
 

 

 

Vol.2, No.3 (September 1969), as well as John Hollings innovative paper on the seismic design of reinforced concrete 
(see chapter 4a), contained a Leading Article on NZ earthquake engineering education by Robin Shepherd, a general 
introduction to the seismic design problem by R J P Garden and prestressed concrete seismic design by Keith 
Williamson (Fellow).  Following those papers was a section about the then current Codes including the maximum yield 
stress in reinforced concrete frames (Doug Mackenzie), a message from Standards Association of NZ (SANZ) (G H 
Edwards), Notes about the changes to NZS1900 (Harry Hitchcock), Codes for prestressed concrete (Keith Williamson) 
and the behaviour of lifts in the November 1, 1968 Wellington earthquake. The building and loadings codes were going 
through rapid changes at the time and these papers were an attempt to keep the membership up to date, (see chapter 5). 

In the Field experience section there is a Technical Note on the Type MO2 strong motion accelerograph developed by 
the DSIR and used extensively in the NZ network in the following decades, as described in chapter 4d. 

The General information section mentions a meeting in Wellington on the 14th August 1969 to discuss the priorities for 
NZ research in the design and construction of concrete structures, convened by Bob Park.  High on the list was the 
design of earthquake resistant structures, seismic dynamic analysis, seismic detailing of reinforced concrete, prestressed 
concrete and masonry structures. This meeting was surely the genesis of several NZSEE Study Groups, described in the 
following chapter. 

Figure 4b: Damage to parapet and window mullions on the Greymouth 
Courthouse, Inangahua Earthquake. Source NZSEE. 
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3. STUDY GROUPS 

 
Study Groups have been the backbone of the Society, almost from its inception.  They developed and enhanced many of 
the design and materials’ Codes of Practice, with many of their recommendations still included in today’s Standards.  
Study Group reports enriched the newly established Bulletin, gaining for it and the Society a world-renowned 
reputation.  The ManCom continues to instigate Study Groups today, some of which may take years to report but in a 
very few cases a Group has gone out of existence without publishing a worthwhile report, either in the Bulletin or as a 
stand alone book.  It should be remembered that most of this work was done on a voluntary basis, with members giving 
their own time and the time of their employers for little, if any, financial reward.  A truly NZ way of doing things, I 
believe. It was in this way that many recommendations were rapidly adapted into the substantially revised building 
Codes of the 1970s and 80s, with emphasis on seismic loading and design and detailing considerations.  I’ve 
endeavored to at least mention all of the Study Groups managed by the Society over the half century but a few may 
have slipped through my searching of the Bulletin and ManCom minutes. 

 

a.  Prestressed Concrete: 
As mentioned previously, this first group was set up soon after the Society was constituted in 1968. However, there is 
no mention of this study group in the Bulletin until the publication of “Recommendations for the design and detailing of 
ductile prestressed concrete frames for seismic loading” in Vol.9, No.2 (June 1976).  This report was prepared by the 
Seismic Committee of the NZ Prestressed Concrete Institute whose members were G K Tomlinson, R A H Donald and 
L Gaven Cormack (Convenor) with corresponding members Bob Park and Ray Patton. 

 

b.  Seismic Design of Buildings: 
The Management Committee set up this large discussion group on the seismic design of buildings in May 1976 
immediately after the introduction of the new Loadings code NZS 4203:1976 [5] of which Otto Glogau was the 
Standards Association of NZ committee convenor, see chapter 5. This code required designers to consider “concurrent 
effects” and “capacity design” in the earthquake resistant design of structures.  The first six papers of the group 
considering the Seismic Design of Ductile Moment Resisting Reinforced Concrete Frames were published in Vol.10, 
No.2 (June 1977). In Section A, Introduction and Philosophy by R (Bob) J Burns, a Wellington consulting engineer (not 
to be confused with long time Administrative Secretary Ray J S Burns), described the necessity of the group to produce 
a set of design guides on how to design seismic resistant frames considering the vague requirements of the new 
Loadings code. As he put it, “As much of the material produced by this study group is new and perhaps controversial, it 
was decided to publish the findings as they became available to give other engineers an opportunity to test the proposed 
methods and to report back to the group”. 

The study group consisted of twenty one NZ engineers from the Universities of Canterbury and Auckland, Ministry of 
Works & Development (MWD) and consulting engineers. The other sections published in Vol.10, No.2  were: 

• Section E: “Beam Flexure and Hinge Detailing in Reinforced Concrete Ductile Frames Requiring Beam Sway 
Mechanisms” by Ian Smith (dec.) and Geoff Sidwell,  

• Section F: “Shear Strength Requirements” by Tom Paulay,  
• Section G: “Columns - Evaluation of Actions” by Tom Paulay,  
• Section H: “Columns Subjected to Flexure and Axial Load” by Bob Park,  
• Section K: “Parts, Portions and Secondary Elements” by Neil Allardice.  

Many of the design recommendations and several of the figures are very similar in the current Concrete Standard or 
Commentary NZS3101: 2006 [4], for example Figs. 5 and 6.  There has been some refinement to design formulae over 
the last 40 years but not many substantial changes.   
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Two more sections were published in Vol.10, No.4, December 1977, these being  

• Section C: “Analysis for Torsion Employing Provisions of NZS 4203:1974” by Russell Poole (Fellow),  
• Section J: “Design of Beam-Column Joints” by Roger Blakeley (MWD, Fellow).   

The final two papers in the set were published in Vol.11, No.2 (June 1978) and comprised a Conclusion by Bob Burns 
and  

• Section D:  “Foundations for Ductile Frames” by Neil Allardice, Richard Fenwick (UoA, Life Member), Peter 
Taylor (UoA, dec. Life Member) and Roger Williams (MWD).  

The two missing sections, B on Analysis and L on Low Ductile Frames were not published “due to a lack of consensus 
of opinion” as Bob Burns put it his conclusions, and in so doing announced the termination of the group. 

The other Study Group members were: Nigel Priestley (UoC, dec. Life Member), David Elms (UoC), Max Irvine 
(UoA), Clive Mathewson (MWD), Otto Glogau (MWD), Gordon McKenzie (MWD), Brian Buchanan (MWD), 
Howard Chapman (MWD, Life Member), Latham Andrews (consultant), John Binney (consultant), John Hollings 
(consultant) and Keith Williamson (consultant). 

Figure 5: Minor changes to the 
diagram showing PHR positions and 
lengths from the Study group paper in 
1977(top) and the 2006 NZS3101 
Commentary (bottom). Length of 
central positive bending moment 
Plastic Hinge length doubled due to 
uncertainty about effects of vertical 
accelerations and how much live load 
is acting during the earthquake. From 
Section F, Vol.10, No.2. 
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Bob Park (c1991, EERI Connections); Tom Paulay (c1992, IAEE); Nigel Priestley (c2010). 

 

 
Workshops covering the recommendations given in the Group’s papers were held in Auckland (November 1978), 
Wellington and Christchurch (February and March 1979) and were mainly attended by structural engineers.  The tutors 
were Geoff Sidwell (Rankine & Hill Ltd.) and Roger Williams (MWD) with Neil Allardice giving the Introduction and 
Background address, at least for the Auckland Workshop. From comments in the Bulletin there was very little written 
feedback about the recommendations from practicing engineers.  Roger Williams’ workshop notes include the design of 
a medium height ductile frame using the Study Group’s recommendations. I was amazed to see very little difference 
from the design notes that I have been using to teach multi-storey ductile frames at UoA over the last 30 years.  This 
emphasises how good the Study Group’s recommendations were with only minor amendments to the Concrete Standard 
since 1978, at least to the design of ductile reinforced concrete frames. 
 

Figure 6: 

Almost identical column 
tie detailing. Top: from 
Section H, Vol.10, No.2 
(1977) by Bob Park. 

Bottom: from 
NZS3101:2006 Concrete 
Standard Commentary. 
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c.  Base Isolated Structures: 
During the 1970s the design and detailing of energy absorbers for base isolated structures was one of the major topics 
being considered by the Physics and Engineering Laboratory (PEL) of the DSIR at Gracefield, Lower Hutt. The Head 
of the Engineering Seismology Section at PEL was the late Ivan Skinner, and with colleagues including the late Bill 
Robinson (Life Member), developed means to isolate structures and devices to absorb the earthquake’s energy in the 
isolation gap between the foundations and the structure. The working group of seven scientists and engineers was set up 
by the Management Committee in 1977 and they reported in a paper presented at the South Pacific Regional 
Conference on Earthquake Engineering, held in Wellington on 8-10 May 1979.  The modified paper was then published 
in the Bulletin in Vol.12, No.2, June 1979. The Group members were: Roger Blakeley, Andrew Charleson (Life 
Member), Harry Hitchcock, Les Megget (Life Member), Nigel Priestley, Richard Sharpe (Life Member) and Ivan 
Skinner. See chapter 4b for more details about the development of base-isolation in NZ. 

Although the paper included proposed code recommendations and commentary clauses for the Loadings Code NZS 
4203: 1976 [5], the recommendations of this group were never included in any NZ Code or Standard and only recently 
(c2014) has a new Group, chaired by Will Parker (Opus), been set up with the task of writing code clauses specifically 
for seismically isolated structures. At the time of writing, March 2018, the Base-Isolation Guidelines are close to being 
published. 

 

d.  Reinforced Concrete Walls and Diaphragms: 
This study group was the second group instigated by the Management Committee during 1977.  Initially, the group 
planned to cover a wide field including wall-frame (mixed or hybrid) structures and reinforced concrete masonry walls. 
However, in early group discussions it was found necessary to limit the group's discussion to cast in-situ reinforced 
concrete shear walls because of time and financial constraints. Section C, on low ductility walls included new design 
recommendations for these walls of any aspect ratio, and were very innovative, as mentioned by Roy Taylor in the 
introduction. 

The group’s 6 papers were all published in Bulletin Vol.13, No.2, June 1980.  These were:  

• Section A “ Introduction to and aims in the design of earthquake resisting shear wall structures” by Roy G Taylor 
(ex-MWD),  

• Section B: “The analysis and design of and the evaluation of design actions for reinforced concrete ductile shear 
wall structures” by Tom Paulay and Roger Williams, (Fig. 7), 

• Section C: “Shear walls of limited ductility” by Lou Robinson (Fellow),  
• Section D: “Diaphragms in seismic resistant buildings” by Dan Kolston and Brian W Buchanan (MWD, dec.),  
• Section F: “Foundations for shear wall structures” by John R Binney (BCHF) and Tom Paulay,  
• Section G: “Low rise reinforced concrete buildings of limited ductility- Some lessons learnt from recent 

earthquakes” by Otto Glogau. 
• Section E: was described in section A as “Parts and Portions and secondary elements in shear wall structures” 

by Neil Allardice but was not published. 

The Group chairman was Ian C Smith (Brickell Moss Rankine & Hill) and other members were Kevin Spring (dec. 
Fellow), Neil Allardice, Nigel Priestley and Michael Wesseldine (Manukau City Council).  

In the Vol.14, No.4 issue Roger Williams reported to the ManCom that 3 workshops held in Dunedin, Wellington and 
Auckland on reinforced concrete walls had been very successful, with two venues being over-subscribed. 
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e.  Seismic Design of Bridges: 
Published in Vol.13, No.3, September 1980. 

This working group first met on April 13th 1978. Their stated aim was to bring together designers and researchers to 
appraise the latest developments in bridge design using the recently published draft Concrete Standard (DZ 3101) [6] 
and the Highway Bridge Design Brief [7]. 

At the first meeting it was agreed that the objectives were to make recommendations concerning:  

• Procedures for the seismic design of bridges and associated structures based on the present state of the art and 
aimed at practicing engineers.  Further research work required for resolving remaining uncertainties.  

• Dissemination of the recommendations with explanations to practicing bridge engineers. In addition it was 
agreed that:  

• Existing documents such as the Highway Bridge Design Brief and NZS 3101P (1970) be used as a basis for the 
group's deliberations, but a completely fresh look should be taken at the content of these documents.  

• The group’s findings to be presented as recommendations plus commentary aimed at expert bridge designers and 
authorities setting design standards and not as a "cook book" or code of practice for designers inexperienced in 
bridge design.  

• The group's findings be published in the Bulletin and presented at workshops.  
• A wide range of bridge types and spans be examined. 
• Consideration to be given to the importance of the highway in an earthquake and to the economics of achieving 

seismic protection.    

J B S (Hans) Huizing (dec. Life Member) in his introduction to this set of 12 papers wrote that the “Subjects discussed 
include: design philosophy, seismic loading and ductility demand, capacity design principles and practice for ductile 
structures, a semi-emperical (sic) approach for structures of limited ductility, ductility capability and detailing for 
ductility, structural and non-structural details, bridge foundations, earth retaining structures, mechanical energy 
dissipating devices, dynamic analysis, structures requiring special studies and strengthening for seismic loads”.  

• Section 1: “Design philosophy” by Peter R Stanford, L Gavin Cormack and Bob Park, 
• Section 2: “Design earthquake loading and ductility demand” by John B Berrill (Life Member), M J Nigel 

Priestley and Howard E Chapman, 
• Section 3: “Capacity design principles and practice” by H Chapman, Peter J North (dec. Fellow) and R Park, 
• Section 4: “Bridge foundations” by F David Edmonds, Athol J Carr (Life Member), Peter R Goldsmith, North, 

John H Wood (Life Member), Roger L Preston and J M O Hughes, 
• Section 5: “Detailing for ductility and ductility capacity” by G Cormack, R Park and H Chapman, 
• Section 6: “Mechanical energy dissipating devices” by Roger W G Blakeley, G Cormack and M J Stockwell, 
• Section 7: “Small bridges” by R W Fisher, Anthony G Lanigan and M Stockwell, 
• Section 8: “Structural and non-structural details” by A Lanigan, R Preston, R Fisher and M Stockwell, 
• Section 9: “Earth retaining structures” by M B Matthewson, J Wood and J Berrill, 
• Section 10: “Dynamic analysis” by J Wood, R Blakeley and N Priestley, 
• Section 11: “Bridges requiring special studies” by N Priestley, P Stanford and A Carr, 
• Section 12: “Strengthening of bridges for seismic loads” by J Frank McGuire, R Fisher, P Stanford and P North.  

Figure 7: Failure modes in 
cantilever shear walls. 

From: Paulay & Williams, 
Vol.13, No.2, section B. 
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This set of papers was a true state-of-the-art series, that has dictated the seismic design of bridges up to the present day.  
For their far reaching recommendations the entire study group was awarded the 1984 Otto Glogau Award, which was 
accepted by Hans Huizing on behalf of the group members at the Society’s AGM on 14 February 1984. 

 
 

f.  Steel Structures: 
 

                                                   KKK 

George Butcher (c1970)            Kevin Spring (c2010)   
 

George Butcher (Life Member) wrote the first paper on structural steel in Vol.3, No.2, June 1970, “Steel Seismic 
Design” in which he considered the ductility of steel, rotational capacity of sections, weldability, brittle fracture and low 
cycle fatigue.  A decade later the next NZSEE Study Group was set up to look into the seismic design of steel structures 
and its findings were published in Vol.18, No.4, December 1985. The group chairman, the late Kevin C F Spring 
(Fellow) pronounced in the “Introduction & Philosophy” that the seismic design of steel structures had not kept up with 
reinforced concrete in NZ. He commented that there had been over a decade of research and development in reinforced 
concrete and masonry seismic design but almost nothing in structural steel. The then current steel structure code (NZS 
3404: 1976) [8] was introduced to help designers of steel structures with the considerations of “ductility”, “capacity 
design” and “concurrent effects”. It had been hoped that this interim Code would have been replaced by a more detailed 
code following the introduction of limit states but the resources had not been available to produce such a detailed 
seismic design document over that last decade.  The Heavy Engineering Research Association (HERA) financed this 
Study Group. 

The 12 sections published were: 

• A. “Introduction and Philosophy” by Kevin Spring and George W Butcher, 
• B. “Analysis and Design Methods” by Ray N Patton,  
• C. “Beam Design” by Warren Walpole and G Butcher,  
• D. “Column Design” by John W Butterworth (dec.) and K Spring,   
• E. “Concentrically Braced Frames” by W Walpole,  
• F. “Eccentrically Braced Frames” by Geoff Sidwell, 
• G. “Connection Design” by Colin J A Nicholas, 

Figure 8: Plastic hinge position 
in bridge piers. From Section 3 by 
Chapman, North & Park. 
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• H. “Beam-Column Joints” by W Walpole, 
• I. “Composite Design” by G Charles Clifton (Fellow), 
• J. “Cold Formed Sections” by C Clifton, 
• K. “Materials and Workmanship” by Garry R McKay. 

 
Other members of the Group were Ian Medland (UoC) and Alan Reay (Christchurch). 

 

g.  Timber Structures:  
The NZNSEE and the Timber Design Society (TDS) set up this Group in 1982 and their work was first reported by 
Roger Williams in Vol.19, No.1, March 1986. Roger stated the Group had at that time issued 12 newsletters (of the 
TDS) and that six background and state of the art papers had been presented at the February 1986 IPENZ Conference 
and would form the interim recommendations to be published later that year in the Bulletin and The NZ Journal of 
Timber Construction in 1986.  

In the 1985 NZNSEE Annual Report the Group’s members were Roger L Williams (Convenor), David J Dowrick (Life 
Member), Peter C Smith (2016-18 NZSEE President), the late John A Dean (UoC), W G Stewart, Athol J Carr (UoC), 
Peter Moss (UoC), Andrew H Buchanan (UoC, Fellow), Michael J Collins, David L Hutchison (MWD, Fellow), Peter 
G Lowe (UoA), Ray G Tyler (DSIR, dec. Life Member), G Bryan Walford (Forest Research Institute, Rotorua) and 
John A Webster (VUW). Three papers from the combined Joint Timber Society and the NZNSEE Study Group were 
published in Vol.19, No.2 (June 1986).  These were Timber Sheathed Walls by D Dowrick and P Smith, Horizontal 
Timber Diaphragms by P Smith, D Dowrick and J Dean, and Hysteresis Loops for Timber Structures by D Dowrick. 

 

h.  Earthquake Risk Buildings: 
In Vol.17, No.1 (March 1984) there is a summary of 3 papers presented to the IPENZ Conference in Hastings in 
February 1984. The Study Group comprised Russell Poole (convenor), D G Cox (dec.), David Hopkins (Life Member), 
John Leuchars, Brian Bluck, Donal Leadbeater (dec.) and Garry McKay (dec.). That Bulletin issue included the 
questions and authors’ comments made during the conference. Vol. 19, No.3 (September 1986) announced that the 
“Recommendations and Guidelines for Clarifying, Interim Securing and Strengthening” had recently been published as 
a Special Edition of the Bulletin, the 1985 Red Book. “The report discussed legal implications and the range of 
applicability of the recommendations; strength evaluation of Unreinforced Masonry or Concrete Buildings, Assessment 
of Priorities; requirements for interim securing; strengthening requirements, and included relevant appendixes and an 
extensive bibliography”. 

 The September 1992 Bulletin (Vol.25, No.3) announced the formation of a new group on the Assessment of 
Earthquake Risk Buildings to review and update the 1985 “Red Book” but the scope was to be much wider to include 
all buildings that predated the 1976 code revisions. John Wood convened the group. The March 1993 issue says the 
group had met twice in 1992 and post-1936 buildings were to be treated in a separate report.  The group was then being 
convened by David Brunsdon (Life Member), the other members being Bryan Bluck, Win Clark (Life Member), David 
Dowrick, Rob Jury (Life Member), Les Megget, Bob Park, Grant Wilkinson and John Wood. A draft report was 
published by NZSEE in June 1996 titled “The Assessment and Improvement of the Structural Performance of 
Earthquake Risk Buildings” [9] and was known as the “Green book”. In August 2000 the Society published “An initial 
Evaluation Process for Identifying Buildings Not Safe in Earthquake” [10], a report prepared for the Building Industry   
Authority. 

                     
    

Rob Jury David Brunsdon 
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The next incarnation was also known as the Red Book, which was actually white covered with red titles and included 
the Ruaumoko logo.  This substantial report, “Assessment and Improvement of the Structural Performance of Buildings 
in Earthquakes - Prioritisation, Initial Evaluation, Detailed Assessment and Improvement Measures”, was published by 
the Society in June 2006.  The study group members then included additional members Charles Clifton (HERA), Carl 
Devereux (Ian Smith & Partners), David Hopkins, Nigel Priestley, Lou Robinson (Hadley & Robinson), Bruce 
Shephard (Opus, Life Member), Kevin Spring, Sulo Shanmuganathan (Opus International), Craig Stevenson (Connell 
Mott McDonald), John Taylor (Christchurch City Council), Adam Thornton (Dunning Thornton) and Peter Moss. 

“The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings (the Guidelines)” replaced the 2006 version in July 2017. The 
Guidelines have been produced by three technical engineering societies (New Zealand Society for Earthquake 
Engineering,  the Structural Engineering Society (SESOC) and NZ Geotechnical Society (NZGS)), in conjunction with 
the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) and the Earthquake Commission (EQC).  This Group 
was chaired by Rob Jury. The Guidelines were jointly published by these organisations, and they will also be 
responsible for the ongoing management of and updates to the document.   These guidelines can be downloaded from 
http://www.EQ-Assess.org.nz. 

              

i.  Seismic Design of Storage Tanks: 
This study group was set up by the Society in July 1983 and they produced the first Red Book, a special publication of 
the Bulletin in December 1986 (180p). The initial Group comprised M J Nigel Priestley (Editor and Chairman), Barry J 
Davidson (UoA, Fellow), Geof D Honey (Kerslake & Partners), David C Hopkins (KRTA), Richard J Martin (Mobil 
Oil), Graham Ramsay, John V Vessey (MWD), John H Wood (MWD) and Larry Gaerty (NZCRA), Colin Young and 
Edgar Vanden Dungen (both ACME Engineering). HERA and the NZ Concrete Research Association provided 
financial support. At the time there was little in the codes about seismic design of large tanks and this publication 
brought together the experts to come up with recommendations for most forms of large tanks for water, oil, petrol and 
wine, etc. It recommended the use of necked holding down bolts, so that the bolts would yield before tank wall failure; 
this being another example of capacity design. The book has sections on General Design Principles, Design Loading, 
Design Actions, Design Criteria, Foundations, Design Details, a Commentary and four design examples. Nigel 
Priestley, John Wood and Barry Davidson provided a review of the Red Book titled “Seismic Design of Storage Tanks” 
in Vol.19, No.4. 

The Red Book was updated in November 2009 with the principal changes being: 

• Seismic load is derived from the current national standard for derivation of seismic loads for buildings in 
New Zealand, NZS 1170.5. 

• A procedure is presented to allow assessment of an appropriate return period factor, Ru. 
• A correction factor based on the ductility and damping applicable to tank behaviour is applied. 
• Some limited ductility is permitted in steel tanks on grade. This generally reduces the load demands from 

those given previously. 
• The document is presented in a form that can be interfaced with other international design codes. 

The members of this new Tank Study Group were convenor David Whittaker, John Wood, Rob Jury, Barry Davidson, 
Graeme McVerry (Life Member) and John Mason. 

For the first time members had to pay $32 plus postage to have a copy sent to them. All earlier special editions had been 
sent to members at no cost to them. 

The front covers of the 
Assessment an Improvement 
of EQP Buildings (2006), left 
and the Storage Tanks “Red 
Book” (1986), right. 
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j.  Estimation of Earthquake Loss: 
The Vol.16, No.3 Bulletin first mentions this group who had met 3 times since June 1983 and hoped to complete their 
report by March 1984. The group comprised David L Hutchison (Convenor, MWD), David J Dowrick (Brickell, Moss 
& Partners), Alan K Perry (KRTA), C W Mouat (EQ & WD), D J Darwin (Wellington City Council) and Geoff R Birss 
(MWD).  The EQ & WD Commission funded this group and a report by G R Birss entitled “Methodology for the 
assessment of the damage cost resulting from a large earthquake in the vicinity of Wellington” was published in Vol.18, 
No.3 (Sept. 1985). The results of the study expressed in monetary loss were confidential to the EA & WD Commission 
and this Bulletin report was written in relative values. 

 

k. Structures of Limited Ductility: 
This study group was set up in late 1985 and reported in Bulletin, Vol.19, No.4, December 1986. The group consisted 
of 11 members and 2 deputies and was convened by Bob Park with Bruce Shephard as Co-convenor. The published 
reports are all within one paper and the sections were: 

• 2.1 Philosophy of Design Approach - Bob Park and Latham Andrews.  
• 2.2 Reinforced Concrete - R Park and Lou Robinson.  
• 2.3 Masonry - Nigel Priestley.  
• 2.4 Structural Steel - Kevin Spring  
• 2.5 Timber – Andrew H Buchanan   
• 3.  Design of Bridge Substructures of Limited Ductility - Howard Chapman  
• 4.  Evaluation of Existing Structures David Brunsdon and R Bruce Shephard  
• 5.  References  
• 6.  Notation 

The other members of the Group were Athol Carr, Charles Clifton, John Dean and Miss M T Soesianawati (UoC).  The 
report contained a table of ductility factors for structures of limited ductility taken from the proposed draft for the 
Loadings Code (NZS4203, 1986). 

 

l.  Precast Concrete: 
This Study Group under the chairmanship of David Hopkins was formed in 1988 and was sponsored by the NZ 
Concrete Society, NZSEE and the Centre for Advanced Engineering of the University of Canterbury. The Study 
Group’s hard cover Report (aka the Grey Book), “Guildlines for the use of structural precast concrete in buildings” 
[11] was published by the University of Canterbury Printery in August 1991.  The Group’s members were Andrew 
Charleson, David Barnard (C&CA), Barry Brown (Murray-North Ltd.), Des Bull (Fellow, C&CA), Richard Fenwick 
(Life Member, UoA), John Lumsden (Centre for Advanced Engineering), Len McSaveney (Firth Stresscrete Ltd.), 
Barry Newsome (Downer and Co. Ltd.), Bob Park and Garry Wilkinson (Holmes Consulting Group). 

The report contains one of the early mentions of beam elongation caused by the formation of beam plastic hinge regions 
and warns against minimal beam seating of precast concrete slab units.  This problem became a reality in the 2016 
Kaikoura earthquake in several modern multi-storey buildings in Wellington. 

                       

 Des Bull Richard Fenwick 
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m.  Revision of the Modified Mercalli (MM) seismic intensity scale: 
This relatively short report was published in Vol.25, No.4, December 1992. The group members were Euan Smith 
(Fellow, VUW), (convenor), Latham Andrews, Rob Davis (UoC), David Dowrick (IGNS), Andrew King (Life 
Member, BRANZ), M A Lowry (ex-DSIR) and Peter Wood (Fellow, IGNS). The report recommended changes to the 
1965 MM scale. 

 

n.  Industrial Plant: 
This study group, Seismic Aspects of the Design and Installation of Industrial Plant and Building Services, was 
announced in Vol.25, No.3 with Arthur O’Leary (Fellow) as the group convenor. Other Group members were Barry 
Davidson (co-convenor), Tan Pham, Ian Billings, Roy Taylor, Bill Robinson, Tony Corkery and Trevor Kelly. “The 
main objectives were to review NZS 4219 and complete a literature survey on plant performance in recent earthquakes 
and produce a practical document aimed at the installation aspects of seismic load resistance based on standard cases”.  

 

o.  Architectural Design for Earthquake Guide: 
 

This guide entitled “Architectural Design for Earthquake – A guide to the design of non-structural elements” [12] was 
written by Warwick Massey (KRTA Ltd) assisted by myself and published by NZNSEE in May 1992. The birth of this 

group appears to have followed a presentation at the1985 IPENZ Conference by David 
Hopkins, Warwick Massey and John Pollard, ”Architectural Elements in Earthquakes, a 
review of design and construction practice in NZ”, published in Vol.18, No.1. The 
Guide’s acknowledgements mention the genesis of the handbook evolved from meetings 
of a NZNSEE Study Group during 1986-87.  Members of the group named were Adrian 
Bennett, John Christianson, Laurie and David Hayes, Henry James, Andrew King, Ernest 
Lapish, Les Megget, Ken Mulholland, Geoff Sidwell, Maurice Tebbs and Warwick 
Massey.  

The Guide includes chapters on Implications of NZ Codes, Structure and External Walls, 
Windows and Curtain Walls, Internal Elements, Partitions and Suspended Ceilings. 

 

The second edition, which revised and updated this guide, was authored by Andrew 
Charleson (VUW) and was web-published in 2007.  

 

p.  Pile Foundations: 
This small Study Group was set up in 1986 comprising Mick Pender (Life Member, convenor), Howard Chapman, 
Trevor Matuschka and D V Toan.  Mick was given the task of writing the report and this was published in the March 
1993 Bulletin (Vol.26, No.1) as the paper “Aseismic Pile Foundation Design Analysis”.  As Mick says in the preface, it 
had taken that long to collect the analysis material, due in part to the rapid development of the topic over the period in 
both static and dynamic analyses. 

 

q.  Dynamic Analysis:  
This Group was set up in August 1989 with Richard Sharpe as convenor but when he was posted overseas Athol Carr 
took over.  Other Group members were Barry Davidson and Geoff Sidwell. The aim was to give guidance to structural 
engineers on the use of dynamic analyses, related to the seismic loading requirements of the Loadings Code, NZS 
4203:1992. Their report was finally published in the June 1994 Bulletin (Vol.27, No.2) paper “Dynamic Analysis of 
Structures” by Athol Carr. 
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r.   The Precast Concrete Floors Overview Group: 
Beam elongation, associated with plastic hinges forming in reinforced concrete beams during an earthquake was seen in 
testing of an indeterminate frame and described in the Fenwick & Megget paper “Elongation and load-deflection 
characteristics of reinforced concrete members containing plastic hinges”, Vol.26, No.1.  The problems of incompatible 
behaviour between precast slab units and their supporting beams was not fully appreciated till recent earthquakes 
showed slabs falling from their short seats and major cracking occurring between slab units and the ductile beams. Des 
Bull described the problem and suggested solutions in his Vol.37, No.2 (June 2004) paper “Understanding the 
complexities of designing diaphragms in buildings for earthquakes”. 

The precast concrete floors study group was formed after a UoC Seminar in February 1988, having representatives from 
SESOC, NZSEE and NZCS that comprised Des Bull, Richard Fenwick, Rod Fulford, Rob Jury, David Hopkins, 
Graeme Lawrance, Len McSaveney, Stefano Pampanin (Fellow), Ashley Smith and Peter Smith, and was supported by 
the then Dept. of Building & Housing. David Hopkins, at the 2007 NZSEE Conference, said that 9% of hollow core 
floors in Wellington and 16% in Christchurch were in a category for which further investigation of their performance in 
earthquake was considered prudent. Auckland was not surveyed but was assessed to have an insignificant proportion in 
this category.  Taken over all three centres, approximately 6% of all hollowcore floors could require further 
investigation. The floors referred to in this category were those in flexible buildings and/or without adequate support 
details, as determined from building consent drawings. 

NZSEE hosted the April 2009 preliminary draft “Seismic Performance of Hollow Core Floor Systems for Design 
Assessment and Retrofit” [13] which was posted on the Society’s website www.nzsee.org.nz with requests for review 
comments. The Canterbury earthquakes seem to have halted progress on producing the final version from this study 
group and it has not yet been published. 

 

 

s.   South West Pacific Earthquake Resilience Workshop: 
During Peter Wood’s presidency the first SW Pacific Earthquake Resilience Workshop was held in August 2011 at the 
School of Architecture, Wellington.  It was convened by Dr Clark Hyland (NZSEE) who chaired a committee of 
Brendan Donnell (SKM Auckland), Kevin McCue (Australian Earthquake Engineering Society), Peter Wood (NZSEE) 
and Win Clark (NZSEE). The workshop was run with the support of the South Pacific Engineers Association (SPEA), 
Australian Earthquake Engineering Society (AEES), The Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand (IPENZ), 
the New Zealand Aid Programme, and the Australian Government's Overseas Aid Programme. 

The workshop drew together lessons from recent earthquakes and tsunamis to develop a “road map” for improved 
regional resilience. 

The workshop ended with the drafting of a joint statement for vote and signing by the official national representatives 
endorsing the initiatives proceeding from the workshop. Six initiatives were agreed as regional priorities: 

1. Setting up of inter-connected local earthquake monitoring networks in each nation, 

2. Hazard mapping using a consistent methodology, 

3. South Pacific Standards Forum to develop consistent earthquake related standards based on AS/NZS 
documents, 

4. Legislative framework development for earthquake response, 

5. Development of appropriate urban planning and culturally appropriate disaster response guidelines, 

6. Capacity building of regional seismologists, engineers and infrastructure managers. 

For more information on the Southwest Pacific Earthquake Resilience Workshop and the initiatives arising from it, see - 
http://www.nzsee.org.nz/projects/south-west-pacific-earthquake-resilience/  The Report on the workshop with a list of 
actions is available here -  SWPER_Wkshop_Report 20111010  Peter comments: “The apparent lack of any follow on 
actions by any of the parties associated with the workshop is a disappointment”. 
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t.   Small Plumbing Installation document: 
There are several Bulletin references to a Plumbing document (Vol.14, No.2) written by Frank Blackwell (Rankine & 
Hill) and sponsored by the Society. This was to be passed to SANZ as a draft code of practice to cover points not 
included in the then draft Building Services Code (DZ4219). However SANZ did not publish the document and it was 
handed back to NZSEE for publishing. Vol.15, No.2 says the document would be published in the September 1982 
Bulletin but this didn’t occur due to me as Editor saying that the document was out of date and not up to a suitable 
standard to publish! The document was handed to Russell Cooney (BRANZ) for updating but after nearly a further year 
the ManCom decided that other documents had caught up with the small plumbing draft and it was abandoned in May 
1983. 

 

u.   Other Study groups:   
While researching this book I have found mention of other Study Groups but reference to these has not been found in 
the Bulletin.  The Groups include: 

• Insurance Industry Liaison 
• Non-Structural Elements 
• Working Party on Integrated Planning for EQ Preparedness (2004) 
• Retaining Wall Design, a current Study Group (members: convenor P Brabhaharan, John Wood, Mick 

Pender and David Whittaker) 
• Displacement Based Design Code (a current group) 
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4.  IMPORTANT TOPICS DEVELOPED IN THE 
BULLETIN 

 

a. Capacity Design 

In my view the first seminal paper published in the Bulletin was John Hollings “Reinforced Concrete Seismic Design” 
in Vol.2, No.3, September 1969. Here is the first description of what later became Capacity Design, where the structural 
engineer picks the positions of the energy absorbing plastic hinges and details them in such a way that they remain 
ductile over several reversed yielding cycles without any loss of structural integrity during the earthquake. Hinges form 
while the rest of the structure is designed to remain elastic and detailed so as not to fail in a brittle fashion when 
capacity conditions are reached in the beams and usually at the column bases (Fig. 9).  John described this as a means of 
transforming a glass-like brittle concrete structure into a ductile frame, which would resist the largest earthquake 
without collapsing.  

   

  
 
 Figure 9 Top: John Hollings c1965, Right: Acceleration Response 

Spectra with different damping ratios, Bottom: The fundamental 
“Weak Beams- Strong Columns” approach for ductile frames.      
From John Hollings, Bulletin Vol.2, No.3, 1969.  
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He detailed the soft-storey mechanism where the hinges are detailed at the top and bottom of all the columns across the 
frame, but does go on to say this “is not suitable for buildings more than a very few stories in height”. This soft storey 
mechanism had been around since the 1930s as a way of absorbing most of the seismic energy inelastically in the 
columns of a single floor, with a few spectacular collapses or near collapses in the subsequent decades.   

The NZ Standards still allows a soft-storey mechanism for buildings of 2 or 3 storeys with a “light” top floor. The weak 
beam-strong column approach to the desired ductile behaviour of frames was recommended by John as shown in Fig.   
9. 

John recommended detailing provisions for ductile beams which are still mandatory in today’s Concrete Standard 
(NZS3101: 2006) [4], namely that there should be a large amount of compression steel and with binding steel (ties) 
around compression zones in the beam hinges. John suggested equal top and bottom steel and that there be no reliance 
on the concrete to carry shear. Fig.10 shows his suggested beam hinge detailing. 

In the next Bulletin Vol.2, No.4 (December 1969) John Hollings published his second paper “A Reinforced Concrete 
Building in Wellington” which described the seismic design of the 15-storey Jerningham Apartment Building at 
Oriental Bay in Wellington (reinforced concrete frames) which used the design process described in the first paper. 

Capacity design and ductile reinforced concrete design and detailing was further developed in a Bulletin paper by Otto 
Glogau “Confined Columns” in Vol.3, No.4, (December 1970) which gives notes about detailing columns of ductile 
frames soon after the reinforced concrete design Code (NZS 3101P: 1970) had been released.  This Provisional Code 
mentioned ductile detailing in an Appendix but contained little detail. Otto’s MoW colleague Gordon McKenzie (dec. 
Life Member) explained the differences between the building ductility factor and member section curvature ductilities 
in his paper “Ductility considerations in seismic design of high rise buildings” (Vol.4, No.2) and how column hinging 
mechanisms required much larger section ductility factors than the overall building ductility factor.  See also Bob 
Park’s paper in NZ Engineering, November1968 [14] on the same topic.   

Many of the early ductile detailing requirements came from the 1967 and 1968 Structural Engineers Association of 
California (SEAOC) Requirements [15] and the Blume, Newmark & Corning book “Design of multistorey reinforced 
concrete buildings for earthquake motions” [17] published by the Portland Cement Association in 1961. Ian 
Armstrong’s (MoW) paper “Capacity design of reinforced concrete frames for ductile earthquake performance” (Vol.5, 
No.4) was a summary of the ductile design recommendations at that time (Fig. 11) and asked questions about 
concurrent beam hinging with emphasis on the new “Design of Public Buildings” Code (PW81/10/1: 1968 [18] 
published by the Structural Design Office of the MoW.  It is interesting that Ian Armstrong did not mention or reference 
John Hollings’ first paper in Vol.2, No.3 because I know that John and Otto’s offices were regularly corresponding on 
the topic at that time.  

Figure 10: Beam plastic hinge detailing. 
From: Hollings, Vol.2, No.3. 

Concrete confining ties 
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Gordon McKenzie’s main criticism of the requirements was that only small scale testing had been completed to develop 
the confinement and shear requirements in plastic hinge regions of ductile frames. Bob Park, Tom Paulay, Nigel 
Priestley and Richard Fenwick (and their students) subsequently spent over a couple of decades testing larger sized 
beams, columns, joints and seismic (shear) wall specimens under reversing pseudo seismic forces to produce many of 
the design and detailing equations in today’s Concrete Standard. Many of these test results were written up in the 
Bulletin. Some early published examples were “Some aspects of shear wall design” by Tom Paulay in Vol.5, No.3, 
September 1972, “Theorisation of structural behavior with a view of defining resistance and ultimate deformability” by 
Bob Park in Vol.6, No.2, “Behaviour of a prestressed concrete interior beam-column assembly under cyclic loading: 
unit 1 test results” by Bob Park and Kevin Thompson (Vol.6, No.4), “Cyclic behaviour of exterior reinforced concrete 
beam-column joints” by the author (Vol.7, No.1) and “Seismic resistance of reinforced concrete-masonry shear walls 
with high steel percentages” by Nigel Priestley in Vol.10, No. 1. 

I believe that Otto Glogau deserves a lot of the credit for the early development of Capacity Design in the late 1960s 
and early 1970s. He and Gordon McKenzie wrote the MoW Code of Practice “Design of Public Buildings”, PW 
81/10/1 used to design all NZ Government financed buildings. The first version, dated December 1968, contains an 
appendix B about concrete ductile moment-resisting frames, in which there are equations the reader will still find in 
today’s NZ Concrete Standard.  One memorable equation is the over-strength shear forces in ductile beams, which uses 
the “ultimate moment capacities” of the beam at the positions where the plastic hinges form, see Fig.11. Only the load 
factors for the dead and live loads have been reduced over time. Beam ties in Plastic Hinge Regions had to be at not 
more than d/4 or 16 beam bars diameters (or 12”, 300mm) apart. Today the limiting spacing is d/4 or 6db the latter being 
due to compression bar buckling, a concept not appreciated at the time. d is the effective depth of the beam, viz. the 
distance from the extreme compression fibre to the centroid of the beam’s tension reinforcement and db is the main 
bar’s diameter. 

The eminent text book of the time was Park & Paulay’s “Reinforced Concrete Structures”, published in 1975 and has 
been extensively used internationally by designers and students since then [16]. 

A full review of capacity design as it affected reinforced concrete was given by Tom Paulay in his Bulletin paper 
“Seismic Design in Reinforced Concrete: The State of the Art in New Zealand”, Vol.21, No.3, September 1988.  The 
Classic depiction of the Capacity Design hierarchy of links in a chain is reproduced in Fig. 12. This paper was an 
expansion of Tom’s Travelling Lecture given in several NZ centres in 1987. 

Figure 11: Estimation of capacity beam shears. From: 
Armstrong, Vol.5, No.4. 
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b. Reinforced Concrete Beam-Column Joints 

In the early days of capacity design in the late 60s very little consideration had been given to the seismic behaviour of 
beam-column joints. Otto Glogau says in his Vol.5, No.2 Bulletin paper “The Design of Public Buildings”, that in the 
state-of-the-art text of the time, “Design of Multi-Storey Buildings for Earthquake Motions”, by Blume, Newmark and 
Corning [17] the authors had “completely overlooked the extremely high joint shears due to the concentrated reaction of 
the yielding beam reinforcing”. Structural drawings at the time usually showed no transverse ties through the joints. 
Little was understood about how the large joint shear forces were carried within the joint when plastic hinges formed 
either side of the joint and most concrete codes had little, if any, in the way of design requirements.  The MoW Code for 
Public Buildings [18] was the first to recommend closely spaced horizontal ties in joints between the top and bottom 
beam bars.  These ties were to be designed for the joint shear force calculated from the yielding reinforcement forces on 
both sides of the joint minus the column shear above the joint, viz. the capacity design approach (as in today’s Concrete 
Standard except that no overstrength factors were required).  Some reduction was allowed when beams on all 4 sides of 
the joint allowed some confinement of the joint core concrete. Seismic testing of joint sub-assemblages began at UoC 
during the early 70s (see amongst others Megget & Park, NZ Engineering, November 1971 [19]), and the first design 
equations for joint shear appeared in the Seismic Design of Buildings Study Group paper by Roger Blakeley, Section J, 
(Vol.10, No.4).  

  
Roger Blakeley (2016, The Dominion Post) 

Figure 12: Tom Paulay’s capacity 
design hierarchy, equivalent to the 
different strength links in a chain. 

From: Bulletin Vol.21, No.3  
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Figure 13: Forces acting on an internal and external beam-column joint and the 
first representation of the diagonal compressive strut and the truss model 
incorporated into the shear design of joints in the NZ Concrete Standard. From: 
Blakeley, Section J, Ductile Frames, Vol.10, No.4, Dec. 1977. 
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Roger Blakeley’s paper was the culmination of about 7 years work by Profs. Park and Paulay and their graduate 
students, and the MWD Central Labs headed by Nigel Priestley. For the first time the paper explained the unique NZ 
joint model where a proportion of the joint shear was carried by both a diagonal concrete strut and a truss model, where 
the horizontal joint ties formed the tensile struts (Fig. 13).  The under-stressed (in flexure) intermediate column bars 
were to carry the vertical tensile strut action in the joint, an innovative idea. The design equations given for horizontal 
and vertical shear reinforcing have been refined over the last four decades with a higher proportion of the joint shear 
now assumed to be taken by the diagonal concrete strut.  (I well remember lying on a Bay of Island’s beach over Xmas/ 
New Year 1975/6 trying to think up a strut and tie model, before they became popular, to represent the beam-column 
joint forces for Roger and Otto. We both were working in the MWD, Head Office, Structural Design office at the time). 
See Fig. 14 taken from Roger’s paper showing a calculation of the joint shear ties using the newly developed design 

Figure 14: Beam-column joint shear design example. From Blakeley, Section 
J, Ductile Frames Study Group, Vol.10, No.4. 
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formulae.   Otto told the often-told joke about the canary in the reinforcing cage; if it can escape there aren’t enough 
shear ties within the joint! Then he asked the pertinent question “How do you get the canary in?” For canary read 
concrete. Joint shear failures were not uncommon in the UoC Test laboratory in the early 1970s and designers went to 
extremes by adding large obtrusive beam stubs to the outside of the joints (shown in Fig. 15).  However the “canary” 
grew over the years, as the joint requirements were refined; the cross-sectional area of horizontal exterior joint ties more 
than halved in the 1995 Concrete Code (NZS3101), when compared to the 1984 version, for similar joints with small 
horizontal joint shear stresses. 

 
Further testing on two large beam-column joints was reported by Blakeley, Edmonds, Megget and Wood in Vol.12, 
No.3 (Sept. 1979).  One joint had prestressed beams and the other haunched beams in an attempt to get a truly “elastic” 
joint region. The haunched beam test was instigated by the need to obtain more head room for the services in the 
William Clayton Building. These units were designed and detailed to the recently published draft Concrete Code 
(DZ3101 [6]) and performed satisfactorily. The ductile beams had unequal amounts of top and bottom reinforcing bars 
and experienced 40 mm of “growth” or beam elongation, as it is now known. 

Prof Park, Larry Gaerty and E C Stevenson’s paper “Tests on an Interior Reinforced Concrete Beam-Column Joint in 
Vol.14, No.2 (June 1981) concluded that the joint requirements in DZ3101 were “not conservative” in its approach for 
interior joints. 

There were considerable differences between the design approach for reinforced concrete beam-column joints in the 
US, Japan and NZ and these differences were first discussed at a retreat in Monterey, Southern California in July 1984, 
immediately after the 8WCEE in San Francisco.  Engineers and academics attended and decided on a plan to design and 
test one-way and 2-way interior and exterior beam-column-slab assemblies designed using each country’s concrete 
code. The testing was to be completed at UoC,  University of Texas and Tokyo University. The NZ participants were 
Bob Park, Tom Paulay, Les Megget, David Hutchison and Arthur O’Leary. A second meeting was held in Tokyo in 
May 1985.  The Chinese Academy of Building Research in Beijing and Tongji University in Shanghai asked to join the 
group in 1985 and tested a joint unit designed to the then new Chinese Code. This was “a significant international 
collaboration” as Bob Park put it in his report on the project in Bulletin Vol.22, No.2 (June 1989). 

The third meeting was held at the UoC in August 1987 where progress reports on the testing were reported. The group’s 
final meeting was held in Honolulu, Hawaii during May 1989, partly sponsored by the Society. Each country felt their 
test units had behaved well but there were still differences as to how much concrete strut and truss action could be 
apportioned in the joint. The NZ delegation of Profs Park and Paulay and David Hopkins agreed that some relaxation of 
the shear and bond requirements in beam-column joint cores in the 1982 NZS3101 could be permitted and this occurred 
in the 1995 rewrite of the Concrete Code. David Hopkins reports on the details of the Honolulu meeting also in Vol.22, 
No.2 and concluded with a poem!  The editor at the time (Peter Moss) says he was uncertain as to which ex-President of 
NZSEE actually wrote the poem and was uncertain as to whether it was sung or merely recited but I can divulge that 
David Hopkins wrote it and “performed” it at the final dinner.  The poem begins: 

Title “Hysteretic Ho-Down” 

Oh the Loaders and the Jointers should be friends, 

Yes the Loaders and the Jointers should be friends, 

One group thinks about forces at points, 

The other is obsessed with beam-column joints, 

But that’s no reason why they can’t be friends. 

Figure 15: 1970s University of 
Canterbury reinforced concrete 
building with large beam stubs. 

Source: Internet, UoC 
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Earthquake engineers should stick together, 

Earthquake engineers should all be mates, 

Conferences should continue between New Zealand, 

China, Japan and United States. 

This of course is a parody on the song “The Farmer and the Cowman should be friends” from the musical Oklahoma, 
with apologies to Rodgers and Hammerstein. 

 

c. Base-Isolation 

 “I have been naive enough to dream of the simplified concept of a building on ball bearings which remains unmoved 
when the earth moves under it. This type of structure has commonly been dismissed as unpractical.” Another gem I read 
in Robert Garden’s introduction to the May 1968 UoC Seminar. 

Many of the early practical developments in base (seismic) isolation evolved at the Physics and Engineering Laboratory 
(PEL) of the DSIR at Gracefield, Lower Hutt during the 1970s. The first Bulletin paper about energy absorbing devices 
was titled “Mechanisms of Energy Absorption in special devices for use in earthquake resistant structures” in Vol. 5, 
No. 3, September 1972 by James Kelly, Ivan Skinner and A J Heine.  Prof. Kelly was on leave at PEL from the 
University of California, Berkeley at that time. The paper described test results on thin U-shaped strips, torsional 
rectangular beams and flexural energy absorbing devices. 

The second paper was “Base isolation for increased earthquake resistance of buildings” by Ivan Skinner and Graham 
McVerry in the Vol.8, No.2 issue (June 1975). This paper described the benefits of isolating buildings with natural 
periods less than about 0.5 sec, as well as describing some of the steel dampers, which the PEL had recently developed 
and tested. Their analyses showed that a base isolated three-storey building with a non-isolated period of 0.25 sec would 
reach a ductility factor of about 3.7 for the doubly magnified acceleration record of the 1940 El-Centro earthquake 
(PGA ~0.66g), while the same non-isolated building required a ductility factor of about 18 when the yield level was set 
at 12% of the seismic weight and a damping of 5%. 

One of the energy absorbers (dampers) described was the torsional-bar hysteretic damper which was used in the South 
Rangitikei Railway Bridge, briefly described in the Bulletin paper “Hysteretic Dampers for the Protection of Structures 
from Earthquakes’ by R Ivan Skinner, Ray G Tyler, A J Heine and W (Bill) H Robinson in Vol.13, No.1, March 1980. 
See Fig. 16.  

The first paper describing the Lead Rubber Bearing (LRB) was in Vol.10, No.3 (September 1977), entitled “A Lead-
Rubber Shear Damper” by Bill Robinson and A G Tucker.  This paper comprised only three pages but it started a 
revolution in base-isolation. An estimated 1,000 plus structures and bridges have had LRBs incorporated into them 
worldwide. More details were given in the Skinner et al paper in Vol.13, No.1, see Fig. 17. Bill claimed that he 
invented the LRB “over lunch with colleagues”; as mentioned in his obituary in Vol.44, No.3. 

The first application of LRBs was in the 4-storey William Clayton Building in Wellington and described in Bulletin 
Vol.11, No.4 (December 1978) “Analysis and Design of a Reinforced Concrete Base Isolated Frame Building” by the 
author. Initially Otto Glogau and Ivan Skinner were planning to use steel rod dampers and rubber bearings but during 
the design Bill Robinson invented the LRB. The structural analysis used a dynamic, inelastic time-history computer 
program for probably the first time in NZ with 1.5 times the 1940 El-Centro record as the design earthquake and a long 
duration artificial ‘quake record as the maximum credible shake (PGA = 0.5g). 600 mm square LRBs were positioned 
under each of the 80 columns in an isolation gap between the foundation beams and the structure above (Fig. 18). A 105 
mm diameter lead cylinder was pressed into the drilled isomeric bearing as the energy absorber.  The reinforced 
concrete frames were designed for some ductility capability in the beams but bi-axial earthquake effects in the columns 
were not considered in the detailing. A seismic gap of 150 mm was provided around the isolated structure.  This 
building has recently been refurbished with a near doubling of the floor area and an increase in the seismic gap (to 400 
mm) as well as increased damping provided around the building’s periphery. 
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Figure 16: Rangitikei Rail Bridge showing torsional 
energy dampers being tested. 

From: Skinner et al, Vol.13, No.1 
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From NZSEE Newsletter, 
 October 2011. 

 

 

 

 
There are only two base-isolated buildings in Auckland, known to the author, the first built was Union House, a 12-
storey office building built on Quay Street near the waterfront in the CBD.  This cross-braced structure incorporated 
tapered steel plate energy absorbers, described by Ray Tyler in Bulletin Vol.11, No.4, December 1978. The paper 
describing the analysis and design of Union House is in Vol.16, No. 2, June 1983, authored by Peter Boardman, Brian 
Wood and Athol Carr.  The building is isolated in a novel way from the foundations by 10 to 13 m long 900 mm 

Figure 17: Lead Rubber Bearing and its shear force v shear 
deformation hysteresis loop. From: Skinner, Tyler & Robinson, 
Vol.13, No.1, March 1980. 

Figure 18: William Clayton Building 
transverse section and elevation through 
the LRB and its fixings. 

From: Megget, Vol.11, No.4. 
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diameter piles, which are separated from their casings by the 150 mm isolation gap.  The energy absorbers are linked 
from the top of the piles and fixed in a foundation support beam at ground level.  There are 16 tapered plates (75mm 
thick) around the building’s periphery. The structure above the isolators was designed to remain predominately elastic 
during the maximum credible earthquake (1940 El Centro) with the final reinforced concrete diagonal bracing designed 
to carry forces both in tension and compression.  There were questions about whether the soils (fill) around the pile 
casings could liquefy during a major shake but the geotechnical experts said the risk was negligible. 

In the same Bulletin issue another novel use of base-isolation was described by Richard Sharpe and Ivan Skinner in 
“The seismic design of an industrial chimney with rocking base”. This over 30 m tall reinforced concrete structure is 
situated at Christchurch International Airport and used 4 tapered steel energy dampers between the chimney base and 
the foundations and was able to rock on its foundation pads. 

The other Auckland base-isolated structure is the wharf supporting the hotel on the strengthened Princes Wharf, extra 
lateral restraint of the wharf being provided by raked piles connected to the wharf by post-tensioned LRBs, described in 
Vol.36, No.3 in the paper by Barry Davidson, Darrin Bell and Stuart George. 

Ian Buckle’s 12WCEE Keynote address in Vol.33, No.3 “Passive Control of Structures for Seismic Loads” brought the 
seismic isolation topic up to date with descriptions of isolated buildings around the world including the NZ Parliament 
House and Library in Wellington (Fig. 19). 

 

              
 

 
Figure 19: NZ Parliament Library (top); Strengthening and base 
isolater position under NZ Parliament House (bottom). 

From: Buckle, Bulletin Vol.33, No.3. 
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d. Seismic Strengthening 
The classifying of high-risk earthquake risk buildings was first described in the Vol.5, No.2 (June 1972) Bulletin in a 
short paper by Otto Glogau. The 1954 Municipal Corporation Act was amended in 1968 to give more positive powers 
“with respect to buildings likely to be dangerous in earthquake”. At the 1969 AGM the NZSEE decided to set up a 
Steering Committee to investigate the possibility of producing a “Code of Practice for the classification of high risk 
buildings”.  Shortly after that the Government asked the Standards Association to prepare guidelines for the 
investigation of high-risk buildings. Standards was unable to undertake the task but offered to help the Society with 
publishing the document.   The Society couldn’t find a suitably qualified person to do a preliminary report till late 1969 
when Ian Smith was engaged.  Ian wrote several drafts, drawing on the MoW experience of classifying for removal or 
strengthening government owned buildings over the previous decade.  The Draft Code of Practice was included in the 
paper. 

The strengthening of earthquake risk (prone in today’s terminology) buildings has been well covered in the Bulletin, 
especially in the early years. The first paper specifically about strengthening was Brian Bluck’s (Christchurch City 
Council) seminar paper “The need for a strengthening Code” in Vol.7, No.2, June 1974.  He surmised that a code must 
do two things 1. Define the principles to be used in determining the ultimate load capacity of a building and 2. Once 
determined that the building needs strengthening, the code should define the philosophies to be adopted in strengthening 
the building.  Today’s professionals are still working on both of these. 

Richard Bentley (Fellow), the then Bulletin Editor, reported on developments on the strengthening of earthquake risk 
buildings in Wellington in issue Vol.11, No.3, September 1978.  He stated that of the 183 identified earthquake risk 
buildings in 1972 within the city’s CBD only 19 had been demolished and two had been strengthened in the following 5 
years. The remaining 162 buildings were all given an extension of life of up to 5 years. One wonders how many 
buildings remain un-strengthened just waiting for the “big one” to finish them off! The current number of earthquake 
prone buildings identified by the Wellington City Council exceeds 700. 

William (Bill) Toomath (architect) in “Some aspects of the strengthening of earthquake risk buildings” (Vol.11, No.4) 
suggested a grading of risky buildings to determine the level of strengthening required, as the owners or society 
couldn’t afford to replace all the buildings. Also suggested was that we accept a higher degree of seismic risk and thus 
only demolish the most seriously weak structures and strengthen others which were serviceable or of historic merit. 
Today some structural engineers are still attempting to inform occupiers of earthquake prone buildings by a graded risk 
notice near the entrance. 

The first paper devoted to the seismic strengthening of a specific building was “Earthquake strengthening of old 
masonry with reference to the (1909) Auckland Ferry Building” by Colin Gurley and J S F Nicholls (Gurley and 
Nicholls, Auckland) published in Vol.15, No.4, December 1982. This practical paper was followed by four further case 
studies about strengthening earthquake risk masonry buildings in Vol.16, No.1. These included the Upgrading of 
Middle School in Invercargill by F N Buxton (MWD, Dunedin); Strengthening of the Church of the Nativity in 
Blenheim by C C Davidson (Davidson, Ayson and Associates, Blenheim); Hasting’s Boys’ High School administration 
buildings by Ian Garrett (MWD, Wellington) and the restoration of the Old Auckland Customhouse by Peter Boardman 
(Holmes Wood Poole and Johnstone). 

In the following Bulletin (Vol.16, No.2) another four case studies were published; 1. “Strengthening of State Trinity 
Centre, Christchurch” by D S Evans; 2. “Redevelopment of the Normal School Cranmer Square, Christchurch” by 
Grant K Wilby; 3. “Cashfields Shopping Centre: Christchurch” by J M Taylor and 4. “State Opera House” (Wellington) 
by John Christianson. Case studies on the strengthening of  seismic risk buildings continued in Vol.17, No.1 (March 
1984) with three papers on medium sized masonry and steel framed commercial buildings in Wellington and a 
reinforced concrete school in New Plymouth, all built in the 1920s. 

David Brunsdon’s September 1984 (Vol.17, No.3) Bulletin paper with Nigel Priestley “Assessment of seismic 
performance characteristics of reinforced concrete buildings constructed between 1936 and 1975” was the beginning of 
David’s long term association with the study and retrofit of earthquake risk buildings. The lack of any ductile detailing 
in buildings of this vintage, especially inadequate beam-column joint ties and the likely low shear strength of beams and 
columns were listed as the likely causes of low ductility capability in these structures. 

Since the mid-1980s the number of Bulletin case studies on EQR buildings has been few and far between. Three papers 
came from a search of the contents on the website: 1. “NZ Parliament Buildings seismic protection by base isolation” 
by Russell Poole and J E Clendon (Vol.25, No.3); 2. “Strengthening of the Wellington Town Hall” by Rob Jury 
(Vol.26, No.2) and 3. “The Strengthening of Auckland Town Hall” by Trevor Robertson (Vol.29, No.4). 

After this series of case studies about the strengthening of earthquake risk buildings very little has subsequently been 
published in the Bulletin.  Unfortunately such papers are now often to be found in the Structural Engineering Society 
Journal (SESOC). 
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f. Earthquakes: 

The Inangahua earthquake reports in Bulletin Vol.2, No.1 included a preliminary seismological report by Robin Adams 
which mentioned that the ‘quake was recorded at each of the 23 seismological stations in the network around the 
country. W R (Bill) Stephenson (DSIR), in the same issue, wrote a short paper about the measurements taken during a 
large aftershock at Inangahua.  The ground motion was recorded on three-component time base MO1 accelerograph and 
a simpler scratch plate accelerograph developed by the DSIR.  

The MO1 devise was redesigned as the MO2 strong motion accelerograph, described by G K Bunce in the Field 
experience section of Vol.2, No.3 (September 1969). Ivan Skinner and P C. Duflou (PEL) designed the MO2 and they 
were commercially produced in NZ. By 1969 150 such instruments had been exported to the USA, after it became 
mandatory to fit three accelerographs to all Los Angeles buildings higher than 10 storeys and with a floor area 
exceeding 60,000 square feet. An appendix in the paper lists 49 MO2 NZ installations in 13 structures as at 31 July 
1969.  Surely from that time there was no excuse as to the availability of strong motion records in this country; we just 
needed the larger earthquakes!  However it proved difficult to find the finances to buy and place accelerographs in 
many new structures that were privately owned, let alone older structures.  In the early 1970s there was a push for a law 
change to make it compulsory to fit the devices in large structures but that never came to pass.  Then there was the 
problem as to who would service these machines and who would pay.  Not till the establishment of the IGNS GeoNet in 
2001, in partnership with EQC, were these problems solved (in a network now with over 600 sensors). 

The first Bulletin paper on historical NZ earthquakes was by Warwick D Smith (Fellow) of the Geophysics Division of 
the DSIR titled “Statistical Estimates of the Likelihood of Earthquake Shaking Throughout New Zealand” in Vol.9, No. 
4 (December 1976). The paper published MM intensity maps for NZ’s largest earthquakes (1931 Hawkes Bay and the 
1968 Inangahua).  However the even more interesting plots were of return period contour maps for MM VI to MM IX 
intensities based on the occurrence of larger earthquakes between 1840 and 1975. An additional contour map shows 
intensities with a 5% probability of being exceeded within 50 years.  It shows central NZ, including Wellington and 
Christchurch at MM X, while Auckland is at MM VIII for that probability, Fig. 20.  Obviously the long held public 
view that Christchurch would not experience strong damaging shaking was not correct. I heard this view expressed 
many times in the media following the Canterbury earthquakes of 2010-2011.  This important paper won the 1980 Otto 
Glogau Award.  

For many years there was an article about the principal earthquakes, which had occurred in NZ over the previous 12 
months.  The first of these for the 1972-year, written by Robin Adams was published in Vol.6, No.1 (March 1973) 
Bulletin in the General Information section at the back of the issue. A yearly report was included in the March issue of 
1974 by the same author.  In Vol.9, No.2 the 1975 report is authored by an unnamed person at the seismological 
Observatory of the DSIR and the reports were then continued for the 1976 and 77 years by Adams.  The 1978 annual 
report was written by the late George Eiby, (Vol.12, No.1), while from 1979 to 1994 (except for 1984) the annual 
reports were written by Warwick Smith (Fellow), his first report appearing in Vol.13, No.1. Terry Webb then continued 
with reports for 1995 and 1996. 

From Vol.31, No.1, March 1998 there appeared a list of World earthquakes of Magnitude 6 and greater and a list of 
Significant NZ earthquakes for the period between Bulletin issues. These listings continued almost continuously till the 
Vol.36, No.4 (December 2003) issue.  These lists are to be found in each issue’s General Information and are not 
accessible from the currently scanned Bulletins on the Society website.  
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g. Learning from Earthquakes: 

The first paper about visiting the damage zone of an overseas earthquake was by Ivan Skinner in Bulletin Vol.4, No.2, 
“Design lessons from recent destructive earthquakes”, where he described damage to structures in the August 1967 
Caracus, Venezuela and the Manila earthquakes of July 1967 and April 1970. 

During 1974 the Management Committee set up the Reconnaissance Team scheme with a subcommittee under John 
Hollings, with N D Hardie (Christchurch) as his deputy. John’s committee wrote a detailed brief which was adopted by 
the ManCom. A report about the scheme appears in Vol.9, No.2 (June 1976). The team produced its first Engineering 
Reconnaissance Manual and the subsequent June 1976 report quotes directly from the manual, including Administration 
and Aims and procedures following an earthquake. The ManCom appointed a reconnaissance team organizer who 
needed to be a ManCom member. The list of team pool members was to be reviewed biennially. In 1985 the 
Reconnaissance Team Leader was George Butcher and the Deputy Organisers were Russell Poole, Nigel Priestley and 
Peter G Johnstone. 

For the first 30 or so years, the Society organized teams to inspect recent earthquake damage and these were called 
Reconnaissances, only recently being renamed Learning from Earthquake Missions.  The first post-earthquake 
Reconnaissance Team sponsored by MWD, DSIR and NZNSEE visited Mexico after the M8.1 earthquake of 19 
September 1985. The team comprised engineers George Butcher (Leader), David Hopkins, Tony Gillies (Canada, ex-
NZ), Rob Jury, Garry McKay, architect Warwick Massey and engineering seismologist Graeme McVerry. Their aim 
was to examine the damage and decide whether NZ seismic design procedures and practice “provide for proper defence 
against major earthquakes of this kind”. The team was overseas for three weeks. 

Major damage was caused in central Mexico City, some of which is founded on a very soft and deep clay of an old 
alluvium lake bed.  Mexico City was about 400 km from the epicentre and the recorded resonant frequencies at periods 
of between 2 and 3.5 seconds. Therefore many multi-storey buildings either collapsed or were damaged.  Mexico City 
then had a population of 17 million within an area of about 1000 km2 with the damaged area being approximately 65 
km2, while the area of highly damaged buildings was only about 25 km2. 

The Team’s preliminary report was published in the Bulletin, Vol.18, No.4, December 1985. The 94 page Final Report 
fills nearly all of the March 1988 Bulletin (Vol.21, No.1).  This is a very comprehensive report covering most aspects of 

Figure 20: MM 
Intensities with a 5% 
probability being 
equalled or exceeded 
within 50 years. Data 
1840-1975. 

From: W D Smith, 
Vol.9, No.4, 
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the earthquake and includes 22 building damage case studies with some thoughts as to how NZ buildings would have 
behaved in a similar ‘quake.  The then Mexican Code contained very little requirement for ductile detailing and many of 
the buildings failed due to soft storeys, column shear failures, strong beams-weak column frames, beam-column joint 
shear failures and flat slab failures, etc. This report was surely the model for all the Society Learning from Earthquakes 
reports that followed. 

The second reconnaissance team went to Armenia to study the damage caused by the M6.8 Spitak earthquake of 7 
December 1988.  The team was led by Bruce Shephard from Works Consultancy Services, Peter North, John Berrill, N 
R Gillon and Peter Wood and their visit totaled 3 weeks.  Their report was published in Vol.26, No.3, September 1993.  
See Bruce Shephard’s memories in chapter 12. 

The report of the third reconnaissance team to the M7.1 Loma Prieta, California earthquake  (17 October 1989) was 
published before the Armenia report in the March 1990 Bulletin (Vol.23, No.1), 78 pages. The team to this earthquake 
included all the Armenia team members with the addition of Alan Perry (architect) and B P Bent (Ministry of Civil 
Defence), who arrived a few days after the earthquake.  The team was staying in San Francisco for a few days on its 
way back to NZ from Armenia, via London, when the earthquake occurred at 5.04pm local time. They were mainly 
spread around the CBD of San Francisco and their experiences during and after the shake make interesting reading. 

In total 23 teams have visited overseas earthquakes over the last 32 years, with reports being published in the Bulletin. 
The largest team to visit an overseas ‘quake was 13 to the Great Hanshin earthquake in Kobe, Japan (17 January1995) 
led by Bob Park. Another team of 11 did a second visit in August 1995, this time led by David Brunsdon.   The reports 
were written up in the March 1995 (Vol.28, No.1), December 1995 (Vol.28, No.4) and March 1996 (Vol.29, No.1) 
Bulletins. 

Society reconnaissance teams have also visited to NZ earthquake sites.  These have included the Ormond, Gisborne (10 
August 1993), George Sound (15 October 2007) and Gisborne (20 December 2007) earthquakes with subsequent 
Bulletin reports.  The Darfield (4 September 2010) Vol.43, No.4, Lyttelton (22 February 2011) Vol.44, No.4 and 
Kaikoura (14 November 2016) ‘quakes had very large reports published in the Bulletin by members and others who had 
inspected the substantial damage after these events. 

From the early days, the Society had a list of members willing to be part of any reconnaissance team, which may have 
to be organized at short notice.  The Management Committee would regularly call for new members for the team pool 
and they would be vetted by the Reconnaissance team committee. An Earthquake Reconnaissance Scheme Manual in a 
ring binder was produced for team pool members.  This was kept updated as much as possible, a difficult task when 
community and commercial leaders change regularly.  For over 25 years I kept my tramping boots hanging in the 
garage just in case but I was never called upon, mainly I guess because we don’t have many damaging natural events in 
Auckland. I acted as the Auckland based team organizer for several years in case “the big one” occurred in Wellington.  

A full list of Post-earthquake Investigation Missions is given in Appendix A6, compiled by Win Clark. 
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6. CODES OF PRACTICE: 
 

a.  Loadings Code 
Following the 1931 Hawkes Bay earthquake the NZ Government set up a Buildings Regulation Committee chaired by 
Prof. J E L Cull (Canterbury College), which presented a report to Parliament in June 1931 called the “Draft General 
Earthquake Building By-Law”.  These regulations required a horizontal acceleration of 0.1g for public buildings, which 
was reduced to 0.08 times the weight above for general buildings when published, see Megget, “From Brittle to Ductile: 
75 years of seismic design in NZ”, Vol.39, No.3. The NZ Standards Institution was set up in 1932 and NZSS 95 was 
finally published in October 1935, but did not apply over the entire country, it being left to local authorities to use as 
they wished.  It was revised as NZSS 95 Part IV in August 1939. Before this Code, there had been no seismic 
regulations for building design in NZ. 

The NZ Standard Model Buildings By-Law, NZSS 95 Part IV, was subsequently rewritten in 1955 and again in 1964, 
and in the December 1965 revision, retitled  NZSS 1900 Chapter 8, “Basic Design Loads” [3].  The Chapter 8 version 
included seismic zoning (three zones over the country), determination of building period and consideration of ductility; 
all new additions to the pre-war NZSS 95. The introduction of the seismic zones was controversial with many 
seismologists not agreeing with the engineers. For the seismologist’s view see George Eiby’s paper “A philosophy of 
seismic zoning” in Vol.4, No.1 (March 1971). Also the earthquake force on the building had to be distributed up the 
building as an inverted triangle (0 at ground and a maximum at roof level). For taller structures (with height to depth 
ratio >3) 10% of the base shear was to be concentrated at the top of the structure.  The design response spectra were 
derived by Ivan Skinner and his DSIR team using the 1940 El Centro earthquake record and assumed a structural 
ductility factor of 4 and 10% of critical damping for reinforced concrete buildings. There were no strong motion 
earthquake records from NZ ‘quakes available at the time and in the 1963 there were only six accelerometers installed 
throughout the country, each able to record two horizontal components of the ground acceleration.  There were also “36 
unsatisfactory” peak-reading accelerometers.  Only one 30 m tall block of flats (Gordon Wilson Flats, Wellington) was 
instrumented with seven accelerometers and seven strain measuring cells [20]. Indeed the basic seismic lateral force 
requirements have changed only in detail in today’s Loading Standard NZS 1170.5 [21] for regular structures. It has 
always interested me why the boundary between zones A and B was set just north of Christchurch in the 1965 Loadings 
Code, Figure 21a [3].  Would there have been less damage in Christchurch in the 2010-2011 earthquakes if the city’s 
1960-1980s buildings been designed for zone A lateral forces?  

Although Chapter 8 of NZSS 1900 mentioned “ductility requirements”, in two paragraphs there were no design or 
detailing recommendations as to how to provide this ductility.  The first paragraph says in entirety “All elements within 
the structure which resist seismic forces or movements and the building as a whole shall be designed with consideration 
for adequate ductility”; not very useful. Buildings over 160 feet in height required ductile frames, steel being mentioned, 
“with appropriate moment resisting connections, or by other systems proven by tests and studies to the approval of the 
engineer, to provide equivalent energy absorption”. Obviously the rudimentary requirements for ductile behaviour were 
recognized but not the means to obtain it. 

Early in 1971 the loadings committee of the NZ Standards Institute began major revisions to Chapter 8 and the draft 
NZS 4203 “Code of practice for General Structural Design and Design Loadings for Buildings” [5] was discussed in the 
Vol.8, No.2 Bulletin (June 1975) in “Notes on the New NZ Earthquake Loading Provisions” by Dan Kolston (Structon 
Group Architects, Wellington). The paper gives the members of the seismic loads sub-committee, namely Ivan Skinner 
(chairman), L K Arnold, George Butcher, Brian Cashin, David Elms (UoC), L W Hurrell (secretary), Otto Glogau, Dan 
Kolston, Prof. Neil Mowbray (UoA), Prof. Robin Shepherd, Prof. Peter Taylor (UoA, dec. Life Member) and Keith 
Williamson.  The Code itself does not name the entire code committee, just the institutions represented.  

Vol.9, No.1 (March 1978) contains seven papers presented during 1975 at Auckland, Canterbury and Victoria (VUW) 
Universities to provide background to the new Loadings Code NZS4203. The paper titles and their authors were: 

• Code Philosophy by Otto Glogau 
• Design Loadings by George Butcher 
• Dynamic Aspects by Ivan Skinner 
• Code Provisions Related to Soils and Foundations by Peter Taylor 
• Parts and Portions of Buildings by Dan Kolston 
• Seismic Torsional Effects of Buildings by David Elms 
• Wind Loading by C J O’Donovan (Design Engineer, Lower Hutt CC) 
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Proposed amendments to the Loadings Code related to the SM factors for the seismic design of timber structures were 
included in the General Information section of the Vol.10, No.3 Bulletin, S being the Structural type factor and M the 
Materials factor. 

A brief look at NZS4203: 1976 shows how far the subject of seismic loadings on structures had advanced in the 
previous 20 years, with NZS4203 expanding to 80 pages in A4 format from the 39 pages at about A5 size of Chapter 8. 

 

 

a). Seismic Zones NZS4203: 1976                 b). Zone Factor, Z, NZS4203: 1992 

        c). Hazard Factor, Z, NZS1170.5: 2004 

Figure 21: Hazard Factors for NZ from 1976-2004 Loadings Codes 
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For the first time this 1976 Code included Subsoil considerations, Importance, Structural type, Structural Material and 
Risk factors.  The controversial 3 seismic zones remained intact and the tri-linear basic seismic coefficient plots 
(response spectra) were similar with an increase of 25% but this was compensated by a structural type factor of 0.8 for 
ductile frames with an adequate number of possible plastic hinge zones.  The Code assumed that structural steel 
buildings were inherently more ductile than reinforced concrete ones, thus the structural material factor was 20% less 
for steel compared with reinforced concrete. An earlier Bulletin paper by Otto Glogau in Vol.5, No.4 (December 1972) 
in  “The Objective of the NZ Seismic Design Code” gave more information on the new factors to be included in the 
new base shear force equation. However some of the factors mentioned, a damping factor for one, was not finally 
incorporated into NZS4203: 1975. 

The Code still required “adequate ductility” but put the onus on how to comply on the materials’ codes.  Dan Kolston 
said “For the concrete code, provisions have now been in general use for some years and are constantly being updated. 
Provisions for structural steel, masonry and prestressed concrete are in the process of being formulated at present”.  The 
reader is referred to the chapter 3 on Study Groups, where much of this development was occurring. 

There were revised load combinations and a greater reduction of live loads dependent on the loaded tributary area for 
the member being designed.  This was a realization that it is very unlikely the basic live load will be acting on the entire 
floor area during a major earthquake for most buildings. 

The revised 1992 Loadings Standard NZS4203 had a much more detailed hazard risk map (Zone Factor), as can be seen 
in Fig. 21b.  The 2004 Standard’s (NZS1170.5) Hazard Factor map (Fig. 21c) pattern and magnitude of hazard was 
even more detailed, due mainly to the inclusion of fault sources for the first time. 

 

b. Reinforced Concrete Code 
The concrete code in use when the Society was formed was NZSS 1900, Chapter 9 “Design and Construction”, 
Division 9.3 “Concrete”, which had superseded NZSS 95, Part 5.  This code was entirely an allowable stress document 
and much of it was outdated by the late 1960s with the development of the ultimate stress method and eventually the 
capacity design approach and limit states.  Bob Park and Tom Paulay’s paper “Ductile Reinforced Concrete Frames – 
Some comments on the Special Provisions for Seismic Design of ACI 318-71 and on Capacity Design” pointed the way 
to the far more up to date NZ Concrete Code, NZS3101P (P standing for preliminary) introduced in 1970. Many of the 
seismic related design equations which are in the full NZS3101: 1982 version were first to be found in the American 
Concrete Institute, ACI-71 Code. The 3101 Code acknowledges using extracts from ACI 318-77, the 1977 version.  For 
more detail, see chapter 3b about the Study Group for reinforced concrete ductile buildings. 

 

c. Masonry Code  
The first masonry Bulletin paper appeared in Vol.1, No.1 by Lyall Holmes entitled “Masonry Construction for 
Earthquake”. This was a report written after Lyall attended the International Conference on Masonry Structural 
Systems, held at Austin, Texas in December 1967. Although the conference was not particularly concerned with 
earthquake resistance, it showed up many points of design philosophy of intense interest to engineers concerned with 
earthquake design.   

Lyall stated that “Unreinforced or lightly reinforced masonry, carefully designed and built, will behave well in a zone of 
low seismic probability provided that it is not subject to a felt intensity greater than about MM VII. But if a shallow 
earthquake of Magnitude 6 occurred close to the building then it would be severely damaged or even collapse. This is a 
possibility that cannot be ignored. It is more important for multi-storey buildings than for buildings of one storey. 
Multi-storey buildings cannot be considered adequately designed, whatever the earthquake probability zone, if they 
have not been checked for a major earthquake shock. This invariably means an assessment of damping and ductility in 
the structure. Both these qualities depend on adequate reinforcing. How much, or what kind of reinforcing is adequate, 
is the current problem for designers. The requirements are likely to be quite different for low buildings than for multi-
storey buildings. The requirements are also likely to vary according to the resisting system of the building”. 

During the 1970s the NZ Masonry Design code was NZS1900, Chapter 9.2: 1964 [22] and was felt to be “so out of date 
as to have been practically useless as a design document for some years, leaving the profession without a viable basis 
for masonry design”, as Nigel Priestley put in his introduction to his Vol.13, No.4 (December 1980) paper “Seismic 
Design of Masonry Buildings- Background to the Draft Masonry Design Code DZ4210”.  Nigel acknowledged the 
members of the masonry design code committee, namely chairmen R Chamberlain and Rod J Fulford and members 
Brian Buchanan, Otto Glogau, Murray Jones, Ernest Lapish, Nigel Priestley, R D Sullivan, D Turney, Mike Wesseldine 
and Brian Wood. 
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Nigel commented that detailing of reinforced masonry walls was more important than the provision for adequate shear 
and flexural strength. The draft code contained “fairly rigorous detailing standards” to provide the integrity and ductility 
to hopefully avoid the brittle failures seen in reinforced masonry structures during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake.  
The draft Code provided stringent slenderness ratio requirements in plastic hinge zones to prevent buckling of the wall 
under flexural compression, and required closely spaced vertical and horizontal reinforcement for virtually all types of 
masonry construction. Fig. 22 shows the ductile seismic behaviour of such a reinforced masonry wall. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The follow-up paper by Nigel Priestley was “Seismic Design of Masonry Structures to the New Provisional NZ 
Standard NZS4230P” published in Vol.18, No.1 (March 1985).  Note the change in the Code’s number between 1980 
and 1985.  

Figure 22: Lateral load v deflection of a ductile reinforced squat 
masonry wall. From Priestley, Vol.13, No.4. 
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6. NZSEE CONFERENCES & 12WCEE 
For the first few years of its existence the NZSEE were allocated a day at the annual NZIE conferences and a sub-
committee of the ManCom usually organized the papers and speakers for that day.  

National & Pacific Conferences: 
Peter Moss first wrote to the ManCom in 1969 suggesting a National Conference be held in NZ, maybe in 1971. Thus 
the first NZ National Conference on Earthquake Engineering was held at Victoria University of Wellington (VUW) 
from the 18-20th May 1971. Vol.5, No.1 (March 1972) published the questions to presenters by registrants and the 
authors’ answers, all 22 pages of it.  These were written questions, which the authors were asked to reply to (on written 
discussion cards) with additional figures and photos included.  It is a pity that this published question and answer 
process has never been repeated. The invited speakers were Prof. George W Housner (dec. Life Member), President of 
IAEE and Prof. Emilio Rosenblueth (dec. Life Member), Coordinator of Research at the National University of Mexico. 
In all, 24 papers were presented. 

The so-called (First) South Pacific Regional Conference on Earthquake Engineering (PCEE) was held at VUW 13-
15 May 1975, with 160 delegates attending. The guest speakers were Prof. Karl Steinbrugge and the late Prof. Vitelmo 
Bertero (University of California, Berkeley). I had studied under Prof. Bertero at the International Institute of 
Seismology and Earthquake Engineering in Tokyo during 1971-2 and suggested he should visit NZ. I remember 
subsequently suggesting to Otto Glogau that Vit Bertero would be an excellent keynote speaker and so it transpired. 
Also at the conference was Prof. Kiyoshi Muto (University of Tokyo, Kajima Institute), the first President of IAEE 
(1963-65). He was also a past President of EERI (1968-69). A brief report about the conference by Roger Blakeley 
appeared in the General Information section of Vol.8, No.2, June 1975. Roger’s report included a list of the 24 papers 
presented. The conference organizer was Gordon McKenzie (MWD).  Fig. 23 was taken from Roger Blakeley’s report 
shows Profs. Bertero, Muto and Steinbrugge during the Conference together with Gordon McKenzie and Doug 
Mackenzie. 

 
  

   
Figure 23: Guest visitors and their hosts at the First South 
Pacific Conference on Earthquake Engineering, 1975. 
From Bulletin Vol.8, No.2. 
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The Second South PCEE was held in Wellington in May 1979. I had forgotten,  until I read the conference report, that 
I was the conference convenor and Society Administrative Secretary, Ray J S Burns the secretary. The invited speakers 
were Profs. Paul Jennings (Fellow) from Caltech and Prof. Hiroyuki Aoyama (Life Member) from Tokyo University. A 
very brief conference report is in Vol.12, No.2, written by Latham Andrews.  He stated that the conference was a 
success and comments that Prof. Aoyama was surprised, like others, at the amount of reinforcing in our seismic frame’s 
reinforced concrete beams and columns, especially in NZ beam-column joints!  Latham commented “North Americans 
are clearly more optimistic than we are about the capacity of this vital structural component to behave itself well when 
structures respond vigorously to earthquake motion”.  See chapter 4b. I remember getting Kerry McDonald (then a 
Director of the NZ Institute of Economic Research) to be the after dinner speaker.  Kerry, a former NZ Universities and 
Wellington rugby representative had been suggested by a rugby playing colleague at MWD. 

Otto Glogau, in his role as NZSEE President, gave the closing address, which was published in the same Bulletin. He 
commented that a task requiring a lot of work was the evaluation of existing buildings and how to strengthen them. He 
wasn’t talking about old brick buildings but more modern structures with long economic lives. “For many of these, I 
believe we will have the unpleasant task of having to advise society to these high seismic risks. We have little choice; 
the truth will either come from us or the next intense earthquake”. Also mentioned was that the strengthening methods 
evolving had not been tested on the green shaking table we all live on. 

Third South PCEE: May 1983, University of Auckland, 38 papers. The keynote speaker was Prof. Mete Sozen 
(University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign, USA), whose paper “Lateral Drift of Reinforced Concrete Structures 
Subjected to Strong Ground Motion” was published in Vol.16, No.2. There were two special addresses given by 
Californian architect Christopher Arnold.  The third invited speaker was Prof. Ben Kato from the University of Tokyo. 

4PCEE: August 5-8, 1987, Wairakei, 106 papers. Co-sponsored by the EERI in California. Keynote speakers were 
Prof. R V (Bob) Whitman (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and Prof. Luis Esteva (Mexico University).  Their 
keynotes were published in Vol.20, No.3. The third keynote speaker was Prof. Tom Paulay (UoC), the Society’s first 
travelling lecturer. Tom’s paper (Vol.21, No.3) has already been mentioned in chapter 3b under Capacity Design. 

5PCEE: May 1991, University of Auckland, 95 papers. Keynote speakers: Roger Borcherdt (US Geological Survey, 
Menio Park, California), “On the Observation, Characterisation, and Predictive GIS Mapping of Strong Ground Shaking 
for Seismic Zonation”; Chris Arnold (San Mateo, California), “The Seismic Response of Non-structural Elements in 
Buildings”; Jack W Pappin (Ove Arup, London), “Earthquake Engineering in Regions of Low Seismicity” and Prof. 
Hiroshi Aoyama (Tokyo University), “Recent Development in Seismic Design of Reinforced Concrete Buildings in 
Japan”. The 4 keynote papers were published in Vol.24, No.4. 

6PCEE: May 1995, Melbourne, Australia, 102 papers, jointly hosted by AEES, 230 registrants, with about 50 of those 
from NZ. The invited speakers were: Bruce Bolt “Intraplate Seismicity and Zonation”; Mick Pender “Earthquake 
Design of Foundations”; Nigel Priestley “Displacement-based Seismic Assessment of Existing Reinforced Concrete 
Buildings” and Adrian Page “Unreinforced Masonry Structures- an Australian Overview”.  

7PCEE: was held at the University of Canterbury, 13-15th February 2003. 136 papers were presented with over 200 
delegates attending. Invited Keynote speakers were: John Mander, UoC “Improving Linkages Between Earthquake 
Engineering Research and Practice”; Chris Poland EERI, Oakland, California, “International visions and goals for the 
Earthquake Engineering Research Institute”, with co-author S M Alcocer; A C Heidebrecht, McMaster University, 
Ontario, Canada, “Seismic Design Implications of Revisions to the National Building Code of Canada”; Mike Griffith, 
University of Adelaide, Australia, “Achievements and Future Challenges for Earthquake Engineering in Australia” and 
G G Shorten, South Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission, Suva, Fiji, “Challenges for the Application of Earthquake 
Engineering in the Pacific Islands”. These and most of the following conference papers can be found on the NZSEE 
website. 

8PCEE: 5-7 December 2007, Singapore, 161 papers.  This conference was jointly organized by NZSEE and the 
Singapore Earthquake Engineering Society. Keynote speakers included: Michael Fadis, University of Patras, Greece; 
Susumu Iai, Disaster Prevention Institute, Kyoto University, Japan; Chin-Hsiung Loh, National Taiwan University, 
Taipei; Jack Moehle, Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Centre, UC Berkeley, USA; Richard Sharpe, Beca 
International Consultants, NZ and Zhou Xi-Yuan, Beijing University of Technology. I haven’t found a link to the 
8PCEE papers. 

9PCEE: 14-16 April 2011, UoA. 155 papers plus 11 presentations on the 2010-11 Canterbury earthquakes. Keynotes: 
Nigel Priestley, Priestley Structural Engineering, “Problems with Seismic Design Based on Elastic Stiffness”; Ernesto 
Rios, Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros, Chile, “Chile 27-F: Lessons and Future Challenges”; Robin K McGuire, 
Fugro Consultants Inc., Boulder, Colorado, USA, “Performance-based seismic design in the United States”; Robin J S 
Spence, Cambridge University, UK “Human casualties in earthquakes: modelling and mitigation”, co-author E K M So; 
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and Roberto T Leon, Georgia Tech., Atlanta, USA, “The AISC 2010 Seismic Provisions for Composite Structures: 
Towards an Application of PBD Principles for Connection Design”, co-author J W Hu. 

10PCEE: was held in Sydney, 6-8 November 2015, hosted jointly with the AEES. Keynotes: Jack Baker, Stanford 
University, USA; Brendon Bradley, UoC, Christchurch, NZ; Hong Kie Thio, AECOM, Los Angeles, USA; Ikuo 
Towhata, Japanese Geotechnical Society, Tokyo; Masayoshi Nakashima, Kyoto University, Japan; Timothy Sullivan, 
University of Pavia, Italy; Alistair Cattanach, Dunning Thornton Consultants, Wellington; Juan C de la Llera, Pontificia 
Universidad de Chile, Santiago; Richard Sharpe, BECA, Wellington; Ken Elwood, UoA, Auckland; Mary Comerio, 
EERI, University of California, Berkeley, USA; Dave Brunsdon, Kestrel Group, Wellington and John Wilson, 
Swinburne University of Technology, Hawthorn, Australia.  

The PCEEs have usually been full on three-day conferences, which have become large conferences with multi-streams, 
compared to the early days. The early conference Proceedings were published as spiral bound volumes (usually three) 
but latterly a single CD or memory stick contained all the presented papers. 

 

12th World Conference on Earthquake Engineering: 
7PCEE, which normally would have occurred in 1999 following the four-year interval, was delayed till 2003 due to the 
12th World Conference held in Auckland from 30 January till 4 February 2000. Barry Davidson and David Hopkins 
developed and presented the bid to host 12WCEE during 11WCEE in Acapulco in 1996, along with Richard Buchanan 
(Convention Management Services Ltd.) who subsequently won the contract to manage the Conference.  

The conference organizing committee was set up almost immediately after 11WCEE in late 1996 with Bob Park as 
Chair with David Hopkins as his Deputy.  Other members of the committee were Ian Billings (BCHF), Michael Brice 
(Secretary, NZSEE), Ian Buckle (UoA), Richard Buchanan, Barry Davidson (UoA), Andrew King (BRANZ and then 
NZSEE President), Kevin McManus (UoC), Les Megget (UoA), Ivan Skinner (EQC) and Euan Smith (VUW).  Bob 
Park wrote a Brief Report about the conference, published in Vol.33, No.3, September 2000.  Bob suffered a major 
heart complaint and a stroke in 1998 and David took over chairing several of the 19 organising committee meetings in 
the four years prior to the conference. Thankfully Bob recovered to take a full part in the conference. I remember one 
committee meeting spending much of the day deciding on the Conference logo and the colours to use!  I think the final 
result was attractive and eye-catching, Fig. 12. 

                                                         
 

 

The call for technical paper abstracts resulted in over 2,800 abstracts being received from over 83 countries. Each 
abstract was sent to three reviewers by the convenor of each of the 11 topic areas. After review and grading, 90% of the 
abstracts were accepted, 20% of those for oral presentation and the rest as posters. A total of 419 papers were orally 
presented over the five days in up to seven concurrent theme sessions in various rooms in the Aotea Centre and the 
Town Hall. At the time 12WCEE was the second largest technical conference ever held in NZ. 

As Convenor of the Publications sub-committee, I well remember reading all the abstracts of the final papers submitted 
with the aim of correcting any errors for the printed book of abstracts; what a chore! Each final paper was converted to 
a pdf file for the Conference CD, a relatively new process in 1999. The single CD contained all the abstracts, papers and 

The 12WCEE First Announcement, Left: Andrew King, Right: David Hopkins 
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a search engine to search topic, author and word. In 1998 I didn’t know what a pdf was but I soon found out. There 
were two printed volumes of Abstracts in A5 format; Vol.1 contained papers numbered from 0003 to 1499 and Vol.2 
from 1500 to 2857 and an Index. Each volume had about 1,000 pages and was 45 mm thick. 

There were 2,161 conference registrants, including 192 accompanying persons, 184 students and other short one or two-
day registrants. Conference attendees came from 71 countries, 696 from Japan, 265 from USA, 146 from NZ and 92 
from Italy being the largest contingents. 

The following keynote speakers and their papers were published in a special issue of the Bulletin, Vol.33, No.3, 
September 2000 celebrating 12WCEE: 

A S Arya, University of Rorkee, India: “Non-Engineered Construction in Developing Countries – An Approach toward 
Earthquake Risk Protection” 

Ian G Buckle, University of Nevada-Reno, USA: “Passive Control of Structures for Seismic Loads” 

William T Holmes, Rutherford & Chekene, San Francisco, USA: “Risk Assessment and Retrofit of Existing Buildings” 

Hiroyuki Kameda, Prevention Research Institute, Kyoto University, Japan: “Engineering Management of Lifeline 
Systems Under Earthquake Risk” 

Kazuhiko Kawashima, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan: “Seismic Design and Retrofit of Bridges” 

Shirley Mattingly, Tiburon, California, USA: “Advances in Seismic Risk Management in Developing Countries” 

Paolo Pinto, University of Rome, Italy: “Design for Low/Moderate Seismic Risk” 

M J Nigel Priestley, University of San Diego, California, USA: “Performance Based Seismic Design” 

Miguel P Romo, Manual J Mendozza & Silvia R Garcia, University of Mexico zd National Center for Disaster 
Prevention, Mexico City: “Geotechnical Factors in Seismic Design of Foundations State-of-the-Art Report” 

Paul Somerville, URS Greiner Clyde, Pasadena, California, USA: “Seismic Hazard Evaluation” 

T T Soong & B F Spencer, University of New York and University of Notre Dame, Indiana, USA: “Active, Semi-
Active and Hybrid Control of Structures”. 

This special issue contained the first Bulletin colour pages ever published, an eight-page addition bound in to the centre 
of the issue. 

The detailed budget produced by the Finance sub-committee, convened by Andrew King, was $NZ2.31 million. 
Sponsors provided $200,000 and the EQC was a major sponsor and provided assistance with cash flow. There was a 
fear in the weeks before the conference that the budgeted number of registrants would not be reached.  So the finger 
food at the morning and afternoon teas was reduced (who needed it anyway?). Fortunately there was a rush of late 
registrants which allowed the conference to make a healthy profit ($171,000) for the Society.  

During the conference there were social events most evenings.  The most memorable was the Monday Carnival evening 
at the Aotea Centre.  We were herded into the buffet dinner by a cow cocky on his horse with a sheep dog.  The 
overseas guest were completely astonished by this typical NZ performance.   We were treated to all sorts of money-less 
casino games and the Japanese seemed to love it, coming out with wide grins with many plastic balloon shapes and 
other silly prizes.  The evening had the desired effect of getting the delegates and their partners to join into the 
conference. 

The Thursday Formal Dinner was held at a South Auckland equestrian exhibition centre, due to the difficulty in finding 
a venue to seat over 2,000 guests.  We were even treated to an equestrian show jumping display while the caterers 
valiantly attempted to serve hot meals to the hungry thousands! Convention Management did a great job organizing 
these events. 

Annual Conferences: 
The ManCom has organized an annual NZSEE Conference for many years, usually in March or April and these have 
been held at Wairakei, Rotorua, New Plymouth, Palmerston North, Napier, Wellington, Christchurch and Auckland. 
The first independent “go-it-alone” NZSEE annual technical conference was held at the Wairakei Hotel, 26-28th March 
1993. The keynote address was given by Nigel Priestley and was titled “The role of large scale structural testing in 
earthquake engineering”.  The Society’s AGM was held during the conference. 

On the Saturday afternoon during the 1993 Conference many delegates went fishing on Lake Taupo in a hired boat.  
The group was allowed only two fishing licenses to be shared amongst the many wishing to fish.  We took turns holding 
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the rod and then went below for a little liquid sustenance out of the cold afternoon breeze. I remember a single trout was 
caught and it was cooked by the hotel chef for the evening meal for the person who claimed to have caught it. 

Hard copies of the proceedings (papers) were printed for registrants and in recent years the papers and abstracts have 
been on a CD or memory stick. Some of the Proceedings of conferences from 2001 can be found on the Society’s 
website nzsee.org.nz. In the earlier years the conferences were fairly relaxed affairs with the Saturday afternoon being 
free to unwind, play golf or sightsee (often on tours organized by the conference committee). Conferences usually 
began after lunch on the Friday and finished after lunch on the Sunday. However in recent years the number of 
registrants has exceeded 400 and the programme has been tightly packed into three days (usually Friday to Sunday) 
with three or more concurrent sessions of presentations. The number of papers accepted for presentation has steadily 
increased and many have had to be given as posters, with time slots being allocated for authors to discuss their poster 
paper with registrants. Often this time has been by extended lunch periods.  In recent years all abstracts accepted for 
presentation required their authors to submit the final version about two months prior to the conference.  These final 
papers have then been sent out electronically for review and allowed feedback to the authors to amend the paper before 
publication on the CD.  Finding willing reviewers has never been easy, especially with the necessary tight deadlines.  
For many of the earlier conferences the papers were graded (OK/not OK) from the abstracts alone. 

Usually the Saturday evening has been devoted to the conference dinner.  These have become rather grand affairs with 
up to 600 registrants and partners attending. Usually an after dinner speaker has been organized, often a politician but 
not always.  Some of speeches have been excellent and memorable, others not so.  It can be difficult to entertain 
everyone for 10+ minutes when there is a lot of table talk yet to be said and dessert has not been served or collected!  
Often during the dinner the retiring President made announcements about the newly elected Fellows and Life Members, 
who were asked to make their way to the stage to receive their certificate, after hearing a sometimes fairly lengthy 
citation about their deeds related to earthquake engineering over the years. 

The conference dinner was also the place where the Society’s awards are announced.  These included the Otto Glogau 
Award, Ivan Skinner Award and Research Scholarships.  The announcements were often made by the chair of the sub-
committee for each award.  A list of Otto Glogau awardees is included in Appendix A1. Often the President acted as 
MC for the dinner. The special conference awards for best paper, best student presentation, etc. were not announced 
until the end of the conference, by which time unfortunately often many registrants had left to catch flights home.  This 
was a very busy time for the Administrative Secretary, who had to produce the named certificate(s) in a rush after often 
being told the recipient(s) a few minutes before, if that. At the 2018 conference it is planned to use a mobile phone 
voting app for the first time. 

Conferences in the early years were fully organized by a sub-committee of the Management Committee with a heavy 
workload for the Administrative Secretary but latterly a conference management company has organized the 
registrations, social events, hotel reservations, etc.  It has often been the way that new members of the ManCom have 
been asked/cajoled to be the main technical organisers of the conference, a task that very few are keen to do more than 
once it seems. 

The 5th Conference at Wairakei had the theme “A decade of progress since Edgecumbe” included a Feature Session on 
the Last Decade and a subsequent report in Vol.30, No.2 (June 1997) Bulletin by David Hopkins.  That issue also 
included six short papers presented at the Conference to the theme. 

The 6th Annual Conference was also at Wairakei in 1998 and was attended by 82 members, 25 non-members and 13 
students and 30 papers were presented. A best paper prize of $200 was presented for the first time to Kevin Doherty of 
the University of Adelaide.  Annual Conferences have continued to grow over the last two decades. These numbers 
have ruled out the smaller and often more relaxing venues, for example the Wairakei Resort. 

The Society’s AGM has been regularly held on the conference late Friday afternoon after that day’s final technical 
session, squeezed in between the presentations and the free drinks on offer at the about to start reception.  I must say 
AGM attendances in some years haves not been large, when you consider the number of Society members at the 
conference.  One reason for this depends on how efficiently the chairmen of the finishing sessions have kept to time, 
dictating whether the AGM started on time or not.  The AGM has all the agenda items you would expect, previous 
AGM minutes, President’s report, financial report and election results of the ManCom for the coming year, etc. If 
changes to the Rules were required, a Special GM was held immediately before the AGM. The new ManCom then met 
immediately after the AGM to elect a new president (more drinking time lost).  Sometimes the election was obvious 
when the current President was eligible for a second year, but in my experience there was likely to be only one 
nomination and a vote was extremely rare (only once from the records I’ve read).  Last year (2016), the ManCom 
instituted the position of Vice President, and I presume that as VP David Whittaker will be elected the new President at 
the 2018 conference, if he is willing. Only once has a President had a term of three years (1997-2000) when Andrew 
King remained in the office for an extra year to cover the period of the 12th World Conference. Nigel Priestley was 
President for only 1 year as he left UoC for the University of California, San Diego in 1986. Graham Beattie had to be 
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invited back onto the ManCom in 2009 so that he could be nominated for his second year as President.  This was 
necessary because he had been a ManCom member for the maximum six previous years. A full list of past Management 
Committee members is given in Appendix A5. 

A list of Annual NZSEE Technical Conferences and their theme/title from 2001 follows. The Society holds hard copies 
of each of these conference proceedings.  It was often difficult to come up with a new theme for each conference and it 
is likely that only a few papers and maybe the keynotes were specifically to the theme. 

Table 1: NZSEE Conferences, 1993-2017 
1993     26-28  March Wairakei  Keynote: Nigel Priestley  

1994     25-27  March Wairakei  Keynote: Graham Hutchinson (University 
of Melbourne) 

 

1995     31- 2   Mar/April Rotorua  Wellington after the Quake  

1996     22-24 March New Plymouth  Keynote: Bill Holmes  
1997     14-16 March Wairakei  A decade of progress since Edgecumbe  
1998     27-29 March Wairakei  Reducing EQ risks and encouraging 

preparedness 
 

1999     19-21 March Rotorua  Variation in regional seismicity: How 
should they be accommodated 

 

2000     30- 4 Jan/Feb Auckland  12WCEE  
2001      23-25 March Wairakei   Future Directions: A vision for 

Earthquake Engineering in New Zealand 
 

2002   15-17 March Napier   Learning from Earthquakes: What are the 
Gaps in Our Approach 

 

2003   13-15 February Christchurch    7PCEE Conference  
2004   19-21 March Rotorua   Getting the Message Across and Moving 

Ahead 
 

2005   11-13 March Wairakei   Planning and Engineering for Performance 
in Earthquakes 

 

2006   10-12 March Napier   Remembering Napier 1931:                                 
Building on 75 Years of Earthquake 
Engineering in New Zealand 

 

2007   30- 1 Mar/April Palmerston North   Performance by Design:  Can We Predict 
It? 

 

2007        5- 7 December Singapore   8PCEE Conference  
2008   11-13 April Wairakei   Engineering an Earthquake Resilient New 

Zealand 
 

2009   3- 5 April Christchurch   Why Do We Still Tolerate Buildings That 
Are Unsafe In Earthquakes? 

 

2010   26-28 March Wellington   Earthquake Prone Buildings: How Ready 
Are We? 

 

2011   14-16 April Auckland   9PCEE: Building and Earthquake-
Resilient Society 

 

2012   13-15  April Christchurch   Implementing Lessons Learnt  
2013   26-28  April Wellington   Same Risks- New Realities  
2014   21-23 March Auckland   Towards Integrated Seismic Design  
2015     10-12 April Rotorua   New Dimensions in Earthquake Resilience  
2015   6- 8 November Sydney, Australia   10PCEE Conference   
2016   1- 3 April Christchurch   Reducing Risk, Raising Resilience  
2017   27-29 April Wellington   Next Generation of Low Damage and 

Resilient Structures 
 

2018  13-15 April Auckland  From Inangahua to Kaikoura and Beyond  
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Other Conferences: 
During November 1989 the Society along with the EQ & WD Commission and the Insurance Council of NZ sponsored 
a conference “Information Needs of the Earthquake Insurance Industry in New Zealand” in Christchurch.  This was a 
high level conference with politicians, international insurance experts and leading engineers and scientists presenting 
papers over three days. Vol.22, No.3 contains the programme in the General Information section. Some of the invited 
speakers were Karl Steinbrugge (University of California), R J Roth, Jr. (California Insurance Department, Los 
Angeles), B Porro (Swiss Reinsurance, Switzerland), P Jacob (Brocklehurst Group, London), W C Hodge (Tasman Pulp 
and Paper, Kawerau) and M Matsushima (Yasuda Fire and Marine Insurance Co., Tokyo).  Their presented papers were 
published in Vol.22, No.4 (December 1989).  A further three conference papers by David Hopkins, Kelvin Berryman & 
Desmond Darby, David Dowrick & David Rhoades were in the June 1990 Bulletin.  The final four papers by Sir 
Michael Fowler (former Wellington Mayor), C W Hall (Building Industry Commission), R L Knight (Reserve Bank of 
NZ) and the Hon. Derek Quigley (Strategos Consulting, Wellington) can be found in the September 1990 issue.  To 
round the conference reporting off there was a short four-page Workshop Report (unknown author) in the following 
December 1990 issue (Vol.23, No.4). 

The Society was involved with the organization of the Conference on Large Earthquakes held in Napier from 31 
January to 3 February 1981 to remember the 1931 Hawkes Bay earthquake 50 years earlier.  The late Trevor Hatherton 
of the DSIR Geophysics Division was the conference convenor and I was on the organising committee as the NZSEE 
representative. 

Travelling Seminars: 
A one-day Seminar planned by the Society on High Earthquake Risk Buildings was held at Victoria University of 
Wellington on 6 October 1973. Papers by John Hollings, A N Grigg (Christchurch City Engineer), Don Sinclair (MoW) 
and Brian Bluck (City Engineers Dept. Christchurch) were published in Vol.7, No.2, June 1974.  The tentative 
programme was included in the General Information of the June 1973 Bulletin. 

During the last three decades the ManCom has usually organized, in most years, at least one seminar, or Road Show as 
they were called, after a Learning from Earthquakes team had reported.  These road shows usually presented their 
findings in Wellington, Auckland and Christchurch and sometimes in other cities as well.  Fairly often conference 
keynote speakers (usually one/conference) were asked to stay on in NZ and present their keynote in other centres, or a 
presentation on another topic, before returning home.   This may have given the speaker a chance to sightsee between 
venues.  Latterly there have been several travelling seminars presented each year, often by visiting academics.  A full 
list of seminar speakers and their presentation (both written and some video) since 2012 are on the Society’s website. 

 

                                 
 

 
 

Typical cover format for a Pacific 
Conference on Earthquake Engineering 
(left) and a not so typical cover (right). 
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7. AWARDS 
 

a.     Otto Glogau Award: 
The major NZSEE award was initially called the NZSEE Award when first awarded in 1978 to Profs. Bob Park and 
Tom Paulay for their paper “Ductile reinforced concrete frames – some comments on the special provisions for seismic 
design of ACI 318:71 and on capacity design”, published in Vol.8, No.1 (March 1975).  A sub-committee of the 
ManCom reviewed 68 papers before making their recommendation. The first rules of the Award were published in the 
Bulletin Vol.10, No.2.  

The Award was normally presented annually (to members or non-members) for the best paper published in the Bulletin 
during the three years ending 30 June in the year preceding the date of the award.  Papers not published in the Bulletin 
could also be nominated from the previous three years but at least one of the authors should be a Society member.  

In 1981 the ManCom renamed the NZSEE Award the Otto Glogau Award after the late Chief Structural Engineer of 
MWD and ex-President of the Society (1977-79). Unfortunately, Otto died in London (2 October1980) at the peak of 
his career. He was returning to NZ after attending the 7WCEE at Istanbul, Turkey. His obituary is recorded in Vol.13, 
No.3, page 316, September 1980. 

The author was the first recipient of the Otto Glogau Award in 1982 for my paper on the analysis and design of the 
base-isolated William Clayton Building published in Vol.11, No.4, see chapter 4c. A full list of Awardees can be found 
in Appendix A1. Note: the date shown in the Appendix may be a year later than what was shown on the actual 
certificate, due to some confusion about the correct year of the Award (usually presented at the Annual Conference the 
year after the period when the paper was eligible). 

The award was decided by a sub-committee of the ManCom, its members usually being of different disciplines.  This 
allowed for rigorous discussion at times! Once or twice a non-ManCom member has been asked to adjudicate and some 
times personal interests and preferences were difficult to avoid.  I seemed to end up as the convenor of this sub-
committee, an onerous position, over many years.  I suppose it was felt that as Bulletin Editor, I knew as much about 
the papers being considered as anyone else. 

 

b. Ivan Skinner Award: 

The EQC/NZSEE Ivan Skinner Award aims to advance the common interest of the Earthquake Commission (EQC) and 
the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering Incorporated in promoting research outcomes, which reduce the 
impacts of earthquakes on New Zealand communities.  Currently the award is worth $10,000. One condition of the 
award is that at the completion of the research period the recipient should write a report of a standard suitable for 
publication in the Bulletin. Ivan Skinner presented the earlier Awards at the Conference dinner and latterly they were 
presented by Hugh Cowan (Fellow). 

Past recipients of the Award were: 

2006   Assoc. Prof. Stefano Pampanin (UoC) 

2007  Assoc. Prof. Rajesh Dhakal (UoC) 

2008  Assoc. Prof. Misko Cubrinovski (UoC) 

2010  Dr. Quincy Ma (UoA) 

2012  Dr. Brendon Bradley (UoC) 

2013  Dr. Alessandro Palermo (UoC) 

2014  Dr. Geoffrey Rodgers (UoC) 

2015  Dr. Liam Wotherspoon (UoA) 

2016  No award 

2017  Dmytro Dizhur (UoA) 
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c. President’s Award: 

In October 1998 a President’s Special Award was presented to D Leicester Steven (dec. Life Member) for his 
contribution to society as a Board member of the Earthquake Commission for 16 years. Earlier he had been instrumental 
in getting funding support from the EQ & WD Commission for the Society in its early days. On his retirement in 1998 
the EQC established the Leicester Steven Lectureship in Earthquake Engineering at UoC. Leicester’s obituary is in 
Vol.30, No.3. 

The next recipient of a President’s Award was David Middleton (Life Member), presented by President David 
Brunsdon at the 2001 AGM. David Middleton was the CEO of the EQC (1993-2010) and a ManCom member for many 
years, and was responsible for organizing the initial funding for 12WCEE, finding many sponsors for that World 
Conference. 

A subsequent President’s Award (for exceptional services to the Society) was conferred at the 2011 9PCEE on Henri 
Gavin (Assoc. Prof. Duke University in Durham, North Carolina, USA) for his work as Guest Editor, involving the 
assembly, review and editing of the multi-disciplinary papers on the preliminary observations of the Darfield 
(Canterbury) earthquake sequence published in Bulletin Vol.43, No.4, December 2010. Henri was in the first month of 
six month visit to the University of Canterbury when the 4th September 2010 earthquake occurred and he set aside his 
own research work to co-ordinate the authors and their papers for the Bulletin issue in a very short period. 

Prior to the April 2011 9PCEE, several members recommended Dr. John Berrill for recognition following the Darfield 
and Christchurch earthquakes, for his initiative and work in establishing an unusually dense 3D seismometer network, 
the Canterbury Regional network, that enabled the 2010-11 earthquakes and aftershocks to be arguably the best ever 
recorded, at that time. 

As John had already received a Life Membership he was an obvious choice for another 2010 President’s Award (or was 
this called the 2011 President’s award?). I believe both of these awards were presented at 9PCEE. 

Subsequent President’s Awards were: 

2012   Ivan Skinner for his life-long contributions to earthquake science and engineering, and for his contribution to 
seismograph design. 

2013  The Canterbury Earthquakes Royal Commission members: Hon. Justice Mark Cooper, Sir Ron Carter and 
Adjunct Associate Professor Richard Fenwick.   

2014   Nigel Priestley.  Nigel was very ill with cancer at the 2014 Annual Conference and was conferred with the 
award for his lifetime of achievements in earthquake engineering both in NZ and worldwide. The award and 
citation were presented by Stefano Pampanin, the then President. Sadly Nigel died just prior to Christmas 2014. 
(His obituary is in Bulletin Vol.48, No.2). 

 

2015   David Brunsdon for outstanding contribution and commitment to the Society, and accomplishments in 
improving New Zealand's resilience to earthquake hazards. 

2016   Bruce Deam. For outstanding contribution and commitment to the Society, and accomplishments in improving 
New Zealand’s resilience to earthquake hazards.  

2017   Kam Weng Yuen (Beca): Kam’s work in developing SLaMa has been significant, as has his contribution to the 
seminar series that the Society presented on the Assessment and Improvement of the Structural Performance of 
Buildings in Earthquakes. Kam’s concept of presenting the technical material was innovative and effective. It is 
highly probable that this delivery technique will become a template for many more technical presentations. In 
addition Kam had carried the burden of reviewing papers and preparing the Conference programme. This was an 
arduous task and one that often goes un-noticed. Kam’s dedication to the activities and principles of the Society 
was recognized in this award for reviewing the abstracts and final papers, almost single handedly, for the 2017 
Annual Conference. 

 

d. Research Scholarships: 

The NZ Earthquake Engineering Research Foundation, Research Scholarships were sponsored by EQ & WD 
Commission. The scholarships were available for two to three years for post-graduate research, valued at $12,000 per 
annum.  The Commission also offered a one-off payment to the student’s Faculty of up to $20,000 for special 
equipment. 
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The first Earthquake Engineering Research Scholar, Fernando Yanez was announced in Vol.20, No.3 (September 
1987). Mr. Yanez was an academic at the School of Engineering, University of Chile and studied for his PhD at UoC.  
His research topic was the design of reinforced concrete frames and walls of limited ductility, supervised by Bob Park 
and Tom Paulay. 

From 1987, these Research Scholarships were administered by NZNSEE with a value of $2,000 per annum rising to 
$4,000 in 1989 and $5,000 currently.  One condition of the scholarship was that the recipient wrote a paper suitable for 
publication in the Bulletin at the end of his/her research programme. 

In 1989 Bruce Deam (UoC), PhD student was awarded a scholarship to study timber shear walls. 

The 1991 Scholarship was awarded to R H Fairweather, UoC and supervised by Andrew Buchanan. 

The 1993 Scholarship was awarded to Matthew Free, a graduate from UoA who studied at Imperial College London 
under Prof. Ambraseys.  His topic was to develop an earthquake ground-motion model for intraplate regions. In late 
1993 another scholarship was awarded to Xinrong Li. 

Joe Maffei a graduate from Cooper Union School of Engineering, New York and the University of Texas, Austin 
Texas, USA was the 1995 scholar.  He studied at UoC under Bob Park where his research covered the management and 
prioritization of bridge upgrading and the implications of inelastic analysis on bridge design. 

The 1996 scholarship was awarded to N McKenzie, UoA for research into the Non-linear soil behaviour on soil-
structure systems. 

Often these were awarded annually, sometimes more than one, but unfortunately the Bulletin records very few of the 
scholars. A near complete list of scholars follows: 

Table 2: Research Scholarships awarded from 1997  
  

1997 S Marks PhD student at UoA on dynamic response of volcanic soil. 

1997 A M Fathella 
PhD student at UoC on the seismic pounding of adjacent multistorey frames with 
compliant foundations. 
 

1998 S Bakir Risk Management and Lifelines Engineering 

1998 B Zafgloor Energy Modelling and Behaviour of Multi-story Three-Dimensional Structures 
Under Concurrent Orthogonal Seismic Excitation 

1998 M Stockman Behaviour of Pre-1975 Building Column’s Lap Splice Regions Under Seismic 
Loads – Repair and Retrofit 

1999 
N To 
G van de 
Vorstenboshe 

No research topics were given in the ManCom minutes announcing these 
scholarships 

2000 
R Costello 
M Jacko 
H Avery 

No research topics were given in the ManCom minutes announcing these 
scholarships 

2002 Alex Murahidy UoC 

2004 James Jensen UoC 

2007 
 
 
2007 
 
 
2007 

Debra  Gardiner  
 
 
Brian Peng 
 
 
Aaron Wilson 

Research towards a PhD at Canterbury University, on the Development of Design 
Recommendations for the Internal Forces within Concrete Floor Diaphragms.  
 
PhD research at the University of Canterbury, on the Seismic performance 
assessment of reinforced concrete buildings with precast concrete floor  systems. 
 
Undertaking research towards a Ph.D at Auckland University carried out in-field 
seismic assessment and retrofit of unreinforced masonry buildings 
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e. Other Awards & Competitions: 
 

In recent years paper specific awards have been presented at the end of each conference.  These include: Best 
Conference paper, Best Poster paper and Best paper presented by a student.  

As part of the 2011 PCEE Conference a Design for Post-Earthquake Resilience of Cities: Multidisciplinary Design 
Ideas Competition was held and attracted eight entries. 

In 2012 there was a Christchurch Design Ideas Competition, the entries being displayed and judged at the 2012 NZSEE 
Christchurch Conference. It attracted 42 entries and details of these can be assessed on the NZSEE website.   I believe 
that Luke Allen, the architect on the ManCom organised these competitions. From 2013 Luke has organized an 
Earthquake Strengthening Awards competition for display and judging at each conference.  These competitions have 
been very successful with many entries submitted (31 in 2013).  

  

2008 Brendon Bradley UoC, Seismic loss estimation and soil-pile-structure systems. 

2009 Thomas Algie Numerical and Experimental Modelling of Rocking Foundations Subjected to 
Seismic Loadings 

2012 Lucas Hogan Categorization and Seismic Response of the New Zealand Bridge Stock 

2013 Mustafa Mashal  University of Canterbury for research into “Advanced Bridge Construction and 
Design”. 

 
2014 
 
 
2014 
 

Robin Lee  
 
 
Chris Van Houtte 

University of Canterbury for research into "Development of a 3D Canterbury 
Seismic Velocity Model and Hybrid Broadband Ground motion Simulation of the 
Canterbury Earthquakes". 
 
University of Auckland for research into "Rock Site Ground-motion Prediction in 
New Zealand". 

2016 
 
 
2016 

Shahab 
Ramhormozian  
 
Karim Tarbali 

University of Auckland for research into “Enhancement of the Sliding Hinge 
Joint Connection with Belleville Springs”. 
 
University of Canterbury for research into “Ground Motion Selection for Seismic 
Response Analysis” 
 

2017 Gabriele Granello 
University of Canterbury for research into "Long-Term Performance of Post-
Tensioned Timber Structures". 
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8. MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
 

Of the over 250 Management Committee meetings since 1968, I must have attended nearly half of them over my years 
as Editor and several as an elected ManCom member.  With the rules allowing a maximum continuous stint on the 
committee of six years, many elected members probably thought that was enough after that duration.  The other long-
standing attendees were the Administrative Secretaries, a list of whom can be found in Appendix A4. 

The Society has been very well served by the nine Administrative Secretaries and one Executive Officer to date.  Ray J 
S Burns (deceased Life Member) was the Secretary for the longest period, 1974 to 1989 with Michael Brice (1989-97, 
Life Member) having the next longest tenure.  The current Executive Officer, Win Clark (Life Member) is close behind 
having taken up the position in 2008.   I remember both Ray and Michael very well; both were highly efficient and did 
almost everything that was asked of them.  They sent accurate minutes of the previous meeting out before the next 
meeting, organized very good conferences, kept the financial situation up to date, etc. 

In 2005 the Society’s sole Technical Development Manager (TDM) Dr. Graham Rowe was appointed for a two-year 
term, see Vol.38, No.4.  When he resigned the ManCom decided to appoint an Executive Officer in place of the 
Administrative Secretary and the TDM.  

Almost all the 252 ManCom meetings (up until November 2017) were held in Wellington; from 1968-1987 in the 
IPENZ office, Molesworth Street, 1988-89 at the KRTA office, 150 Willis St., 1989-91 at Vogel Building (MWD Head 
Office), Aitken St., March 1992- July 2008 at the BCHF seminar room at 77 Thorndon Quay, then moving to Beca’s 
new office at 85 Molesworth St., until 2017 and latterly two meetings at the IPENZ office, 50 Customhouse Quay; 
almost going full circle!   Other ManCom meetings have been held at conference venues and at UoC, UoA and other 
places in a few instances. Agendas were very full and at the end of the day there was often undiscussed business, as 
some members rushed off to get a taxi to the airport.   There were, of course, a lot of words but I sometimes got the 
feeling that not much had actually happened between meetings with regard to some topics. However most urgent items 
seemed to get sorted out fairly quickly.  Getting regular reports on progress by some study groups, when the convenor 
wasn’t on the ManCom, was sometimes difficult and some groups appeared to drift for several years. But we need to 
recognise group members were usually volunteers and had very busy professional careers. I see from my financial 
records that ManCom members had to pay for their lunch in the 1980s. Currently the light lunch at meetings is supplied. 

The President I remember most vividly was David Brunsdon.  He would ring me and other ManCom members a few 
weeks after a ManCom meeting to see how items under their control were progressing.  He certainly kept me on my 
toes!  Appendix A5 lists all the ManCom members, year by year, over the 50 years (compiled by Win Clark) with 
Appendix A2 listing the Chairmen/Presidents, and chapter 12 records some of their reminiscences during their time on 
the Management Committee. 

Over the 50 years only two women have been members of the ManCom, Demetra Kennedy from the EQ & WD 
Commission in 1992 and Caroline Holden (IGNZ) from 2010 to 2015.  Hopefully this number will considerably 
increase in the future.  The number of NZ women civil engineers has always been small.  There were no females in my 
1968 BE final year at UoC but today the percentage has increased to nearly 25% in my final year Seismic Design course 
at UoA.  It would be good to see a similar percentage of women on the ManCom. 

Finances: 
The Society has always received an annual grant from the EQ & WD Commission (now EQC) and this substantial grant 
has kept the Society in the black (mostly) and meant the subscriptions have remained relatively small for a professional 
society. During the Society’s formative years there were times when expenditure exceeded income by relatively large 
amounts. In February 1971 the ManCom minutes state that for the previous year the deficit was over $2,200.  This 
amounted to an overdraft with IPENZ, as they held the Society’s funds. This situation required an urgent request to the 
EQ & WD Commission for a grant-in-advance. The deficit must have been due mainly to the large Inangahua 
Earthquake Bulletins, which were much larger than the 40 page issues assumed in the annual budget. 

By the 1974 AGM the financial situation was much improved with a balance of $6,000 compared with about $4,000 the 
previous year.  The improved books were due partly to the 1971 National Conference making a surplus of $680 and 
extra sales of Bulletins. 

The Bulletin typing, production, printing and distribution has often cost all the EQ & WD grant and in some years much 
more. As I remember it, the EQ & WD grant was meant to cover all the Bulletin expenses in any year, at least in the 
early years. In the 1984-85 financial year the total Bulletin expenses equalled more than $36,000, while the EQ & WD 
grant was $20,000, but the balance sheet was offset by about $13,000 received from non-members for the Bulletin.  
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Subscriptions received in that year were just over $23,000 while administrative costs were nearly $7,000 and the cost to 
attend ManCom meeting was close to $4,000.  So it is obvious that without the continual contribution from the EQ & 
WD Commission the subscription of $40 in 1985 would have probably doubled.  In 1985 there were 430 NZ members, 
132 overseas members, 12 life members and 19 corporate members. 

Since about 2005 a EQC grant of $10,000 has been sponsorship for the Annual Conference and an amount paid for 
every Bulletin distributed assuming four issues annually.  The Bulletin grant amounts to about $30,000 annually. 

Every year the ManCom tried to transfer a sum into the separate Reconnaissance fund account.  The aim being to build 
up that account for when a team needed to visit a earthquake site, usually at very short notice. The Society has been 
fortunate that many reconnaissance team members have been sponsored by their employers and the success of 12WCEE 
allowed a proportion of the profit to be transferred to the Learning from Earthquakes account.   

In the early years IPENZ handled the Society finances but often the ManCom had difficulty in receiving an up to date 
financial statement from IPENZ for its meetings. In 1971 Latham Andrews was asked to talk to the IPENZ Secretary to 
resolve this matter. In 1990, the lack of transparency in the transactions and the lack of haste in providing up-to-date 
financial information led to the Society deciding to do most of the finances themselves.  Previously at several ManCom 
meetings I attended we did not have the current financial situation and no idea as to how we were going against the 
yearly budget. As an IPENZ Technical Group, I presume that IPENZ collected the subscriptions and then deposited 
them in the Society’s account, of course charging us a fee for the privilage (about $1,000 in 1985). 

In 2008 the ManCom decided to “give” the financial organisation back to IPENZ because they had geatly improved 
their systems and the extra work was taking too much of the Administrative Secretary’s time. 

Subscriptions: 
The annual subscriptions have always been printed on the inside front cover of the Bulletin. The original sub in 1969 
was $5 and $2 for students.  The member’s rate rose over the years to $17 in 1980, $55 in 1990, $80 in 2000 and is 
currently $149.50 including GST. 
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9. EDITING THE BULLETIN 
 

During the first two decades manuscripts for possible publication were submitted to the editor as typed double-spaced 
sheets with separate figures on sometimes scraps of paper.  The figures from UoC Civil Engineering Dept. staff were 
usually beautiful ink drawings completed by Valerie Grey, while photographs were black and white prints, most of 
which would be unacceptable by today’s digital standards.  The Society employed a typist part-time to retype these 
manuscripts on A3 sheets which had the two-column margins already printed on them in light blue (which would not 
show up in the printing). Only one page was typed on these large sheets using a large font and the page was reduced to 
A4 in the printing process. The typist used a IBM Selectric typewriter with a golf ball (typeball), which could be easily 
changed if a different font was required. If mistakes were found it required a trip across town to the typist to get 
corrections make with twink or if there was a major problem the whole page would be retyped.   

 

                            
1968- 1973                 1974- 1993 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1994- 2005                      2006- 2017 

Figure 24: Bulletin front covers over the half century.  
Thus all of the figures and photos were usually found at the end of most papers and they had to be laboriously stuck to 
the A3 sheets with invisible tape or glue by the editor. 
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Page numbers were always the last item to be added and then the Contents page could be completed, being very careful 
to get the paper title and the author’s names exact. However if you look carefully at past Bulletins, you will find a few 
errors on the Contents pages, which was often reprinted on the back cover. I blame the printer for most of these errors 
because he/she typeset the contents page and often the editor or his deputy weren’t given a chance to check it before the 
presses rolled. You can even find an instance where my name is incorrectly spelt on the contents page and I was the 
editor at the time! The worst mistake I’ve found during my research for this book was that the front cover of Vol.31, 
No.3 (September 1998) was actually printed “Vol.31, No.2, June 1998”. I’m not sure how that slipped through. Luckily 
the spine and the rear cover with the contents were correct!   

The 10th ManCom meeting of 26 February 1970 records that Vol.2, No.3 had been bound with staples which made it 
“impossible to read”.  Subsequently that issue was returned to the printer for “reprocessing”. Also Robin Shepherd was 
asked to obtain a new quote to print the Bulletins in Christchurch.  Obviously, the ManCom was not happy with the 
current Wellington printer!  Unfortunately, the Society was forced to pay for the reprinting at a cost not exceeding $575. 

The front cover has changed only 4 times during the 50 years and photos of these are shown in Fig. 24. There have been 
two special Bulletin covers, the first for the Vol.30, No.4 (December 1997) issue, “The 1855 Wairarapa,  NZ, 
Earthquake- Analysis of Historical Data” and the second for the 12WCEE Keynote addresses in Vol.33, No.3, 
September 2000, shown in Fig. 25. 

    

Figure 25: The two special Bulletin covers. 
Page numbering has always been continuous through the year, starting with the March issue and ending with No.4, the 
December issue.  I can remember having to cut and paste (literally) little pieces of paper with the page number typed on 
it to the final pages; getting it into the correct position a fun job. You may even find a few pages where the numbers 
entered were hand written.  Getting these stuck-in numbers in the correct position wasn’t easy and as you flick through 
the pages the numbers tended to bob about quite a bit! 

Colour printing of figures and photographs was not an option till about 2000 after which if authors wanted a page or 
two of figures or photographs in colour they could ask the editor and be charged about $400 per page for the privilege.  
Not surprisingly few authors took up that colour option.  Since my retirement, the editor Rajesh Dhakal (Fellow), has 
gone to full colour printing, as the cost has come down markedly, (see the following chapter). 

All technical paper manuscripts were sent to at least one expert for review.  Editors tended to have a list of reliable 
reviewers they could depend upon to do a reasonably quick and excellent review but there were a few, a very few, 
prospective reviewers who were never asked twice.  If a review wasn’t received within the usual two to three month 
timeframe the poor editor had to ask someone else, often with a much reduced time to complete.  To my knowledge 
reviewers were never paid a fee and therefore you couldn’t always expect a thorough and quick review from someone 
who was giving his time on a voluntary basis. Thorough reviews take a lot of time, as the equations need to be checked, 
as do the references for exactness and whether any other appropriate reference should be added.  Academics were 
usually quicker in responding with reviews as it was an accepted part of their job but consultants had more important 
clients to cater for. I note that Rajesh is still having difficulty in finding suitable and prompt reviewers, while expecting 
at least two reviewers per manuscript. 

Over the years computers and word processing came more to the fore and in my second stint as editor (1997-2014) the 
Bulletin went from the paper, typing and glue to fully electronic.  I stopped gluing figures onto pages in the early 2000s.  
By then the copy for the printer was produced on A4 sized sheets using 9-point Times New Roman font.  14-point bold 
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headings were the norm.  Bruce Deam and I produced a template on the web for authors to use to type and set out their 
papers before emailing them to the editor for review.  Some authors used the template while others preferred the old 
fashioned double-spaced typing. At least with word processing it was relatively easy to convert to the final copy format 
and make amendments and corrections.  These days most authors type up their own manuscripts but back 20 or more 
years ago, the job was given to a secretary to fit it in amongst all her other more pressing jobs.  Often the worst 
formatting chore was the front page of each paper where the title, authors and the abstract were in a centred single 
column and the following text was double columns, with the authors’ affiliations as footnotes at the bottom of the page. 
Some computers, or their operators (me), had problems with this change in format and sometimes I reverted to starting 
the introduction on the second page.  The first page of a paper should really start on the right hand side page (odd 
numbered page) but there were cases where that didn’t occur and it may have been that the editor was attempting to 
save not having a blank page, a false economy probably? Several times we considered changing the text to single 
column format but reading font-9 text across the page width isn’t easy, especially with my old and wonky eyes. How 
the references were listed at the end of the paper was usually left to the authors but in the last few years the formatting 
has been codified and all papers should now have the same formatting.  

On average, certainly in the early years, I spent 60 to 80 hours communicating with authors, checking, proofreading and 
editing each issue.  I read every paper at least twice, looking to find spelling and syntax errors mainly. I soon learnt that 
nothing is ever perfect but even so I am surprised at the mistakes I have found when researching the Bulletins for this 
book.  In the recent past, with more authors whose first language wasn’t English, a lot more time was spent “improving” 
the English. Whether this is really the editor’s job is debatable.  The Editor wasn’t usually in a position to reject a 
poorly written final version (with good technical content) because there was rarely anything to replace it with at short 
notice.  Very few papers were rejected after reviewing but a second or third opinion was sometimes asked for and with 
major corrections the paper was finally published. 

Caxton Press in Christchurch has done the printing for many years but in my first editorial time (1980-85) the printing 
was completed in Wellington, probably because the 5 editors after Bruce Falconer, during the period 1970- 86, were 
Wellingtonians.  When Ray Burns was Administrative Secretary, his firm Barr, Burgess & Stewart posted out the 
Bulletins to members, even for a couple of years after he retired.  In 1985 the Bulletin processing was moved to the 
University of Canterbury ‘Printery’ but the actual printing was done by Caxton Press in central Christchurch. I can’t 
remember any printing disasters but the closest was in the mid-80s when I did some final proof reading for the editor 
prior to printing.  One page had a large map of NZ that had been formatted (glued) upside down! For the 6 months that I 
was on study leave in Christchurch in late 1985 I had to pick the boxes of about 600 Bulletins up from the Printery, take 
them home, and sort them into postal districts because the post office wanted them that way for bulk mailing.  The list 
of address labels was usually provided by the Administrative Secretary from the latest membership list and I’m not sure 
who provided the deputy editor with the envelope stickers.  If the Bulletin weighed more than 200g the overseas 
postage rate was considerably larger so sometimes an effort was made not to produce an overweight issue.  Refer to the 
next chapter for more details. 

Getting the Bulletins out to the members on the stated month of publication on the cover was usually fairly relaxed in 
my 20+ years as editor. Regularly the December issue didn’t “hit the streets” till late January or early February, often 
due to the printer closing down in mid-December and working with less staff over the January holiday period.  It often 
took 4-6 weeks from the time the copy was in the printer’s hands to the issue being posted out, so to meet the cover date 
a well organised timetable was necessary and if reviewers were slow the whole issue could be held up for weeks.  There 
often wasn’t enough in the editorial pipeline to be planning an issue ahead, let alone two issues, like the larger 
international journals do. During my research, I found the March 1985 issue wasn’t ready to post out until mid-July that 
year, surely the worst case of lateness! I particularly remember the Steel Study group papers, which were very slow to 
be completed and their publication was delayed by one or two Bulletin issues (finally published in December 1985). 
Just to frustrate me, an extra paper, about which I knew nothing, suddenly appeared just before the copy deadline.  The 
author shall remain nameless! 

Caxton Press had a lot of damage in the September 2010 and  February 2011 Canterbury earthquakes; their heavy 
printing presses moved a large distance across the floor in both events. Deputy Editor at that time, Bruce Deam 
(Fellow), tells the story in the following chapter.   

Caxton was very keen to continue to print the Bulletin during and after the earthquakes and their biggest effort was 
publishing the two special issues after the Darfield ‘quake (Vol.43, No.4, December 2010) and the 22 February 2011 
Christchurch earthquake (Vol.44, No.4) a year later. It was a fantastic effort by multiple authors and reviewers to 
produce these 250-plus page editions in a short time interval with basically the same editorial team as the normal 
Bulletins.  It was the attempted “herding of cats” (read authors) required I most remember, and trying to fit all the 
authors and paper titles onto one A4 contents page.  The font was reduced a couple of times. Both editions were full 
colour, thus expanding the work and expense. 
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There hasn’t often been a complete lack of papers going through the review/editing process but there were several 
Bulletins prior to the Canterbury earthquakes that were on the thin side. Vol.40, No.1 (March 2007) was one of the 
smallest issues with three papers and a total of only 34 pages. It included eight pages of a five-year Index, which I 
developed in a hurry to bulk the edition out a bit. I usually attempted to have at least four papers per issue and 50 pages 
was the accepted unwritten minimum. More overseas journals are now being published in the earthquake engineering 
field and have reduced the number of papers being offered to the Bulletin.  In 2014 an international Editorial Board was 
appointed with the main aim of attracting more international papers and more overseas experts to write and review 
papers.  For the first 30 years the Bulletin was able to survive and enhance its reputation on mainly NZ sourced papers, 
many of them highly innovative and world leading in the field of earthquake engineering. Since then the rest of the 
world has caught up, in my view, thus making it that much more difficult to keep ahead of the field by being offered 
and publishing ground breaking work. The Bulletin’s reputation will always attract authors to submit papers but the 
editor and ManCom need to constantly work at it.  This I am sure becomes more challenging every year, as we are a 
small publishing entity with a very small budget relative to the overseas journals. Also, the pressure on NZ academics to 
publish in overseas journals has reduced the number of papers being submitted. 

Three or five year Indexes of papers listed under subject headings and authors have appeared in the March Bulletin over 
the first 40 years.  The earlier Indexes were put together by the late A J (Tony) Bartlett, a retired Secretary of IPENZ, 
who took it upon himself to produce these and they often appeared unannounced.  His 25-year Index (Vols. 1 to 25) 
published in Bulletin Vol.30, No.1 was a large and very accurate piece of work.  I produced the later Indexes, often 
using a cut and paste technique, firstly with real paper and later electronically. It was a long job to produce these and the 
last Bulletin Index was in Vol.40, No.1, March 2007 for the 2002-2006 years. The fact that there is an Index included in 
a certain issue should be shown on the spine, but has not been in all cases. These days it is reasonably straight forward 
to search the Bulletin contents on the website, as long as you have some idea in which decade the paper was published.  
Initially I gave some thought to producing a 50-year Bulletin Index for this book but I’m afraid it might have only 
appeared in 2019 or later! 

To my knowledge, the Editor has always been paid an honorarium, except in the first six years. The initial Editor’s 
honorarium of $100 per annum was confirmed at the 33rd ManCom meeting in  February 1974. In 1980 I was paid a 
gross sum of $500 for the four issues, while this had increased to $1,500 by 1985.  In 2014 my honorarium had 
increased to about $22,600 gross per annum. This large increase in 35 years is far ahead of wage inflation over that time 
but I would contend that the 1980 honorarium was minimal for the work done (about $1/hour in 1980) and the 2014 rate 
was nearer the mark.  For comparison the $5 subscription in 1969 equates to about $85 currently using the CPI index. 

In my last years as Editor I felt the international standing of the Bulletin had dropped, as it seemed unable to attract the 
highest quality international papers and particularly practice papers, which many members desire but few are written 
and those that are often are published elsewhere.  There were several efforts to get NZSEE conference paper authors to 
expand their paper for possible Bulletin publication but only a few reached that goal.  Busy engineers often can’t find 
the time to produce high-class technical papers; once the conference has been and gone then there are other projects to 
work on.  In 2004 the ManCom decided that the Bulletin would be published in digital form on the website, as well as 
the hard copy version. The pdfs would be available to members and free to the public after 18 months. The current 
Editor, Rajesh Dhakal has strengthened the Editorial Board I helped to initially appoint, and the number and standard of 
international papers being published has considerably increased.  Being recognized by several citation indexes has 
raised the Bulletin’s international profile as well. 

Being the Editor for many years certainly didn’t help my chances of promotion at the University.  Some time after the 
World Conference I, with other colleagues, was interviewed by the UoA Dean of Engineering to explain why I hadn’t 
published more papers in overseas journals.  Helping to organise one of NZ’s largest conferences and editing the “world 
leading” Bulletin over many years didn’t wash with the non-earthquake engineering Dean and I was given the 
ultimatum to smarten up my act or else. I always felt that spreading the latest NZ-related research to NZ scientists and 
engineers via the Bulletin was more useful than publishing NZ code related testing results in overseas journals to be 
read by only a few international experts. When Richard Fenwick and I wrote our first papers on beam elongation 
(Vol.22, No.1 and Vol.26, No.1) the first was originally rejected by an eminent US earthquake engineering journal as 
being irrelevant but when published in the Bulletin, it and its companion paper, went on to win two awards.  

NZSEE Newsletter:  
There have been several attempts by the ManCom to issue regular Newsletters over the last 15 years or so.  The first 
web-based Newsletter was in August 2001 and these continued one to three times a year till at least 2011 according to 
the Society’s website. As with all these regular web-based news sheets, it needs someone dedicated to finding and 
soliciting material, and putting it together for publication. Currently Peter Smith and Lisa Moon as Editors are 
publishing email Newsletters fairly regularly.  Unfortunately many earlier Newsletters cannot currently be accessed on 
the website.
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10. Processing, Printing and Posting the Bulletin    
 
Embracing the digital age 
by Bruce L Deam, current Production Manager of the Bulletin. 

	
The NZSEE Bulletin, the annual, Pacific and World Conferences run by the Society, and many other activities all 
significantly changed as the Society embraced the digital age. The physical form of quarterly Bulletin issues delivered 
to members and subscribers has changed little during fifty years. There have been noticeable but small incremental 
changes to the cover and internal layout. However, the printing and distribution of issues have changed rapidly with the 
steady introduction of digital technology. The delivery of conference presentations and proceedings have been changed 
too. Both of these methods that the Society uses to broker the exchange of earthquake engineering knowledge have been 
integrated into the Internet as the Society has established and developed its own presence in cyber space. 
 
This chapter paints a ‘how it works’ picture of how the printing and packaging of the Bulletin have changed, mostly 
during the second quarter century of the Society’s life. It outlines how copies have been printed and bound, how their 
technical papers have been assembled and delivered to the printer, and how they have been packaged and labelled for 
delivery. It briefly describes how the Bulletin’s printer, The Caxton Press, was affected by the Canterbury Earthquakes 
during 2010 and 2011. It outlines how conference presentations and proceedings have changed during that time. It 
describes the early days of the Society’s website www.nzsee.org.nz and concludes with a few remarks on how the 
digital revolution has changed and not changed the Society. 

Printing the Bulletin 

Understanding how a copy of the Bulletin is printed by The Caxton Press needs to begin with picking up a copy and 
examining how the printed pages are folded and bound into the outer covers. The form of the product distributed to 
members and subscribers is one of the few features of the Bulletin that has hardly changed over the last fifty years. 
 
The quantity of copies dictates the process used to print the Bulletin. Offset printing has been the most economic 
method during the first fifty years but smaller print runs or technology improvements could tip the balance in favour of 
laser printing. 
 
Physically, each copy of a Bulletin is assembled from sixteen-page groups called signatures, which are saddle-stitched 
along the centre and folded in half to produce eight leaves. The sewn edges of the signatures are then bound into a 
cardboard shell, which provides the spine and covers for an issue, and trimmed to size. In bygone years, libraries 
disassembled the four issues that make up an annual volume. The spines of all of the signatures were sewn together, 
then they were retrimmed and rebound into a single hard-covered volume.  
 
Each sixteen-page signature is printed on one parent sheet of paper. Its parent sheet is folded twice as illustrated in Fig. 
26 before being saddle-stitched and folded the third time. Fig. 26 also shows the layout of the pages on the parent sheet 
and the white areas (other than along the third fold) that will later be trimmed off to separate the leaves. 
 
Each issue needs to have an exact multiple of four pages to be saddle-stitched along the spine. Often this requires blank 
pages to be inserted before and after the two application forms at the back of the issue. Some older issues had an 
entirely blank leaf at the back but issues can now be bound with only a single leaf. When this does not provide a 
multiple of 16 pages in the issue, the parent sheet of the signature before the last in that issue is cut to provide the two or 
four unstitched pages or the eight or 12 saddle-stitched pages. 
 
The offset printing process uses a metal or plastic plate that has the content for one side of the parent page etched into 
its surface. The etched plate is wrapped around a drum inside the press, with one plate and drum for each side of the 
parent sheet. During printing, the etched regions are filled with ink on one side of the drum. This is then transferred 
onto a parent sheet as it passes through the press. In 2018, printing plates are created digitally, using a process similar to 
that used in a laser printer, but they were once created using photographic negatives. 
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Figure 26: Layout of the pages on a parent sheet and the fold positions used to create a sixteen-page 
signature  
(source: http://www.printninja.com/printing-resource-center/printing-academy/pre-press-production/imposition-
pagination). 
 
A separate plate and drum are also required for each ink colour printed onto the parent sheet. There is always one plate 
for black ink. Special tones can be used when there are less than three additional colours being printed on the sheet. 
However, full colour pages are normally printed using the cyan, magenta, yellow and black process colours that many 
people now see regularly in their office photocopier. Bands of the colours are printed around the perimeter of the parent 
sheet. 
 
Photographs within the ‘camera-ready’ originals of issues were once replaced with screened halftone photographs. 
Offset printing can only apply or not apply ink to the paper, which provides crisp text and line-art for figures. Halftones, 
which can be anywhere between 0% and 100% of a tone, are used to visually simulate intensities within a region by 
replacing them with printed dots that have uniform intensity and varying size (with the smallest normally about 0.02 
mm). Like a computer screen, halftones do this best when the printed image is viewed from an appropriate distance! In 
2018, halftone screening is completely digital for text, line-art (or vector graphics) and images. This is the reverse of 
digital camera images that record the intensities using a red, a blue, and two green sensors for every pixel. 
 
Halftones are also needed to visually blend colours because each printed colour dries on the page before the next is 
printed. Darker ink colours completely obscure lighter colours, so lighter colours are usually printed first. The 
boundaries of lighter colours are often extended slightly so they cover the paper should the overprinted darker colours 
not be perfectly aligned.  
 
The coloured covers introduced in 1994 were printed twice. The three-tone outsides of these shells were printed in 
batches, with enough printed for all four issues in a volume. The plates may have been reused for successive batches. 
The black text for an issue was later printed on both sides before the protective plastic was bonded to the outside surface 
to complete the shell. The single-tone blue cover introduced in 2006 allowed the entire cover to be economically printed 
for an issue in one pass without needing to store partially-printed shells. Thinner cardboard has been used since 2006, 
which helpfully reduced bulging at the spine. 
 
Colour was first used in the body for the September 2000 issue, which included an eight-page signature of (full colour) 
photographs from the 12th World Conference on Earthquake Engineering. Mindful of the additional expense, papers that 
needed colour for photos or figures were placed next to each other within the issue to reduce the number of printing 
plates. This required a lot of work, particularly on occasions when figures needed to be moved within the paper so only 
one side of the parent sheet needed to be colour. However, by 2015 few authors were supplying figures that are legible 
in black on white, so it was decided to reduce the amount of editorial work and print every issue in full colour rather 
than decide either paper by paper or issue by issue. 

Preparing Bulletin issues for printing 

While the printing and binding equipment changed little over most of the life of the Bulletin, the digital age has 
completely transformed both preparation of the papers for an issue and the way they are assembled into the body. Les 
Megget has described elsewhere (chapter 9) how the copy for the pages in the body of an issue is prepared, for many 
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years by typing and literally pasting figures onto an A3 page. This incrementally moved toward the entire process being 
digital, with the entire body being produced in one PDF document in 2006. 
 
Before about 2004, pairs of ‘camera-ready’ A4 pages within the body of an issue were attached to larger layout sheets 
by staff at the University of Canterbury ‘printery’. Pale blue registration lines printed on the layout sheets were used to 
align the A4 pages. Older authors probably remember having their papers typed within pale blue lines on A4 (or A3 
earlier) sized layout pages! The marks were invisible once the black content was photographed onto the negatives used 
to create the printing plates. 
 
In early years, the printery contracted other firms to both print and bind issues. The printery printed issues for a while 
but by 2000 they were regularly being printed The Caxton Press. About 2004, it was discovered that the printery no 
longer composed layout sheets to send to The Caxton Press. It was more economical to send the camera-ready A4 pages 
directly. It is likely that these were scanned and the digital images were used to produce either halftone negatives or 
plates. This continued until the June 2006 issue, which was the first sent to be printed as a PDF document. 
 
Digital issues introduced new challenges creating PDF files from Microsoft Word documents. The first challenge was 
there could be no colour information in the PDF for issues where the body was only being printed in black. While a 
black PDF file was simple to create from a Word document, pages would occasionally need reformatting when 
changing from printing on the Bulletin editor’s printer to digitally ‘printing’ to a PDF document. 
 
There was a new challenge of removing colour information from the PDF files between 2010 and 2015, when the editor 
produced PDF documents directly from Microsoft Word to avoid the reformatting problems. The Caxton Press began 
doing this by removing each figure or photo from the PDF page, processing it and reinserting it. However, this 
inadvertently changed the sizes of some figures and others were moved. This all required more careful checking, so 
colour information was removed from the PDF files using a web service file until 2015 when the Caxton Press had 
similar processing software. 
 
The final editorial step has always been careful examination of a proof copy that is supplied as a collection of individual 
signatures (see Fig. 27). The parent sheets in the proof copy are usually folded, roughly cut, and held together with 
rubber bands rather than being sewn together. The cutting usually leaves the bands of printed tones along one edge. 
 

 
 
Figure 27: The December 2017 Bulletin issue. The stapled proof of the two-tone cover (top left), the 
finished copy (top right), and the ten, four-tone proof signatures (bottom). 
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Proofs were once created using actual printing plates, but modern technology allows the parent sheets to be printed 
accurately on any digital printer, reducing the cost for the occasional correction. (Alert readers may have noticed some 
corrections, such as page numbers, unfortunately don’t make it back into the online PDF version!) The proof copy can 
be rather cumbersome, particularly when the two sides of a parent sheet are printed on different sheets of paper (e.g. 
Fig. 27). The body signatures for the proof copy are often printed on heavy glossy paper to check the fine detail whereas 
the cover of the proof is normally on much lighter photocopying paper. 
 
Corrections to errors on the proof copy are usually sent by email. These can be written descriptions (e.g. align or add a 
page number so it matches the others), a replacement item (e.g. a figure) or a whole page. The proof of the revised page 
is often reviewed in a PDF document rather than reprinting an entire signature. Once accepted, the print run begins. 

Bulletin Distribution 

Before 2009, the printed and bound copies were delivered in boxes (approximately 20 kg each) that were unpacked and 
packaged into individual paper envelopes. These were then posted to members and subscribers in New Zealand and the 
five overseas postal zones (designated A for Australia through to E for Rest of World). Since the March 2009 issue, 
copies have been flow-wrapped in plastic and posted by The Caxton Press. 
 
Students were usually employed to unpack the boxes and repackage each copy of the Bulletin into a paper envelope, 
stick a self-adhesive address label to the front, rubber stamp the Postage Paid permit number, and rubber stamp the 
return address on the back.  
 
The approximately 175 copies being delivered overseas also needed an Air Mail or Economy sticker attached to the 
front and sorted separately so the ‘revenue control team’ at NZ Post could check the quantities. (As an example, it cost 
$400 for the 500 copies being delivered in New Zealand in 2006. There was a fixed cost of $900 for the 175 copies 
delivered overseas by airmail, with an additional $330 for every 100 g in one of those copies.) A Printed Matter stamp 
on the envelope avoided the need to attach the normal green customs label to the back of every copy being delivered 
overseas. 
 
There was a small improvement to the packaging process in 2003 when it was discovered that the Postage Paid permit 
box and the words Printed Matter could be printed to the right-hand end of the address label. This avoiding the need for 
two rubber stamps. The address label increased to a full A4 page for the March 2009 issue that was flow-wrapped. This 
incorporated the return address. A full colour address label was printed for the December 2010 special issue on the 
Darfield Earthquake. 
 
After being packaged, the copies were lodged with NZ Post for delivery. This was an interesting process between about 
2003 and 2007 when the staff at the Riccarton branch of NZ Post almost ducked for cover when they saw the Bulletins 
were arriving. During this time only one person had enough confidence to follow the instructions for unplugging the 
printer from the network to avoid printing out tens of metres of individual receipt slips for the copies being sent 
overseas. This was probably just as well because only one destination city was entered for each of the overseas postal 
zones. While those in Zone A would not be too distant from Sydney, Zone E could be entered as Kathmandu, Reykjavik 
or Santiago depending on the whim of the person. The payment receipt, which required the printer to be reconnected at 
the right time, was still nearly a metre long! 
 
The copies needed to be sorted by postal district within New Zealand before being lodged until about 1990. Until 2007, 
only those being sent overseas needed to be separated into the air and economy classes. The lodging through the mail 
room at the University of Canterbury was simpler in 2007 and 2008. This only required the quantities being delivered 
and in New Zealand for each postal zone to be entered into a triplicate form. However, those being delivered in New 
Zealand needed to be ordered by postcode to take advantage of a discounted postage rate.  
 
The staff from The Caxton Press lodged the flow-wrapped copies from 2009. This was a welcome relief from a time-
consuming packaging process. The mass of special issues as been up to 1.15 kg per copy. This puts them in the more 
expensive small parcel category for both New Zealand and overseas deliveries. The packaged copies are also more 
easily carried using delivery truck than a private car.  
 
The self-adhesive address labels were supplied by IPENZ, via the NZSEE Secretary, in 2000. However, it was more 
convenient to print them locally using a copy of the membership database held by the Society (between 2002 and 2004) 
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and then using extracts from the IPENZ database after 2005. In 2005 there was no fields in IPENZ database that would 
record either overseas postage zone or whether or not the delivery was by air. This information was therefore extracted 
from the NZSEE database and merged into the IPENZ database extracts until 2007. NZ Post changed their pricing 
structure about then and the difference between postage costs for air and economy no longer justified the extra work. 
After 2007, all overseas copies were sent by air and the overseas economy postage option was no longer offered. 
Another database change in 2016 only had one address field in the new IPENZ system, which caused a few surprises for 
members. 
 
The format of the data changes slightly with each issue, in addition to the major database changes described above. The 
data processing methods used to generate an address list therefore need adapting to each new set of quirks. Excel 
spreadsheets were normally used to merge information that is supplied in multiple tables, to add missing information, or 
just to correct the more obvious mistakes following a database change. The list of addresses is then sorted by postal 
zone (overseas) and postal code (NZ) to print the address labels. The self-adhesive labels used before 2009 were mail-
merged using Microsoft Word. Since 2009, a PDF document has been generated directly from the tidied Excel table 
using a Python script. The PDF document is emailed to be printed and have its pages flow-wrapped with the individual 
copies of the Bulletin. 
 
A reasonable number of NZSEE members were staff and postgraduate students in the engineering schools in Auckland 
and Christchurch. Between about 2002 and 2009, one of the 20 kg carton of copies was sent to Auckland each quarter to 
save both packaging time and postage. The unpackaged individual copies were then hand delivered to mailboxes (or in 
person) at both universities. 
 
Additional copies of each Bulletin issue are ordered for Engineering NZ to send to new members and for sale as 
advertised on the inside front cover. A few of these become replacements for the one or two copies of each issue that 
never arrive and the very occasionally misprinted copy. The Caxton Press prints more copies than are ordered to 
accommodate occasional glitches in their sewing and binding process. This varies the number of surplus copies. Before 
2009, some surplus copies were distributed to final year engineering students to encourage them to join the Society. In 
2009 and 2010, students supplied addresses to be added to the distribution list before the address labels were printed. 

Printing in earthquake country 

While Les Megget has described the extraordinary effort preparing the two special issues amidst the Canterbury 
earthquake sequence in 2010-2011, it is also worthwhile recording the equally extraordinary conditions The Caxton 
Press was operating in while printing the Bulletin issues. In early 2010, the company was operating from four 
interconnected buildings at 113 Victoria Street in Christchurch. The pre-press, management and administration staff 
occupied a two storey 1870s URM building. This was separated from a two storey RCM building behind and alongside 
it that partially housed two printing presses. The two single storey RCM buildings behind the two storey building 
housed the production management staff (where the proof copy was collected from), storage, and covered the remainder 
of the two printing presses. 

Peter Wood recorded in the foreword to the December 2010 Bulletin issue that the September issue was lodged with NZ 
Post on September 3, the day before the Darfield earthquake. The historic URM building had a red placard following 
the Darfield Earthquake and the staff were relocated to the adjacent RCM building. It was nearer collapse following the 
September 8 aftershock and, while the owners initially wanted to restore the historic building, it was reluctantly 
demolished sometime before the 22 February Earthquake that would have probably caused it to collapse.  

The 4 September Darfield earthquake moved the 36-tonne printing press 45 mm and the 8 September aftershock moved 
it another 25 mm. By the time the March 2012 issue was printed, the concrete floor beneath the press was marked with 
several of its locations during the previous year. The staff had to relevel both presses after the major aftershocks. It is 
unclear whether the progressive settlement of the two-storey portion of the building above the printing press caused 
parts of the floor to sink with it or the floor was uplifted by displaced soil. Either way, by February 2012, there was a 
considerable slope at the edge of the broken floor on the Northern side of the building. 

The September 2014 issue was the last printed in the Victoria Street building. The 34-tonne press was moved to a new 
purpose-built building on 4 September while the larger press continued production. The Victoria Street property was 
sold not long afterwards and the remaining three buildings have been demolished. 
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Conferences 

The conferences hosted by the Society have been changed by the experience shepherding the Bulletin into the digital 
age as well as the technology changes that have a more direct impact on their proceedings and presentations. 

The proceedings of conferences changed significantly during the 1990s. The Tenth World Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering (WCEE) held in Madrid in 1992 was published in a weighty 11 volumes. For the 11WCEE in Mexico in 
1996, this reduced to a 1468-page volume of abstracts for the full papers that were published as scanned images within 
PDF documents on four CD-ROMs. By 2000, the New Zealand organising committee for the 12WCEE reduced the 
proceedings to a slim A5 sized conference programme with indexes of the titles and authors. This was accompanied by 
a single CD-ROM containing two full-text PDF documents for each paper, one for the abstract and one for the full 
paper. While many delegates read the abstracts and papers on their laptops, some libraries were still keen to add all 15 
bound volumes to their collection! 

The technology used for the 12WCEE was readily adapted for use for the annual NZSEE technical conference, with the 
proceedings papers for each conference published on a CD until 2013 when USB flash memory sticks were considered 
more appropriate (and few laptops were being sold with CD drives).  

By 2000, digital presentations (mostly using Microsoft PowerPoint) were more common than projected 35 mm slides or 
A4 transparencies. These were often brought to the conference on a 3.5-inch disk (for really simple presentations) or a 
CD. Flash memory sticks were still a new (and expensive) novelty. 

Papers and presentations for the 2003 Pacific Conference on Earthquake Engineering (PCEE) were uploaded to a 
website before the conference opened. This site was also used to make the proceedings papers available to the delegates 
about a week before the opening ceremony. Those PCEE delegates were given a combined conference handbook and 
book of abstracts, a practice regularly used for the annual conference proceedings from 2006. All of these formats and 
use of ISSN and ISBN numbers for the conference proceedings in different years have produced a disjoint series of 
records in the National Library Catalogue. 

The Society’s Internet presence 

Bulletin abstracts were some of the first NZSEE information available through the Internet in the mid-1990s. An 
experimental web presence was created for the Society, then transferred to the more permanent www.nzsee.org.nz early 
in the next decade, and expanded in many directions to cater for different perceived needs. 

The Bulletin abstracts were searchable through the University of California’s online MELVYL catalogue system in the 
mid-1990s, which provided access to the Earthquake Engineering Abstracts (EEA) database. This service predated web 
pages, with users needing to log into the interactive EEA database using TELNET terminal software. In January 1996, 
this allowed text-based queries on the titles, authors and full abstracts for Bulletin papers between 1972 and September 
1995. 

An experimental NZSEE web presence was created on the BRANZ web server by Bruce Deam and Andrew King 
around March 1996. This is an estimated date based on the date stamp for the Society’s logo that was displayed on the 
home page! The earliest archived web page, dated 22 July 1996, lists the titles and authors of the papers presented at the 
annual Technical Conference in 1996.  

To provide context for this, it is worth noting that in December 1995 there were 943 NZ organisations connected to the 
internet and only 396 of those could receive email. This ballooned to 5,069 internet connections and 3,007 email boxes 
by January 1997, with nearly 400 and 150 being added that January. Internet usage was carefully monitored by 
managers in that decade. Even by January 2000, the University of Canterbury had reduced billing for non-commercial 
downloads to a more affordable $0.28 per megabyte. However, use of dial-up connections (then billed at an additional 
$0.30 per hour) provided a natural cap on data costs. 

The NZSEE home page was first advertised in the September 1996 issue of the Bulletin. By March 1997, a separate 
web page dedicated to the Bulletin listed the titles and authors of Bulletin papers for volumes 27 to 29. This was 
updated as each new issue was published. An updated version of Tony Bartlett’s indexes for volumes 1 to 30 was added 
in June 1998. (Les Megget provides more details of this elsewhere, see page 64). Pages were also added listing the 
papers presented at each of the annual Technical Conferences. 
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With an internet presence well established, the Society registered the nzsee.org.nz domain name in October 2000. Based 
on her excellent work on the Civil Engineering web site at the University of Canterbury, graphic artist Melody Callahan 
was employed as webmistress of the Society’s web site that was launched in August 2001. Melody considerably 
improved the early utilitarian look of the web site and progressively added a significant quantity of new information 
about the Society, its activities, the management committee, and its members. Contents pages for the Bulletin were 
displayed from a database that I continued to manage on another Civil Engineering web server. Technical Conference 
pages were added annually until 2014, when conferences were managed by Conferences & Events Ltd and hosted on 
their web server. 

Melody refreshed the look of the web site to match the two-tone Bulletin cover that she designed for the Society in 
2006. She also moved the website to an internet hosting company, with backup provided by the Civil Engineering 
server she managed at the University of Canterbury. Having an off-site server was wise preparation for the University 
building being inaccessible following the 22 February 2011 earthquake. 

The author took over managing updates on the main web site in 2008, at what transpired to be the beginning of a series 
of Learning from Earthquakes trips to the Wenchuan (2008), Padang (2009), L’Aquila (2009) and Maule (2010) 
earthquakes. Photographs and descriptions were posted for members to learn from these earthquakes not long after the 
field teams themselves. However, this level of publishing was impossible for the locals during the early days of the 
local (Christchurch) earthquakes in 2010 and 2011. Observations and information supporting engineers during the 
response and recovery phases were published on a separate website for what was eventually labelled the Canterbury 
Technical Forum. 

Quincy Ma took over management of the Bulletin database web site in 2009, adding scanned copies of all of the papers 
in back issues that year, and introducing unique Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) for the published papers. He also 
moved the content of the main web site to a WordPress site in 2012. This provided a contemporary layout and, more 
importantly, allowed its pages to be updated using a web browser. This was simpler than installing web page 
management software on a computer. It also increased the range of features by displaying database information in place 
of nominally static page files. 

The web site is undergoing another transformation as this is written, with Lisa Moon taking over the reins. Like viewers 
at the end of a season of the BBC TV series Dr Who, we await the new Dr and the remodelled TARDIS for the next 
episode in the Society’s internet journey. 

Concluding remarks 

I hope this gives you a reasonable picture of the activity required to print and deliver copies of the Bulletin, the changes 
the digital age brought to proceedings and presentations at conferences, and what will one day be regarded as the early 
development of www.nzsee.org.nz. Few things remained undisturbed as the digital age has rolled relentlessly on and 
any who discover this article in a decade or two could be marvelling at the relatively slow progress. It has been a 
privilege to be involved in these three significant society activities during a time of such significant and rapid 
development. 

Writing this has provided time for reflection, but not only on the large amount of work and wide variety of challenges 
along the way. My involvement with publication of the Bulletin has spanned three Society secretaries, two editors, and 
one executive officer. The website had one colleague and two other managers during its comparatively briefer 
existence. Many more colleagues have been involved with organising and managing conferences, and even more 
writing papers. It is interesting to contrast the regular work delivering the Bulletin each quarter with the exhausting 
preparatory work a technical conference, which almost requires a new chair and team every year. Rapid change brings 
new ideas and innovation, but improvements need to be carefully weighed and fluctuations often need to be damped to 
provide a consistent product. 

In 2018, most organisations have embraced Information and Communications Technology (ICT). The Society has 
clearly embraced the information side of technology. It continues to fulfil its valuable role as a broker of trustworthy 
earthquake engineering information and knowledge. Its flagship Bulletin and conferences are well regarded 
internationally and have transitioned well from being just paper stored on bookshelves and in libraries to being instantly 
available virtually anywhere.  

While delivery of the trustworthy information involves communications, the generation of information is glacial in 
comparison to generation and communication of opinion via social media. The Society’s continuing challenge will be to 
maintain the community that supports trustworthy brokerage when its members are bombarded by digital noise from an 
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increasing number of organisations vying for their attention. This is all happening in a culture that appears to have 
steadily eroding trust of institutions, not realising that these are merely communities of people with a common purpose. 

A decade ago, I was asking whether NZSEE should continue to print the Bulletin. As a digital immigrant, I still find it 
more convenient to flick through an old issue. Or when I am looking for something and only vaguely remember when it 
was published, I invariably notice a few useful concepts or figures within the papers that I was not looking for as I flick 
through the issues. Finding a PDF on the web and waiting for it to download sometimes seems to take more time; but 
that it probably because I am impatiently waiting to be satisfied rather than being distracted by curiosity. Searching for 
a new topic is definitely more convenient using the PDF versions though.  

A younger friend and colleague remarked “It is time you went digital” after receiving a photo of my university office 
following the September 2010 Darfield Earthquake. I slightly reluctantly agree – the photo following the February 2011 
Earthquake was never sent to him. But while I work on screens in different offices in my current position, digitising 
what I have is a considerable effort and I consider complete agreement is for the digital natives of the next generation. 

Author Bio 

 

This contribution was written by Bruce Deam, who was introduced to the Bulletin by former editor Peter Moss while an 
undergraduate engineering student. This occurred about the same time as his successor, Les Megget, was on study leave 
at the University of Canterbury. Bruce was awarded a scholarship by the Society in 1989 to support his PhD project 
work on timber shear walls and has been contributing to the work of the Society since then.  
 
As you will see from his description of the work that Bruce and others carried out, this has normally been behind the 
scenes, either unofficially while working with society president Andrew King during the period the Society’s 
constitution was first drawn up and the 12th world conference was being planned, or in his more formal role as a mix of 
deputy editor and production manager for the Bulletin, and with Quincy Ma as the web site managers. Bruce served on 
the management committee between 2001-2007 and 2008-2009. He has occasionally been persuaded to assume the 
higher profile roles of chairing the organising committee for the 2003 Pacific Conference (by Dave Brunsdon), 
convening of the Canterbury Technical Forum for the five years following the 2010 Darfield Earthquake (by Peter 
Wood and Win Clark), and managing the 2011 and 2012 conferences. More recently, he and the current Bulletin editor 
Rajesh Dhakal have been celebrating receiving their personal copies of the Bulletin in the post with what they regard as 
a well-earned beer. 

  

Bruce Deam 
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11. LIFE MEMBERS AND FELLOWS:  
 

Life Members: 
The membership category of Life Member was introduced at a Special General Meeting of the Society on 21 March 
1974 in Wellington, prior to the 6th AGM. In May 1974 the ManCom elected five Life Members, namely Charles 
Turner, Wilf Edwards, John Rinne, Prof. K Muto (Japan, 1st IAEE President) and George Housner (California, 
IAEE President 1969-73).   

The first Bulletin mention of Life Members was in the December 1981 where the ManCom announced HRC (Toby) 
Blackwood (died 1987) as a Life Member. He was the Deputy Chairman of the EQ & WD Commission in 1967 prior to 
the formation of NZNSEE and he was instrumental in arranging the early substantial funding for the Society from the 
EQ & WD Commission. The other Life Members at the time were Prof. Emilio Rosenblueth (Mexico, IAEE President 
1973-77, died January 11, 1994) and Prof. Jai Krishna (India, IAEE President 1977-80). 

At the February 1985 AGM new Life Members Robert J P Garden (Dunedin consulting engineer) and Harry C 
Hitchcock were approved. Both were for technical contributions in earthquake engineering, particularly with regard to 
the NZ Electricity Dept. in Harry’s case. 

In Vol.25, No.1 (March 1992) the new Life Members announced were Milton J R Allwood (dec.), George W Butcher, 
Karl V Steinbrugge (dec.) and Leicester Steven (dec.). 

Long time Bulletin editor and foundation member Peter J Moss was announced as a Life Member in the Vol.34, No.2 
issue. Citations given at recent Life Member announcements can be found on the NZSEE website.  After a lot of 
searching I haven’t found the year that John Hollings, Hans Huizing and Ivan Skinner were conferred with Life 
Membership. 

I have not been able to ascertain when three early Life Memberships were awarded.  The ManCom minutes typically 
used to say that nominationms for Life Members had been discussed but no names were mentiond; not very useful for 
future historians! Even the AGM minutes are lacking is such detail, in a few instances. 

While reading all the ManCom minutes I found that in September 2004 that the Secretary and I were to compile a list of 
life Members and Fellows.  Well I can report that after 13 years I have completed the task to the best of my ability! 

 

Life Members (year awarded), as at December 2017:  
Hiroyuki Aoyama (1994) John B Berrill (2006) 

Kelvin R Berryman QSO (2017) Michael D Brice (1998) 

David R Brunsdon (2012) George W Butcher (1991) 

Athol J Carr (2010) Andrew W Charleson (2016) 

Howard E Chapman (2007) Win D C Clark (2015) 

David J Dowrick (2007) Richard C Fenwick NZOM (2002)  

Robert J P Garden (1985)  Harry C Hitchcock (1985) 

David C Hopkins (2010)  Sudair K Jain (2013, current IAEE President) 

Rob D Jury (2017) Andrew B King (2014) 

Doug S Mackenzie (2007) Graham H McVerry (2015) 

Les M Megget (2009) David Middleton NZOM (2010) 

Peter J Moss (2001) Michael J Pender (2013) 

Richard D Sharpe (2015) R Bruce Shephard (1999) 

Mike Stannard (2017) John H Wood (2007) 
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Deceased Life Members: 
Milton J Allwood (1991) A Latham Andrews (1983) 

H R C (Toby) Blackwood (1981) Ray J S Burns (1987)  

George A Eiby (1986)  Wilf P Edwards (1974)       

John P Hollings George W Housner (1974, IAEE President 1969-73)  

J B S (Hans) Huizing Jai Krishna (1980, IAEE President 1977-80)   

Gordon H F McKenzie (1986) Kiyoshi Muto (1975, IAEE President 1963-65)  

R (Bob) Park OBE (1997) Tom Paulay OBE (1983, IAEE President 1992-96)  

M J Nigel Priestley NZOM (2011) W (Bill) H Robinson QSO (2008)   

Emilio Rosenblueth (1977) John E Rinne (1974)  

R Ivan Skinner  Karl V Steinbrugge (1991)   

D Leicester Steven (1991) Robin Shepherd (2006)  

Peter W Taylor (1986) Charles W D Turner (1974)  

Ray G Tyler (1986) Hajime Umemura (1988, IAEE President 1984-88) 

 

Fellows: 

The awarding of Fellowships was first discussed by the ManCom at its August 1982 meeting, where Nigel Priestley 
presented a paper on the topic.  However IPENZ were not at all keen on the idea because they already had a 
professional class of Fellows and they feared that it would set a precedent for other technical groups. The Society was 
asked to find an alternative name.  After a few months of thinking about it the ManCom decided to go ahead with 
Fellowships anyway. The rules were agreed to (see the current Rules on the website) with the number of Fellows being 
no more than 5% of the Society’s membership when the application was considered. 

The membership grade of Fellow was added to the Rules in 1984.  The first list of Fellows was announced at the 
February1985 AGM in Wellington. The initial Fellows with their major contribution were: 

A Latham Andrews  Chair inaugural meeting 1968, Chairman 1972-74, Bulletin Editor 1969-72, 

Richard J Bentley  Bulletin Editor 1977-79, 

George Butcher  President 1981-83, 

John P Hollings  Team Organiser, Earthquake Reconnaissance Scheme 1970-84, 

Paul C Jennings  President Seismological Society of America 1980, President EERI 1981-83, Chairman 
Program Committee 8WCEE 1983-84, 

Doug S Mackenzie  Chairman and President 1974-77, 

Les M Megget  Bulletin Editor 1980-85, 

Trevor N Mitchell  Bulletin Editor 1972-77, 

Bob Park  President 1983-85, 

Tom Paulay  President 1979-81, 

M J Nigel Priestley  Technical contributions, 

Robin Shepherd  Chairman 1969-72, 

R Ivan Skinner  IAEE Director 1984, 

Warwick D Smith  Technical contributions, 

Keith E Williamson  Technical contributions. 
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The February 1986 AGM granted new Fellowships to Roger Blakeley, David Hopkins and Russell Poole. 

Vol.20, No.2 announced that H Aoyama, David L Hutchison, Lou M Robinson, Kevin F C Spring and John H 
Wood had been granted Fellowships at the recent AGM. 

In Vol.25, No.1 (March 1992) new Fellows announced were Prof Hiroshi Muguruma (Japan), Peter North, Euan 
Smith, Richard Sharpe, David Dowrick and Andrew Buchanan. 

Over the years many Fellows have been promoted to Life Members and they do not appear on the following list. Note 
also that some named Fellows are not current members of the Society. 

 

 

Fellows (as at December 2017): 
Graeme Beattie (2011) Richard J Bentley (1985) 

Ian Billings (2002) Roger W G Blakeley (1986) 

Des K Bull (2014) G Charles Clifton (2002) 

Hugh N Cowan (2012) Barry J Davidson (2008) 

Bruce L Deam (2007) Andrew H Buchanan (1991) 

Rajesh J Dhakal (2017) H John Hare (2013) 

D L Hutchison (1987) Paul C Jennings (1985) 

Quincy T Ma (2017) Trevor Matuschka (1993) 

Kevin McManus (2007)  Trevor N Mitchell (1985) 

Arthur O’Leary (2002)  Stefano Pampanin (2017) 

Lou M Robinson (1987)  Russell A Poole (1985) 

Euan G C Smith (1991)  Warwick D Smith (1985)  

Mark W Stirling (2007)  Russ Van Dissen (2002) 

Keith E Williamson (1985) Brian J Wood (1993) 

Peter R Wood (2013) 

 

Deceased Fellows: 
Kevin C F Spring (1987) Peter J North (1991) 

Hiroshi Muguruma (1991) 
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12.   PAST PRESIDENT’S MEMORIES: 
 

I wrote to all living ex-Presidents in late 2016 asking them to write down a few of the highs and lows of their time as 
president. 

 

a. Doug Mackenzie 

President 1974-1977 

A year ago I moved into a retirement village to be nearer my daughters at Orewa. After being in my residence for 37 
years the move required a lot of downsizing. I had a great wealth of the NZSEE Bulletins, World Conference 
Proceedings, Newsletters, and many other textbooks and publications. The UoA School of Engineering was not 
interested and as my practice ceased in 1991 (as all my clients had gone out of business due to the 1987 share market 
crash), I had a problem. The Society had no library that I could have donated my publications to. Thus they all had to go 
to the dump. 

In the early 1960s, the Consultants Division of the NZ Institution of Engineers surveyed most of the Consultants to 
ascertain what they knew about Earthquake Engineering. I never heard the results of the survey, which were kept in 
Wellington, and could but assume that not a great deal was known at that time. Thereabouts the continental drift theory 
with its consequent subductions (where continents collided), was gradually being acknowledged. Previously the seismic 
lateral force coefficient of 0.08g, from the Japanese Professor Naito, was thought to be adequate. He had deduced this 
from calculating the force necessary to topple tombstones after the great 1923 Kanto earthquake. This was adopted into 
the NZ Code after the 1931 Napier earthquake, and continued here, with enhancements, depending on the importance of 
the building to the community. 

An American PhD student in the 1930s had derived an electric analogy, whereby structural actions (forces, bending, 
shear, etc.) could be represented by electrical properties. No advantage of this was taken due to WW2. Similarly the 
1940 El Centro (California) strong motion seismograph readings were not acted upon until sometime after the war. 

In the late 1950s, under commercial pressure, the Californian Structural Engineers Association allowed buildings to go 
higher than 165 ft., provided they had a structural steel frame. This upset the American Portland Cement Association, 
who hired John Blume, a San Francisco structural engineer, to see if reinforced concrete framed buildings could also 
exceed 165ft.  Blume did an excellent job by finding the earthquake actions caused by El Centro, using the electric 
analogy. Unfortunately these forces implied a seismic coefficient of several times 0.08g, the number of times being 
dependent on the stiffness of the building in question.  Blume attempted to explain why later buildings in California had 
survived, using his Reserve Energy technique. However, it was impractical to design using this, and it came to be 
realised that member ductility was required, where no member would fail in compression, bending or shear. This could 
be achieved by suitable design. 

It may be noted that my practice designed ductile multi-storeyed reinforced concrete framed buildings from 1962 
onward, in spite of opposition from the Auckland City Council and boards of directors. 

In 1965 NZ hosted the 3rd World Conference on Earthquake Engineering, with sections of it in Wellington and 
Auckland. After the main sections were concluded, delegates split up into groups that met in members’ private houses. I 
found myself in one house with people from Japan, America and Russia. It was at the height of the Cold War, and I was 
wary that some friction could eventuate. It did not. 

It was up to me to take the Russian, a dear old man who was the head of all the building codes in Russia, back to the 
White Heron Hotel in Parnell. As we approached the front door, where two Mongoloid men were standing, he turned to 
me and said “I see our friends have stayed up for us”.  Brezhnev obviously didn’t want him to defect! 

The inauguration of the NZSEE has been well described in a booklet by the late Latham Andrews [1]. 

A few months after the beginning of the Society, a strong earthquake occurred in the Northwest of the South Island. 
There were not enough seismometers to closely locate it, so member Bruce Falconer hired a light plane from 
Wellington and flew over the suspected area looking for earthquake damage. He found it around Inangahua. The word 
spread, and many members visited the area to report on their own specialties. These were incorporated in a large edition 
of the Society’s Bulletin (Vol.2, No.1). 

Apart from someone failing to pick up the EQ & WD Annual Grant, I don’t remember anything of general interest. 
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b. R Bruce Shephard 

President February 1989 – February 1991 

The 1989/90 period was notable for “Learning from Earthquake” events and reconnaissance activities.  These included: 

Spitak, Armenia, earthquake 7 December 1988, with the reconnaissance taking place September/October 1989.  
Reported in the Bulletin of NZSEE Vol. 26, No. 3, September 1993. 

The potential reconnaissance to Russia and Armenia was the project of the previous President David Hopkins and was 
the subject of many meetings with Russian Embassy staff in Wellington. The final outcome was for a party of five to 
travel, with flights and costs outside Russia and Armenia to be meet by the NZSEE and internal country costs to be 
meet by local organisations.  Thus the original team of three (J B Berrill, N R Gillon, P J North) was added to with P R 
Wood and myself (NZSEE President).  The addition of the President arose from the feeling that the hosts expected that 
attendance and that there were “political overtones” to the visit.  The in-transit visit to the Ministry of Construction 
Tsukuba Japan (Dr Kazuhiko Kawachima) was invaluable in giving the team initial insight to events in Armenia as 
experienced by their visit.  The team was most fortunate in flying from Tokyo to Moscow on Japan Airlines in that we 
were upgraded to First class seating (we were the only passengers there) with economy meal services.  This avoided the 
issues of extensive cigarette smoking in the economy section, and enabled the team to each have a window seat from 
which we viewed the earth’s geology en route.  Absolutely fascinating.  Arrival in Moscow was bleak, dark and 
daunting.  We were meet by our “guide/minder” Dr Igor Bereznev  (Institute of Physics of the Earth, Moscow) and soon 
witnessed the state of play in the USSR in the confused and “corrupt” process of securing taxis.   

Days in Moscow had the team meeting with various representatives of Ministries and Research organisations, each 
presenting their work and their experience following the earthquake in Spitak.  We received very limited engineering 
information, possibly because we were hosted by earth science organisations who had little in engineering relationships, 
and it was thought that limited information from and contact with engineers was due to fear of disclosure and potential 
liabilities.  There was also clear conflict between the scientific community blamed for the seismic assessment for Spitak 
being too low and the engineering fraternity for low construction standards.    A couple of incidents come to mind.  We 
presented New Zealand codes, NZSEE reports and standards to a couple of the senior officials and these were accepted 
quickly and immediately secured in bags and in one case in a safe. At one apparently high level meeting we were told 
that the Russians had many war tanks that were being converted to agricultural tractors, and we were asked about export 
opportunities to New Zealand.  We explained that we were scientific and technical experts and that we were not in the 
importing business and did not have any business knowledge of  working in such areas.  Therefore we were not able to 
help.   In one instance the team split to simultaneously undertake two visits, much to the concern of guide Igor who 
worried about our use of the Moscow underground and whatever else!  The Moscow population was just getting to the 
benefits of Perestroika (the reformation with the glasnost policy of Gorbachev of the 1980-91 eras) and were enjoying 
the freedoms that came with it.  Long queues of people were seen buying colour television sets.  Many of the working 
people that we met seemed to have a private business enterprise.  On one occasion we were glad to get out of the 
apartment of one of our drivers who said the he had 700 litres of petrol stored there that he sold on the black market.  
There seemed to be three economies working in Moscow, the official government one, the black market, and every one 
had a personal business scheme.   

The flight from Moscow to Yeravan had its moments.  We went out to the aircraft by standing room only bus, and 
sheltered under the aircraft wings in a snow storm.  The aircraft door at near ground level eventually opened to a “grand 
staircase” entrance to the passenger deck.  The passengers all rushed wildly in because there was no seat allocation.  
(We were privileged to travel “Intourist” and had front seats allocated after other passengers were required to move.)  
We waited on board while the fire services defrosted the plane wings with fire hoses.  When taxi-ing to the runway, we 
passed many aircraft parked without engines.  Guide Igor commented that the USSR had good aeronautical designs but 
still had issues with engines!  Oh good, and we had to fly over the Caucasus Mountains!! There was no flight safety 
briefing and passengers were still moving around the cabin on take-off. There were flies in the cabin – not seen on any 
other airline?  For quite a long flight we were served with a small cup of soda water.  Then when we landed safely the 
whole cabin of passengers cheered and clapped! 

In Yeravan we were hosted by the Institute of Geological Sciences, who at the same time were hosting an international 
conference on Earthquake Deformation and Prognosis.  The team joined some activities of the conference (Russian was 
the official conference language) including their field trip.  The visit also coincided with a conflict between Amenia and 
Azerbaydzhan to the north.  The main effect on our activities was restricted travel due to a shortage of petrol.  We 
visited Spitak and Leninakan.  Seismic data and photographs of some of the earthquake damage are presented in the 
paper showing in little detail the standard of construction witnessed (Bulletin Vol.26, No.3).   By New Zealand 
standards the construction is poorly executed.  This coupled with what was even then known about detailing for 
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structural earthquake performance surely contributed significantly to the loss of at least 25,000 lives and 18,000 people 
requiring hospital care.  The team was told of graft and corruption in the construction industry involving materials and 
construction.  This raised the issue of team reporting in an internationally read bulletin.  One should take cognisance of 
the local social, cultural and practice situation.  It would be easy to offend.  At the same time, in this case, the need for 
better seismic zoning, revised building design and specifications, and proper construction and inspection were 
acknowledged by the Soviets.  When we arrived in Leninakan our buses parked in a town square where there were 
many men crowded around being very vocal, all in the midst of collapsed and propped up buildings.  We foreigners 
were advised to stay close to the buses.  It turned out that the local citizens were complaining and aggressive about the 
fact that the earthquake was about a year ago and that the Soviets had done little to repair or rebuild the damage.  One 
couldn’t help thinking that in New Zealand much of the damage would have been cleared away and some repair and 
reconstruction would have been carried out.   (Prior to this I had some socialist leanings but this experience showed that 
socialism had destroyed personal initiative?)  From talking to local Armenians there was a clear hate rage towards the 
Azerbaydzhan people, with religious differences as the basis.  It was strange to a New Zealander that different peoples 
can bear such intense hatred for hundreds of years.  And, the absolutely teetotal NZSEE President found out that a glass 
of renowned Armenia brandy drunken straight down cured a very sore throat and made for a riotous evening party with 
our hosts (in conjunction with the conference participants). 

A meeting was held with Prof Ambraseys, Engineering Seismologist at Imperial College London, leader of the 
Earthquake Field Investigation Team, and Julian Bloomer for discussions on the Spitak earthquake and future 
earthquake reconnaissance activities.  This proved valuable for cooperation in the Newcastle earthquake.   

Loma Prieta, California, USA, earthquake, 17 October 1989, reconnaissance team in place at the time, reported in 
the Bulletin of the NZSEE Vol. 23, No. 1, March 1990. 

A meeting was held with the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute in California.  This meeting was particularly 
important for enduring relationships with those attending, and particularly for cooperation that occurred between our 
team and EERI activities following the Loma Prieta earthquake that coincidently occurred later that same day. 

The fact that the NZSEE team was present in San Francisco at the exact time of the Loma Prieta earthquake proved to 
be invaluable experience for the team members and indeed a life changing opportunity for at least a couple of them.  
The team was supplemented a few days later by Mr A. Perry architect (KRTA), Mr W R Stephenson (DSIR), Mrs M 
Laird, Mr D Bent and Mr B Toomey all of various offices of Civil Defence.   

At 5pm local time the NZSEE team was scattered around downtown San Francisco city when the 100km distant Loma 
Prieta earthquake struck.  Bruce Shephard was in a parking building (gathering layout information for MWD).  I felt 
concerned that California was famous for very large historic earthquakes and had projections for more.  I wobbled into 
a corner of the building (could not walk straight) where I thought there would be some protection in case of collapse. (I 
later went back to the site to find the one of the “secure walls” that I thought would provide protection was in fact a tin 
duct!)    I was joined by a woman who was clearly distraught judging from the groaning noises that she was making.  
The shaking stopped without any damage where we were standing, and after an exchange of embarrassed  looks I went 
out into the street.  The street was filled with people exiting the buildings.  There was some debris on the street and 
smoke coming from various upper floors.  The fire service was in attendance quickly.  At the next street corner I met up 
with team member, Peter Wood.  We decided that we should walk around to observe whatever we could.  We returned 
to the “Hotel California”, walked up several darkened stories to collect bags with torches and radios, etc.  We then 
walked down Market Street where damage was reported.  There was extensive minor damage along the street.  Then we 
came across a side street where considerable machinery was assembled, apparently in readiness.  On speaking to what 
appeared to be a senior official, we volunteered at the emergency headquartersat his suggestion.   

So, in rapidly darkening streets, with hordes of people walking (and grateful that we had torches) we made our way to 
“Turk Park”.  There, we simply knocked on the door amidst a sea of flashing lights, vehicles moving everywhere and 
helicopters landing.  Having introducing ourselves, the person there was not interested in us and suggested that we go 
away.  But someone in the room stopped us, saying that we would be useful doing building inspections.  So, we were 
paired up with a building inspector and responded to directions to assess various buildings.  I had been given some 
survey forms to complete and posting notices of safe, limited access and unsafe.  By now it was very dark and so we 
could only make superficial external assessments. There was one building that I remember, of five or six stories 
containing many apartments.  We could see lights inside but had great difficulty in rousing someone to let us have 
access.  Once inside, most of the equivalent gib lining was shattered indicating perhaps extensive deformation, although 
in the light that we had there was little, if any, external damage.  So, in the demands and anxiety of the moment, I 
applied yellow stickers - limited access.  The occupants were less than pleased!  I went back to the building some days 
later to find that it was steel framed and that the linings were the stiffest elements and so extensively cracked.  At least 
one judgement I got wrong in the anxiety of the moment.   
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In Union Square workmen were breaking all the glass of the then Macy’s Building into the street.  Our guide ordered 
fencing to secure the area.  Then we were asked to do a walkthrough of “China Town” since there had not been any 
reports from the area.  So, Peter and I walked down opposite sides of several streets, finding no damage and reporting 
so.  (Our guide who was of Chinese descent was beside himself being worried about our security in the area).   We 
returned to the hotel in the early hours of the morning.  I arranged for the “guide” to collect me from the hotel and take 
me to the city headquarters to volunteer for building inspections the following morning.  Peter was aiming at getting in 
touch with the US Geological Service and volunteering for their work.  We were not sure what confidence we should 
have in our hotel in case of further strong earthquakes but really had no option but to stay there.  That night I slept fully 
clothed on top of the bed with an escape bag firmly attached to my wrist. 

A few weeks prior to the Loma Prieta Earthquake the Applied technology Council had conducted training on the new 
publication ATC-20-1 “Field Manual: Post Earthquake Safety Evaluation of buildings”.  (I subsequently obtained full 
copies of ATC-20-1 to take back to New Zealand).  Thus there was a body of engineers at least acquainted with this 
process.  When I volunteered with the City and County of San Francisco I met Laurence Kornfield the Chief Building 
Inspector.  (This was the start of a long friendship).  He provided me with all necessary authorisation for city-wide 
access and supplies of the rapid and detailed building evaluation forms, plus a supply of the red/yellow/green posters.  I 
was assigned with an overseer of the Bureau of Building Repair and asked to assess buildings along the ridge line 
around Lombard Street.  With my experience in structural design, extensive computer analyses of many buildings and 
assessments of existing buildings, I was comfortable with the task and using the pro-forma forms.  I posted many 
buildings that had already been identified as having damage and others as seen along the way.  I have no recall of 
specific buildings posted but I know that I probably erred on the side of caution, but not too much.  So, I “worked” for 
the city for some three days.   

As a last task, I was assigned to look at a specific building in Marina Green where the extensive damage and fire in the 
multi-storey wooden buildings had occurred.  (I had asked for specific permission to enter the area which was still 
heavily cordoned off).   The building in question had some fairly minor damage in parts but was essentially plumb and 
stable. In the cautious environment, it had probably appropriately been yellow posted by a previous inspector.  The 
occupants were extremely upset by the situation of strictly having to vacate the building.  So I called for a meeting of 
the residents, explained the situation and my assessment of the building.  I suggested that they might like to remain in 
the building but in order to do so should carry out specific conditions like being ready to vacate at a moment’s notice, to 
organise themselves to know who was in and where within the building at any time, and to assemble any tools and be 
prepared for rescue action at all times.  I think that they remained and there were no significant aftershocks to cause 
issues.  The City overseer was beside himself when I was addressing the occupants, no doubt visualising all the lawsuits 
that could arise!  Of interest, I took a photograph of a soft storey multi-storey wooden building that had a distinct lean to 
it.  When others of the team visited Marina Green a few days later they took a photograph of the same building that had 
fully collapsed. 

There were “clearing house” meetings each evening.  Prof Robin Shepherd had assembled a group of engineering and 
architectural students from the University of California.  I attended their meetings for a couple of evenings and also 
attended meetings under the auspices of EERI for bridge inspections. 

I joined the field trip for bridge inspections.  Thus I was able to access and see the damage to the San Francisco – 
Oakland Bay Bridge, where a top deck span had fallen onto the lower span, (A television interview was conducted with 
me on this bridge site and shown on NZ national television), the I-880 Cypress Viaduct where the two level concrete 
structure had collapsed over many bays and where several fatalities occurred, and the Struve Slough Bridge, remarkable 
because piles had fractured and punched through the deck.  These bridges have been extensively reported on in the 
Bulletin paper (Vol.23, No.1).   

What hasn’t been reported was the earthquake effect on small towns, the town of Watsonville as a prime example.  
There were intermittent damaged buildings in the town, but the whole town was barricaded off and no one allowed 
inside the barricades.   This meant that none of the businesses could be accessed for owners to be able to retrieve any 
stock or more particularly business records, let alone to be able to carry on business.  This was a common thing all over 
the region.  I subsequently went back to the site of the Cypress Viaduct collapse, coincidently at the time when the last 
rescue was made.  I witnessed the strain, the emotions and the tears of the rescuers. It still moves me emotionally today 
when I remember it.   

So, I came away from the experience of the Loma Prieta earthquake remembering the actions of the people immediately 
following the event, remembering the issues for people who no longer had the use of their living accommodation or 
business premises  (some because I had posted notices on their buildings), and remembering the stress on the rescue 
personnel.  In my mind I came to realise that all our work in preparing for earthquakes was about PEOPLE! On our 
return to New Zealand several media interviews were given and the whole team were engaged in public presentations in 
Dunedin, Christchurch, Wellington, Hamilton and Auckland,  attended by some 855 people.  In recognition of the work 
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in disseminating the information about the Loma Prieta earthquake, I was presented with the 1990 IPENZ 
Communication Award. 

Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia, 28 December 1989:  No formal NZSEE reconnaissance team attendance but 
several NZSEE members had direct involvement in the aftermath and recovery.  A Report by D R Brunsdon is in 
NZSEE Bulletin Vol.23, No.2, June 1990.  

Being a “News freak” I was aware of the earthquake soon after it had occurred.  By accounts, it was a moderate event, 
there was damage at moderate intensities to dated brick buildings in the older centre of Newcastle city CDB and that 
there were 12 deaths and several injuries. The majority of deaths were in a particular building at a particular site.   Not a 
significant event on international scales.  But, on arriving home on 29th December, the telephone was ringing; there 
were notices on both the front and back doors and the neighbours came running from all sides.  Could I please 
telephone this number?   So, as part of the New Zealand’s aid package to the Australians, I was on the flight to Sydney 
at 6:00am next morning.   Brian Wood of Holmes Consulting was the other engineer travelling to assist.  Logically, I 
worked primarily with the New South Wales Public Works Department and Brian worked primarily with the Newcastle 
City Council.  I initially gave advice on some critically damaged government buildings.  Then a coordinated response 
group was established with Works, the city and other agencies, with the police in overall charge of activities.  A state of 
emergency was not declared from considerations of control, funding and liabilities.  Daily briefings were held, usually 
under the chairmanship of the Lord Mayor of Newcastle, who made sure that his full title was always used.  There was 
considerable variation in the damage assessments, tending toward wholesale demolition, of the several consulting 
engineers being engaged by building owners, most of it being ultra conservative in light of the (understandable) local 
inexperience in earthquake effects.  In essence, the majority of damage was to brick buildings in the form of parapets, 
awnings and outer skins of brickwork, leaving the essential structure repairable.   

There were issues with designated historic buildings.  Having my experience following the Loma Prieta earthquake and 
building inspections, we developed simplified building inspection checklists and posting notices, largely based on the 
ATC-20-1 documentation which I had to hand.  For the city buildings, the notices were modified through consultation 
of interested parties, resulting in just two categories – yellow notice, limited access, and red, unsafe to enter or occupy.  
The Newcastle City was very conscious of any advice that designated a building to be “safe”, due to potential legal 
liabilities.  The Public Works used the three notices on its buildings.   

Presentations were given to engineers who were to carry out inspections, having cobbled together overhead projector 
text and diagrams from the ATC document.   Initially, city building assessments were carried out by groups of volunteer 
engineers (collective opinions and responsibilities), from street viewing.  In hindsight, local city building inspectors 
should have been included given their local and specific knowledge of the buildings.  In all instances, a detail 
engineering report to the City was required prior to any work being permitted, including demolition.  Again, the whole 
of the city was cordoned off and access only possible by inspecting engineers, insurance assessors and city officials.  No 
building owners or occupiers were able to access their buildings with the consequence of business interruption and 
perishable food issues.  I assisted in evaluating various public buildings including hospitals, schools and offices, giving 
on job training to Works staff.  I prepared various documents for the Department’s use.  In the following repair and 
reconstruction phase, several New Zealand Ministry of Works staff were seconded to the New South Wales Department 
to prepare designs and drawings and to pass knowledge onto local staff.  Several New Zealand consultant companies 
also undertook such work.   

A notable effect of earthquakes was shown in the district of Hamilton, Beaumont Street, where there was a series of 
older brick buildings on both sides of the street.  The earthquake damaged (debris in the street) every fourth or sixth 
building.  All buildings were superficially similar so why were only some damaged extensively?  This clearly illustrates 
the variability of earthquake damage and a lot can be learned from buildings that did not suffer damage.  In the case of 
Beaumont Street, the collapse of tied awnings pulled the first floor level brick façade and parapet down.   

There was a notable instance in my work in Newcastle.  In a media conference I said that the earthquake should not 
have been a great surprise since there had been two previous events with about a 60 year interval and this had a similar 
interval from the last.  I received a private message from the New Zealand Prime Minister asking me to be more 
discrete in my comments! Never the less I later received a nice thank you letter for my contributions from that same 
Prime Minister.  I have always regretted that I did not work to initiate a formal reconnaissance by NZSEE.   While the 
event was smaller and basic in effects, there was still the opportunity to give members the post-earthquake experience 
by being in the environment and seeing effects first hand which has a real impact on personal understanding and 
appreciation. 

Weber Earthquake, Hawke’s Bay, New Zealand, 19 February 1990: M5.9 followed by M6.3 on 13 May 1990, at 
depths of some 34km.   No formal NZSEE reconnaissance investigation but visited by the NZSEE President and 
Reconnaissance team Administrator George W Butcher. 
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This earthquake left damage to buildings in the town of Dannevirke. There was some damage to brickwork in buildings 
and instances of other damage to building elements, e.g. beams moving on inadequate landings.  Several buildings were 
involved.  The local engineer for the town was known to Mr Butcher and we accompanied him on visits to various 
buildings and proffered advice, the final decision, of course, up to the responsible engineer.  A feature was the 
recurrence of many aftershocks while on site, where the sounds and perceptible shaking made one pause.  The locals 
were very anxious in these aftershocks.  A couple of years later, I was surprised at the extent of demolition and 
replacement with new buildings.  Presumably, economics played a significant part in decisions to take this course of 
action.  

Luzon, Philippines, earthquake, 16 July 1990, reconnaissance team in place July / August 1990, reported in the 
NZSEE Bulletin Vol. 24, No, 1, March 1991. 

I did not have any involvement at all in matters relating to the Luzon earthquake in the Philippines.  I do note from the 
report that the broader effects of earthquake were witnessed.  That is, damage and loss of life was caused by landslides, 
bridge collapses, settlement, lateral spreading, liquefaction, building collapses, and inundation of mines and coastal 
villages.  The damage was very widespread including mountain towns and villages which required major relief 
operations. Really a potpourri of effects and consequences.  

Items of interest arising from Management Committee meetings during the period:  

Study Groups then currently active: Timber Structures, Pile Foundations, Non-Structural Elements, Industrial Building 
Services, Dynamic Analysis and Insurance Industry Liaison. 

There was an issue for members to be active in study groups.  The Public Service was going through a change to 
operate commercially.  That is, work could not be done for a generic public good (short or long term) but had to have 
clientele willing to actually pay for the work.  This affected work of the MWD and the availability of members for 
NZSEE projects.  DSIR was affected similarly but perhaps to a lesser degree.  Standards Association NZ also had 
Government support cut backs and was expected to find clients to pay for the development of NZ standards. 

The Storage Tanks project report was so in demand that an additional printing was ordered. 

There were issues with the Institution of Professional Engineers in the matter of time/session allocations at their annual 
conference.  Also, issues with the way the NZSEE accounts were being done through IPENZ. 

There was a change for the call of papers to be presented at the annual conference.  It was proposed to call for the 
submission of papers to a generic theme, rather than specific topics. There were shortages of papers submitted for the 
Bulletin.  There were also issues of printing and distribution costs for the Bulletin. 

There was discussion about broadening of the NZSEE membership classifications and members.  This arose from 
effectively the combined reconnaissance to the Loma Prieta earthquake and attention to the effects and behaviour of 
people.  It was decided to retain the NZSEE focus on the technical aspects of earthquake engineering, leaving other 
organisations to develop related aspects. 

There were discussions on the development of the EQC Earthquake Research Foundation with the intention of making 
grants available for selected research projects arising from a submission and selection process.  Leicester Steven was to 
be the manager of the Foundation. 

The Earthquake and War Damage Commission was subject to a Government review.  

Participation in a New Zealand, USA, Japan and China collaboration Research Project on the Design of Reinforced 
Concrete Beam-column-slab Joints.  Profs. Park and Paulay and Dr Hopkins attended a conference in Honolulu in May 
1989 (see section 4b). 

The first NZSEE lectureship award and presentations by Prof. Paulay was very successful.  The invitation for Prof. Karl 
Steinbrugge for the next lectureship was cancelled due to his heavy local involvement following the Loma Prieta 
earthquake.  The lectureship was replaced by the reconnaissance team series of presentations.  There were ongoing 
discussions with Prof. Steinbrugge regarding the return of the Ruaumoko carving to New Zealand. 

The preparation of a schedule of members available for reconnaissance visits and, preparation of a schedule of properly 
accredited members available for Civil Defence activities was proposed.  An investigation was initiated into the 
potential liabilities of work under civil defence auspices.  Issues regarding publication of such lists containing extensive 
personal details were investigated. 

A sub-committee was established under the management of George Butcher for the selection and organisation of 
reconnaissance activities. 
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A professional journalist was engaged to prepare articles on NZSEE activities in the public interest and have them 
published in the media,  e.g. securing chattels.     

 

 

c. John Wood 

 
President 1993-1995 

Reconnaissance Activity:  During my period as President the Society (1993-94) there was a continuing sequence of 
major local and overseas earthquakes.   The management committee was involved with the reconnaissance teams to the 
following earthquakes: 

• Hokkaido-Nansei-Oki: July 1993, M 7.8 

• Ormond: August 1993, M 6.3 

• Fiordland: August 1993, M 6.7 

• Guam: August 1993, M 7.8 

• Northridge: January 1994, M 6.7 

• Arthurs Pass: June 1994, M 6.5 

Bulletin:  Many high-quality papers were published in the Bulletin over the period.  25 papers in 1993 and 18 in 1994.  
Peter Moss was the editor and did a fantastic job arranging paper reviews and the publication.  The recent colourful and 
attractive cover first appeared in 1994. Several key papers included: 

• Aseismic Pile Design – M J Pender 

• Lifelines in Earthquakes – A Case Study Based on Wellington – D C Hopkins, J L Lumsden and J A 
Norton 

• Myths and Fallacies in Earthquake Engineering – Conflicts between Design and Reality M J N Priestley 

• Highlights of 30 Years of Strong-motion Recording in New Zealand – W J Cousins 

• Northridge Earthquake Reconnaissance Report – J A Norton et al 

• Dynamic Analysis of Structures – A J Carr 

• The Hokkaido-Nansei-Oki Earthquake – Final Report of NZNSEE Reconnaissance Team – W D Butcher 
et al. 

Research Scholarships: The Management Committee continued the promotion of post-graduate Research Scholarships 
for earthquake engineering projects within the broad terms of the objectives of the Society (first promoted in 1987, see 
chapter 7d).  One of the first recipients was Mathew Free, a graduate from Auckland University who carried out post-
graduate research on ground-motion attenuation for interplate regions at Imperial College London. 

Secretarial:  Michael Brice was the Secretary over my period as President.  He was incredibly well organised and 
simplified my role by undertaking a large part of routine administration of the Society.  He prepared draft letters and 
documents for me to sign-off. 
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Annual Conferences:  The 1993 and 1994 Annual Conferences were held at Wairakei.   They were much smaller than 
at present, allowing a single stream of presentations which facilitated good interaction between the various engineering, 
science and architectural disciplines.  Socially, this venue was a great success with Saturday afternoon golf at Wairakei 
and fishing on Lake Taupo obvious attractions.  

Study Groups:  A study group on Earthquake Risk Buildings was set-up in 1993 to update the 1985 “Red Book” and to 
include post-1936 buildings.  The group was chaired by David Brunsdon. 

Management Committee:  The committee members representing architects and scientists provided invaluable 
diversity to the operations of the Society. During 1993-94 these members were Andrew Charleston (Victoria 
University) and John Haines and Alan Hull of GNS.  A scientist, Euan Smith of Victoria University became President 
of the Society in 1995.  

 

 

d. David Brunsdon 

President 2000-2002 

My time as President immediately followed 12WCEE.  A particular need was to develop a plan to look after and wisely 
apply the financial windfall that came to the Society from that event.  The last act from the previous 
President was to organise a strategic planning retreat, held over two days in the Wairarapa, with a range of stakeholder 
representatives. 
 
Following on from this, I developed the first Strategic Plan for the Society, encompassing more output-focused 
structures as well as financial objectives in relation to the reserves. 
 
The annual conference continued to grow in size during the two years of my Presidency. 
 
As a result of a direct approach by Richard Sharpe and myself (as respective leaders of the LFE teams to Turkey and 
Taiwan in 1999) to John Norton, then Director of Civil Defence, the development of NZ's Urban Search and Rescue 
capability was initiated with formal support from both MCDEM and NZFS. 
 
The Society made a strong submission to Minister Michael Cullen in support of the establishment of the GeoNet 
programme, contributing to the successful outcome. 
 

 

e. Mark Stirling 

 
President 2004-2006 

My election as Society President came after several years of service on the Management Committee, receiving two Otto 
Glogau awards for seismic hazard model papers, leadership of a reconnaissance mission to Peru in 2001 to observe the 
effects of the M8 Arequipa earthquake and tsunami, and serving as convenor of the 2004 Society conference (Theme: 
Getting the message across and moving ahead). My nomination and subsequent election as President came as quite a 
surprise to me as I was relatively young and inexperienced in such things, and also for the fact that I was a seismologist 
rather than an engineer. However, the strong support of my new GNS Science Manager Andrew King, Immediate Past 
President Richard Sharpe, EQC Chief Executive David Middleton and Society secretary Derek Wilshere saw me get the 
hang of things and experience some satisfaction from the position (I feel like I spent the first year “learning” and the 
second year “doing”). One of my goals was to establish greater synergy with other NZ Societies (Geological Society of 
NZ and NZ Geophysical Society in particular), as well as international groups (EERI). I also used my position to be a 
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strong advocate for the melding of the Geological Society of NZ and NZ Geophysical Society, and this eventually came 
to fruition a few years later. As for EERI, NZSEE became a supporter of the 2006 EERI/SSA San Francisco earthquake 
centenary conference, and I also ran a special New Zealand-focused session at the conference thanks to the in-country 
assistance of Dr Ron Mayes. 

I like to think my presidency gave GNS Science, seismology, and the national seismic hazard model some visibility in 
the NZ earthquake engineering community. Highlights of my time as President were the 2004 WCEE in Vancouver and 
the 2005 annual conference in Wairakei. My only frustrations with the Society at the time were an inability to move the 
Society Bulletin to a higher position of international recognition, and an inability to change the long-term Society 
demographics. I think the demographics have improved somewhat over the passage of time, and hopefully we will 
eventually see the appointment of a female President. I have always been able to think of many first class candidates 
right off the bat! 

 

f. Graeme Beattie 

 
President 2008-2010 

I think the first thing that came to mind during my presidency was the appointment of Win Clark as the Executive 
Officer of the Society in 2008.  With an unfilled Technical Development Manager position and reduced demands on the 
Secretary through IPENZ handling of the finances, I suggested that the Society consider the creation of a position of 
Executive Officer to replace that of the Secretary and Technical Development Manager.  Win was offered the position 
and accepted.  I think if you asked him, he would say that he never intended to continue for so long in the position, but I 
think that all Presidents and committees since then have been very grateful for his services. 

While I can’t claim to be the initiator of the NZSEE Newsletter (I think Mick Pender started these in his term), I think I 
did manage to get eight of them out over my two year term.  These were certainly a good way to get messages out to the 
membership following Management Committee meetings. 

The NZSEE Building Safety Evaluation During a State of Emergency - Guidelines for Territorial Authorities were 
published in 2009.  The Guidelines were produced to assist building control officials, engineers, architects and other 
building professionals when carrying out Rapid Building Safety Assessments during a state of emergency.  This project 
was championed by David Brunsdon. 

The Wenhuan earthquake reconnaissance team of five visited the Sichuan region following the 12 May 2008 
earthquake.  The departure of the team was preceded by two introductory visits by Jiashun Yu to the region. 

 

g.  Peter Wood 

 
President 2010-2012 

Involvement in the NZSEE Learning from Earthquakes missions, hugely influenced my understanding of earthquakes 
and their resultant effects; particularly the contrasts between the 1988 Spitak, Armenian, and the 1989 Loma Prieta, 
Californian earthquakes. I experienced the latter with the NZSEE team on our way home from Armenia; I was literally 
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caught while shopping in a San Francisco basement store. The NZSEE team joined the Californian response and saw 
the first implementation of post-earthquake building triaging. 

In March 2010 the Management Committee selected me as President of NZSEE. Then in September, the Canterbury 
earthquake sequence started with the Darfield Earthquake. From that point on I was not only deeply immersed in my 
work for the Ministry for Civil Defence & Emergency Management (MCDEM) in response to the earthquake sequence, 
but additionally with all the related demands on the Society. 

I was instrumental, with Dr Bruce Deam, in setting up in September 2010 the physical Clearinghouse that provided the 
means for national and international responders in Christchurch to exchange information. Bruce continued the clearing 
house after the Christchurch earthquake of 22 February  2011 until 2016, as a forum for technical discussions. I also 
worked with Bruce Deam on the initiation of the NZSEE Virtual Clearinghouse, a web resource which was further 
developed by Dr Quincy Ma. As NZSEE President; I also hosted various international ‘Learning from Earthquake’ 
missions to Christchurch. These contacts have developed into significant technical exchanges for members of NZSEE 
and others to enhance the knowledge of international earthquake engineering. 

I championed the publication of the December 2010 and December 2011 NZSEE Bulletins which contain invaluable 
reports of findings from the 4th September 2010, and 22nd February earthquakes, with details of progressive damage and 
effects from the after-shock sequence. These Bulletins were collaborative across SESOC, NZGS, and NZSEE, in the 
spirit of collaboration I ensured that web access to these Bulletin’s were free via www.nzsee.org.nz. 

I was deeply involved with identifying the lessons to be learnt from Christchurch, the city in which I was brought up, 
and working with a wide range of Local and Central Government agencies to ensure the ‘message got through’. This 
work continued through my Immediate Past Presidency, and beyond, despite stepping down from active participation in 
the Management Committee.  

During my presidency a tranche of social scientists joined NZSEE, thereby further increasing the breadth and depth of 
NZSEE earthquake and disaster expertise.  The Study Group on the Seismic Design of Hollow Core Floor Systems: 
Guidelines for Design Assessment and Retrofit continued their deliberations during my presidency. The Precast 
Concrete Floors Overview Group (PCFOG) had representatives from SESOC, NZSEE, and NZCS, and was supported 
by the then Dept. of Building & Housing. See chapter 3r. 

New Projects and Initiatives 2010 – 2011: 

Design Ideas Awards: 

An annual competition was initiated by NZSEE (Luke Allen) along with the NZIA and the NZ Institute of Landscape 
Architects. The competitions attracted international entries: 

2011: Design for Post-Earthquake Resilience of Cities: Multidisciplinary Design Ideas Competition - Pacific 
Conference of Earthquake Engineering, Auckland. 

Eight entries were received; they were displayed and judged at the 2011 PCEE Conference in Auckland. The 
competition brief is available to view and the competition poster can be found on the Society’s website.  

2012:  Proposals for a Resilient City: Christchurch Design Ideas Competition was run in April 2012 by the 
NZSEE, in association with NZIA and the New Zealand Institute of Landscape Architects. Entries were displayed and 
judged at the Annual NZSEE Conference held in Christchurch 13th-15th April 2012 at Canterbury University Central 
Lecture Theatres. The entries were displayed in the main foyer of the Central Lecture Theatres and were very well 
received by the record 400+ conference delegates, drawing much interest and discussion during the conference. A total 
of 31 entries were received and displayed, from a good mix of professional and academic entrants, and from all around 
New Zealand and abroad. The entries were of an impressive standard of quality – in terms of both presentation and the 
ideas underpinning them. 

Annual Earthquake Strengthening Awards: 

Luke Allen can be acknowledged as the initiator of the excellent grandstanding (by way of poster displays) of 
earthquake strengthening projects displayed and judged at the annual NZSEE Conference since 2013. This competition 
has attracted international entries with the best winning a cash prize – see www.nzsee.org.nz  
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h.  David Middleton   (CEO Earthquake Commission 1993-2010) 

Recollections of the NZSEE and EQC 

My first attendance of a Management Committee meeting was also my first solo outing as the Head of EQC.  The 
Commission holds a place on the Committee by dint of its financial support of the Society. 

I had been attracted to the EQC position because I saw it as an opportunity to widen my knowledge and experience 
beyond insurance, where I had spent the previous twenty years.  Interacting with Committee members and others at the 
annual conference and in connection with EQC research projects confirmed my expectation.  It was gratifying also to 
realise that the Commission and I could bring something more than just funding to the Society and the Committee 
meeting table. 

With the encouragement and support of EQC Board member Leicester Steven, the relationship with the Society 
flourished.  Chairman Ian McLean was equally enthusiastic and devised an international conference in 1995, called 
“Wellington after the Quake”, to draw attention to the area of disaster management of particular interest to EQC, the 
recovery period.  The conference and its book of papers, published by the Centre for Advanced Engineering, marked the 
commencement of EQC’s Catastrophe Response Planning, which is underpinned by research and reports by Society 
members. 

The reports from Society reconnaissance teams that visit and investigate overseas earthquakes are a valuable source for 
EQC’s own planning and the Commission has a long-standing arrangement to assist with the costs of these visits.  Thus 
lessons from USA, Taiwan, Japan and many other countries are relayed to EQC’s own strategists. 

The Society won the 2000 four-yearly conference of the International Association of Earthquake Engineering, held in 
Auckland.  I had no difficulty getting EQC’s Board to approve a $200,000 sponsorship of this conference, which would 
shine an international spotlight on New Zealand’s earthquake engineering prowess as well as the other attributes of the 
country.  Subsequently, the Board also approved a suspensory loan of up to $150,000 to assist with cash flow ahead of 
the conference. 

EQC has several financial partnerships with the Society.  As well as those already mentioned, EQC helps with the costs 
of the annual conference and of the publication of the Bulletin.  The annual Ivan Skinner award, presented at the 
NZSEE Conference, honours a very distinguished Society member and long-serving Research Director at EQC. 

Around the turn of the century, EQC and GNS Science decided to address the dilapidated and incomplete state of 
seismic monitoring paraphernalia in New Zealand.  An ambitious plan for a national geohazard monitoring network was 
developed.  The Society’s support underlined, to both EQC and Treasury, the national importance of such a network, 
christened GeoNet by Robin Falconer, and so contributed to the successful outcome.  GeoNet has proven its worth by 
its almost immediate discovery of slow-slip earthquakes and its ability to use digital platforms to disseminate timely 
information as the increased seismological activity in New Zealand becomes apparent. 

My personal interaction with the Management Committee and Society members has always been one of the pleasures of 
my time at EQC, because of the readiness to share and explain in words that this tyro could understand (but I was 
eventually able to impress the EQC Board with my technical language), the willingness to take up challenges and 
respond to demands and the expressed appreciation for any assistance or support EQC could provide (not the normal 
experience of a government agency). 

That gratefulness has manifested in the President’s Award I received in 2001 and in the conferring of Life Membership 
of the Society on my stepping down as CEO of EQC in 2010.  The citation when I was made an Officer of the New 
Zealand Order of Merit contained a reference to my part in the GeoNet project and service to the scientific and 
engineering communities.  I have been well rewarded for my part in the story of the NZSEE. 
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12.  NZSEE BULLETIN SEMINAL PAPERS 
 

These are my own personal choices from the first 30 years of the Bulletin, with some additions from David Hopkins and 
Mick Pender. I fear they show my inherent bias towards structural design but I make no apology for that. 

 

1. John Hollings, “Reinforced Concrete Seismic Design”, Vol.2, No.3. 

This paper describes the beginnings of Capacity Design (without calling it that) of ductile reinforced concrete 
frames (other materials and structural types followed). The introduction says that the paper “presents a rational 
design procedure to achieve ductility of reinforced concrete frames”. From elastic design concepts it moves 
forward to the elasto-plastic equal energy and equal displacement concepts for yielding structures with 
different periods, damping and the definition of ductility and reduction factors. 

John then proposed an analysis and design approach, being Phase One: Strength, Select tentative member 
sizes, estimate period, use response spectrum to get elastic response and compute the required reduction factor.  
Phase Two: Ductility, compute ductility from reduction factor, compute ductile deflection as ductility factor 
times elastic deflection, find positions of plastic hinges, compute hinge rotations, design hinges, design 
structure between hinges, check stability and check secondary damage. This was all very similar to today’s 
design process. 

Sketches of beam and column hinging mechanisms were included as well as the pros and cons of each system 
(Fig. 9). John emphasised his preference for the weak beam- strong column structures and suggested that the 
columns should be about 25% stronger than the beams at all joints. 

Equal top and bottom beam reinforcing were suggested for the best ductile response during the earthquake and 
binding steel around the compression zones (confining the core concrete but not called that) certainly 
mentioned for one of the first times in an international journal. 

2. James Kelly, Ivan Skinner & A J Heine, “Mechanisms of Energy Absorption in Special Devices for use in 
Earthquake Resistant Structures”, Vol.5, No.3.  See chapter 4, section b, Base-isolation. 

3. Tom Paulay, “Some Aspects of Shear Wall Design, Vol.5, No.3. 

This paper considers for the first time the ductile behavior of coupling beams in multi-storey coupled shear 
walls and the detailing of diagonal reinforcing in the coupling beams, including the analysis of these walls by 
replacing the coupling beams with a continuous “laminae”. The beam strength should be limited so that the 
coupling beams yield and form PHRs before the base of each wall yields. 

4. Otto Glogau, “The Design of Public Buildings”, Vol.5, No.4. 

5. Ian Armstrong, “Capacity Design of Reinforced Concrete Frames for Ductile Earthquake Performance”, 
Vol.5, No.4. 

Papers 4 and 5 are closely related to each other. Otto’s paper is more philosophical and covers the problems of 
separate by-laws and codes of practice, namely “The writer considers it of utmost importance that the current 
wide gap between what most engineers in this country consider up-to-date seismic design practice and the 
minimum permitted by national codes should be eliminated. To cite a most serious example: The current 
N.Z.S. Chapter 8 states in Clause 8.41 without qualification that the building as a whole shall be designed with 
consideration for adequate ductility. N.Z.S. 3101P 1970 gives methods of detailing R.C. for adequate ductility 
(or perhaps nearly adequate) but neither of these provisions are currently enforced for the bulk of non-public 
buildings because N.Z.S. Chapter 9. 3A, Clause 1.3 requires ductility only where in the opinion of the 
"Engineer" special circumstances exist. The term "Engineer" in this context has such a wide meaning that it 
includes many who are not equipped to judge the implications of lack of ductility”.  

This problem was resolved when the loadings Code NZS4203 was subsequently published in 1976.  The over-
strength of plastic hinges causing increased elastic deflections not being understood by building services 
engineers is detailed as well as Otto’s view that the acceleration coefficients for parts and portions near the top 
of the structure were not high enough. 
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Ian’s paper is the “nuts and bolts” of capacity design, as it was being called in 1972 for ductile reinforced 
concrete frames.  An over-strength factor of 1.25 for the yield stress of mild steel beam bars and 
recommending not using high strength steel bars in plastic hinge zones due to their short plastic yield plateau 
were included for the first time.  Over-strength beam shear forces were to be designed for but using the clear 
beam length minus a beam depth as the distance between PHZs. There was to be no reliance on the concrete 
carrying any shear (as still specified today). Columns were to be confined over their full length between joints 
using the SEAOC requirements. Beam-column joints were to have horizontal joint ties to carry all the joint 
shear force from bars yielding on both sides of the joint in interior joints, there being no reliance on the 
diagonal concrete strut or the axial column load effects.  This design requirement gives over double the amount 
of horizontal joint ties, when compared with the 2006 NZS3101 Standard for low column axial loads.  There 
was no mention of vertical joint shear requirements. 

6. Bob Park & Tom Paulay, “Ductile Reinforced Concrete Frames - Some Comments on the Special Provisions 
for Seismic Design of ACI 318-71 and on Capacity Design”, Vol.8, No.1. See chapter 4a for more detail. 

7. Ian Smith, Kevin Spring & Geoff Sidwell, “The Design and Construction of the BNZ Wellington, NZ”, 
Vol.8, No.2. 

This 1975 paper described the analysis, design and detailing of NZ’s tallest building at that time, the 30-storey 
BNZ Tower in central Wellington. This structural steel tower caused a lot of controversy at the time, with 
disputes with the boilermakers union about site welding of elevated complex joints in Wellington’s wet and 
windy conditions.  Construction was held up for several years and this situation probably delayed the use of 
structural steel in multistorey buildings for a decade or so, all to the advantage of reinforced concrete. At the 
time I was designing the proposed steel framed 25-storey Central Post Office building a couple of blocks north 
of the BNZ Tower. However the CPO was never built because the site was sold and a reinforced concrete hotel 
built there instead. 

8. Warwick Smith, “Statistical Estimates of the Likelihood of Earthquake Shaking throughout New Zealand”, 
Vol.9, No.4. 

This was a very important paper as it explained the likelihood and level of major earthquake shaking in NZ for 
the first time, based on our historical records.  See chapter 4e. 

9. Les Megget, “Analysis and Design of a Base-Isolated Reinforced Concrete Frame Building”, Vol.11, No.4. 

This 1978 paper describes the inelastic time-history analysis and design of the reinforced concrete framed 4-
storey William Clayton Building, the first building worldwide to be fitted with Lead Rubber Bearings, see 
chapter 4c.  The bi-linear shear force-lateral displacement criteria for the 80 LRBs used in the analyses were 
determined from the DSIR large scale testing of bearings using a large Caterpillar bulldozer.  In the building, 
the LRBs were placed on top of the extra foundation grid of beams and pads and under the basement beams. 
Plastic Hinge zones in the beams and column bases were also modelled with bi-linear hysteresis loops. A lot of 
time was spent deciding on the design earthquake for the analyses, as no suitable NZ earthquake records were 
available. An acceleration-magnified 1940 El-Centro record was used with an artificial Californian record, 
described as the maximum credible earthquake. From the analyses a seismic gap of +/-150mm was provided 
between the structure and the surrounding foundations and retaining walls. Each analysis took several hours 
(overnight) to complete 20 seconds of earthquake record on NZ’s largest computer at the time, and produced a 
continuous pile of folded paper up to 25mm thick! The analyses showed a substantial reduction in column 
shears and interstorey drifts when compared with a conventional, non-base-isolated structure. The building was 
designed and detailed to the then current Codes (capacity design) even though negligible beam hinging was 
apparent from the analyses. However bi-axial and torsional effects were neglected. The LRBs were detailed so 
they could be replaced and retested (one at a time) after a major earthquake and several have recently been 
retested during the building’s refurbishment.  The LRBs were found to be as good as new. 

10. Ivan Skinner, Ray Tyler, AJ Heine and Bill Robinson, “Hysteretic Dampers for the Protection of Structures 
from Earthquakes”, Vol.13, No. 1.  Refer chapter 4b. 

11. Nigel Priestley, “Seismic Design of Masonry Buildings – Background to the draft Masonry Code DZ4210”, 
Vol.13, No.4.  Refer chapter 5c. 
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12. Tom Paulay, “Seismic Design in Reinforced Concrete: The State of the Art in NZ”, Vol.21, No.3. Refer 
chapter 4a. 

13. Richard Fenwick, Barry Davidson & Barry Chung, “P-Delta Actions in Seismic Resistant Structures”, 
Vol.25, No.1. 

This paper was the origin of the P-Delta requirements in the current Loadings Standard, NZS 1170, Part 5.  The 
paper describes the results from thousands of inelastic time-history analyses for single degree of freedom 
structures. The main factors influencing P-Delta actions were found to be ductility, earthquake duration of 
severe ground shaking, the level of damping and the period of the structure.  Some multistorey frames were 
also analysed to test the analysis method described in the paper, which was an expansion of the single degree 
of freedom method developed.  A simple truss model was used to find the P-Delta forces to be added to the 
regular seismic forces down the building.  I have always felt this to be an innovative solution to a very complex 
problem. 

14. Richard Fenwick & Les Megget, “Elongation and load deflection characteristics of reinforced concrete 
members containing plastic hinges”, Vol.26, No.1. 

Although beam lengthening had been seen in previous large-scale testing of beam-column joints when the 
beam plastic hinge formed in a pseudo earthquake, the magnitude of this beam elongation had not been 
measured.  The paper described seismic testing of a cantilever beam and a single bay portal frame. Beam 
elongation was caused by the tensile reinforcing yielding rather than compressive crushing of the concrete and 
thus the member lengthens. The amount of lengthening was dependent on the form of plastic hinge (reversing 
or uni-directional) and the axial force on the member.  For the 500mm deep beams tested a 3% increase in 
length in the PHR was seen and the amounts or ratio of top to beam bottom reinforcing had little effect on the 
elongation. For multi-bay frames, the beam length increasing as several beams form hinges across the 
structure, a substantial overall elongation could occur.  For precast concrete slabs spanning several bays, this 
could mean a loss of slab seating, as was seen in the 2016 Kaikoura earthquake in several Wellington multi-
storey concrete framed buildings.  There was also the possibility of column PHRs forming under the beams 
elongating, especially when the columns below are fixed into rigid foundations.  Realisation of this behaviour 
produced amendments to the Concrete Standard in 2006. 

15. Mick Pender, “Aseismic Pile Foundation Design Analysis”, Vol.26, No.1. 

This substantial 110-page paper covered the deliberations of the Foundations Study Group. It included methods 
of assessing the stiffness and capacity of pile foundations for preliminary capacity design, under seismic 
forces. It was truly a state-of-the-art paper when written. 

16. Nigel Priestley, “Myths and Fallacies in Earthquake Engineering- Conflicts between Design and Reality”, 
Vol.26, No.3. 

Nigel wrote this paper about the time he began developing the Displacement-based design procedure in the 
early 1990s, as an alternative to the force-based method.  Nigel went through a list of analysis and design 
principles that we still take for granted today but really need to be considered more critically. Among these are 
the fallacies of elastic spectral analysis, the strength-ductility trade-off, the distribution of flexural 
reinforcement and the development of reinforcement.  The myths he critically examines were the refined 
analysis misconception, the energy myth and the shear myth. 

Nigel thoroughly examined all these myths and fallacies in such a way that the reader was encouraged to 
examine the assumptions and misconceptions which structural designers rely on every working day.  The myth 
that flexure and shear are independent of each other in the design of beam plastic hinge regions was expanded 
upon. He expounds his theory that beam shear is not carried by a diagonal truss mechanism out from the 
column face and may be responsible for some beam PHRs not behaving as engineers expected in the 
Christchurch earthquakes. This paper was one of the most thought provoking ever published in the Bulletin and 
the topic was presented by Nigel around the country as the 1995 Travelling Lecture.  
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APPENDIX A1: NZNSEE AWARD & OTTO GLOGAU AWARD 
In some cases there is some confusion about the dates of the Award because the date of announcement was usually at 
the AGM the year after the specific three-year period had expired. Some certificates incorrectly show the previous year.  
For example my 1982 Award certificate has “1981” on it. 

1978 R Park and T Paulay 
Ductile reinforced concrete frames – some comments on 
the special provisions for seismic design of ACI 318-71 
and on capacity design, Bulletin 8(1), March 1975 

1979 R W G Blakeley, R C Cooney and                 
L M Megget 

Seismic shear loading at flexural capacity in cantilever 
wall structures, Bulletin 8(4), Dec. 1975 

1980 W D Smith 
Statistical estimates of the likelihood of earthquake 
shaking throughout New Zealand,  Bulletin 9(4), Dec. 
1976 

1981 A H Buchanan Diagonal beam reinforcing for ductile frames, Bulletin 
12(4), Dec. 1979 

1982 L M Megget Analysis and design of a base-isolated reinforced 
concrete frame building, Bulletin 11(4), Dec. 1978 

1983 M J N Priestley 
Seismic design of masonry buildings – background to the 
draft masonry design code DZ 4210, Bulletin 13(4), Dec. 
1980 

1984 

All 19 members of the Bridge Study Group:  
J B Berrill, H E Chapman, R W G Blakeley,   
A J Carr, L G Cormack, F D Edmonds,         
R W Fisher, P R Goldsmith, J B S Huizing,  
A G Lonnigan, J F McGuire,                         
M B Matthewson, P J North, R Park,             
R L Preston, M J N Priestley, P R Stanford, 
M J Stockwell and J H Wood 

NZNSEE Discussion Group on the Seismic Design of 
Bridges, Bulletin, 13(3), Sept. 1980 

1985 P R Boardman, B J Wood and A J Carr Union House: a cross-braced structure with energy 
dissipators, Bulletin 16(2), June 1983 

1986 D R Brunsdon and M J N Priestley  
Assessment of seismic performance characteristics of 
reinforced concrete buildings constructed between 1936 
and 1975, Bulletin 17(3), Sept. 1984  

1987 D D Spurr An economic solution for stabilising a slender arch roof, 
Bulletin 19(2), June 1986 

1988 T Andriono and R Park 
Seismic Design Considerations of the Properties of NZ 
Manufactured Steel Reinforcing Bars, Bulletin 19(3), 
Sept. 1986 

1989 T Paulay and W J Goodsir The ductility of structural walls, Bulletin 18(3), Sept. 
1985 

1990 L M Megget and R C Fenwick  Seismic behaviour of a reinforced concrete portal frame 
sustaining gravity loads, Bulletin 22(1), March 1989 

1991 L T Pham A base-isolation design using spherically-ended rollers 
and telescopic shock absorbers, Bulletin 21(2), June 1988 
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1992 M Nishiyama Seismic design of prestressed concrete buildings, Bulletin 
23(4), Dec. 1990 

1993 R Van Dissen, K R Berryman, J R Pettinga 
and N L Hill 

Paleoseismicity of the Wellington-Hutt Valley Segment of 
the Wellington Fault, North Island, New Zealand, NZ 
Journal of Geology and Geophysics, 35(2), pp165-176 

1994 J B Berrill, R O Davis and I F McCahon Christchurch Seismic Hazard Pilot Study, Bulletin 26(1), 
March 1993 

1995 

 

T J Larkin and S Marks 

 
The Seismic Analysis of Sandy Sites, Bulletin 27(2), June 
1994 

1996 D J Dowrick, D A Rhoades, J Babor and       
R D Beetham 

Damage Ratios for Houses and Microzoning Effects in 
Napier in the Magnitude 7.8 Hawkes Bay, New Zealand 
Earthquake of 1931, Bulletin 28(2), June 1995  

1997 J H Wood and G R Martin Evaluation of Seismic Design Parameters for the Museum 
of New Zealand Site, Bulletin 28(2), June 1995 

1998 J X Zhao, D J Dowrick and G H McVerry Attenuation of Peak Ground Acceleration in New Zealand 
Earthquakes, Bulletin 30(2), June 1997 

1999 R Grapes and G Downes The 1855 Wairarapa, New Zealand, earthquake – 
analysis of historical data , Bulletin 30(4), Dec. 1997 

2000 M Stirling, S Wesnousky and K Berryman 
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis of New Zealand , 
New Zealand Journal of Geology and Geophysics, 41(4), 
pp355-375 

2001 M J N Priestley Performance based seismic design, Bulletin 33(3), Sept. 
2000 (12WCEE keynote address) 

2002 G L Downes, D J Dowrick, R J Van Dissen,  
J J Taber, G T Hancox and E G C Smith 

The 1942 Wairarapa, New Zealand, Earthquakes: 
Analysis of Observational and Instrumental Data, 
Bulletin 34(2), June 2001  

2003 G T Hancox, N D Perrin and G D Dellow 
Recent Studies of Historical Earthquake-Induced 
Landsliding Ground Damage and MM Intensity in New 
Zealand, Bulletin 35(2), June 2002 

2004 
K Berrymann, G Downes, P Kingsbury,          
J Pettinga, M Stirling,  R Van Dissen and      
M Yetton 

The tri-set of papers on the Earthquake Hazard and Risk 
Assessment of the Canterbury region, all in NZSEE 
Bulletin, 34(4), Dec 2001  

2005 J Matthews, D Bull and J Mander Hollowcore Floor Slab Performance Following a Severe 
Earthquake , FIB Conference, Athens, May 2003 

2006 S Pampanin 
Emerging Solutions for High Seismic Performance of 
Precast/Prestressed Concrete Buildings in Journal of 
Advanced Concrete Technology, 3(2), June 2005. 

2007 G H McVerry, J X Zhao, N A Abrahamson 
and P G Somerville 

New Zealand Acceleration Response Spectrum 
Attenuation Relations for Crustal and Subduction zone 
earthquakes, Bulletin 39(1), March 2006 

2008 R Dhakal, J Mander and N Mashiko 
Identification of critical ground motions for seismic 
performance of structures, published in Earthquake 
Engineering and Structural Dynamics, Vol. 35, February 
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2006, pp 989-1008.  

2009 G H Lindup 
Adapting the structural design actions standard for the 
seismic design of new industrial plant, Bulletin 40(3), 
Sept 2007  

2010 J H Wood Earthquake Design of Rectangular Underground 
Structures, Bulletin 40(1), March 2007 

2011 R P Dhakal and R C Fenwick Detailing of Plastic Hinges in Seismic Design of Concrete 
Structures, published in ACI Journal, Nov/Dec. 2008 

2012 
D A Rhoades, R J Van Dissen,                       
R M Langridge, T A Little, D Ninis,               
E G C Smith and R Robinson 

Re-evaluation of Conditional Probability of Rupture of 
the Wellington-Hutt Valley Segment of the Wellington 
Fault, Bulletin 44(2), June 2011 

2013 T J Sullivan 
Direct Displacement-based design of a RC wall-steel 
EBF dual system with added dampers, Bulletin 42(3), 
Sept. 2009 

2014 S Pampanin 

Reality-Check and Renewed Challenges in Earthquake 
Engineering: Implementing Low-Damage Structural 
Systems – From Theory to Practice, Bulletin 45(4), Dec. 
2012 

2015 No award  
 

2016 
I Giongo, A Wilson, D Y Dizhur,                  
H Derakhshan, R Tomasi, M C Griffith,        
P Quenneville and J M Ingham 

Detailed Seismic Assessment and Improvement Procedure 
for Vintage Flexible Timber Diaphragms, Bulletin 47(2), 
June 2014 

2017 T Larkin and C Van Houtte Determination of Site Period for NZS1170.5:2004, 
Bulletin 47(1), March 2014 
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A2: CHAIRMEN/PRESIDENTS 
Wilf Edwards (1968-69)  Robin Shepherd (1969-72) 

A Latham Andrews (1972-74)  Doug S Mackenzie (1974-77) 

Otto A Glogau (1977-79)  Tom Paulay (1979-81) 

George W Butcher (1981-83)  R (Bob) Park (1983-85) 

M J Nigel Priestley (1985-86)  David C Hopkins (1986-89)  

R Bruce Shephard (1989-91)  Peter North (1991-93) 

John H Wood (1993-95)  Euan C G Smith (1995-97) 

Andrew B King (1997-2000)  David R Brunsdon (2000-02) 

Richard D Sharpe (2002-04)  Mark W Stirling (2004-06) 

Mick J Pender (2006-08)  Graeme J Beattie (2008-10) 

Peter R Wood (2010-12)  Stefano Pampanin (2012-14) 

Quincy T Ma (2014-16)  Peter C Smith (2016-18) 

 

Vice President 

David Whittaker (2017-2018) 

 

A3: BULLETIN EDITORS 
Bruce H Falconer (1969-70)  A Latham Andrews (1970-72) 

Trevor N Mitchell (1972-77) Richard J Bentley (1977-80) 

Les M Megget (1980-85) A Latham Andrews (1985-86) 

Peter J Moss (1986-91, 93-97) Les M Megget (1992, 1997- 2014) 

Rajesh P Dhakal (2014 – ) 

 

A4: ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARIES 
F D Tonkin (1968-69) John N Quartley (1969-70) dec. 1986 

K A Small (1970-73) F E L Hickson (1973-74)  

Ray J S Burns (1975-89) dec. Michael D Brice (1989-97) 

Graham Quirke (1998-2001) Jacquie Hamer (2001-02) 

Derek Wilshere (2002-08) 

 

Executive Officer 
Win D C Clark (2008-2018) 
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APPENDIX A5: Management Committee Members 1968- 2017 
Complied by Win Clark with a little assistance from the author. 

Note that this list does not separate the elected ManCom members from the appointed members.  However the members 
affiliated to the EQ & WD Commission, NZIE, architects (NZIA) and Royal Society are appointed members, at least in 
the early years. 

Year Committee Members   Position - Discipline 

          
1968-69   Wilf P. Edwards   President/Chair 

    A. Latham Andrews (1968)   Bulletin Editor 
    Dudley Tonkin   Secretary  
    Robin D. Adams      Seismologist 
    J.L. Gill      EQ & War Damage 
    John P. Hollings      Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Doug S. Mackenzie      Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Stu W. Mitchinson      Architect (NZIA) 
    Robin Shepherd   Structural Engineer, academic 
    R. Ivan Skinner   EQ Engineering Science   (DSIR) 
    Alex G. Stirrat   Structural Engineer (NZIE) 
          

1969   R. Shepherd   President/Chair 
    Bruce H. Falconer   Bulletin Editor 

    
D. Tonkin /  
J.N. Quartley (from 29/4/69)   Secretary  

    R.D. Adams       Seismologist 
    George A. Eiby       Seismologist 
    B.H. Falconer   Structural Engineer, academic 
    J.L. Gill   EQ & War Damage 
    Otto A. Glogau   Structural Engineer (MoW) 
    J.P. Hollings       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    S.W. Mitchinson       Architect (NZIA) 
    R. Shepherd   Structural Engineer, academic 
    A.G. Stirrat       Civil Engineer (NZIE) 
          

1970   R. Shepherd   President/Chair 
    A.L. Andrews Bulletin Editor 
    J.N. Quartley/ K A Small   Secretary  
    R.W. Burrell       Seismologist 
    G.A. Eiby       Seismologist 
    J.L. Gill   EQ & War Damage 
    O.A. Glogau   Structural Engineer (MoW) 
    J.P. Hollings       Structural Engineer, (NZIE) 
    S.W. Mitchinson       Architect (NZIA) 
    L.E. Oborn       Scientist 
          

1971   R. Shepherd   President/Chair 
    A.L. Andrews    Bulletin Editor 
    K.A. Small   Secretary  
    J.L. Gill   EQ & War Damage 
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    O.A. Glogau   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    J.P. Hollings       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    S.W. Mitchinson       Architect (NZIA) 
    L.E. Oborn       Scientist 
          

1972-73   A.L. Andrews   President/Chair 
    A.L. Andrews /Trevor N. Mitchell Bulletin Editor 
    K.A. Small /F.E.L. Hickson Secretary  
    R.D. Adams       Seismologist (Royal Society) 
    J.L. Gill   EQ & War Damage 
    O.A. Glogau   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    J.R.G. Hanlon       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    J.P. Hollings       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    D.S. Mackenzie       Structural Eng, consultant (NZIE) 
    T.N. Mitchell   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    S.W. Mitchinson       Architect (NZIA) 
    L.E. Oborn       Scientist 
    R.I. Skinner   EQ Engineering Science (Royal Soc) 
    Peter W. Taylor       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
          

1974   D.S. Mackenzie   President/Chair 
    T.N. Mitchell   Bulletin Editor 
    K.A. Small /F.E.L. Hickson Secretary  
    Ray J.S. Burns   Secretary (from March 1974) 
    R.D. Adams       Seismologist 
    A.L. Andrews       Structural Engineer, consultant 
  R. (Bob) J. Burns  Structural Engineer 

    J.L. Gill   EQ & War Damage 
    O.A. Glogau   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    J.R.G. Hanlon       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    J. P. Hollings       Structural Engineer (NZIE) 
    Gordon H.F. McKenzie   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    L.E. Oborn       Scientist (DSIR) 
    R. Shepherd       Structural Engineer, academic 
    R.I. Skinner   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
    S.W. (Bill) Toomath       Architect (NZIA) 
    John H. Wood   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
          

1975   D.S. Mackenzie   President/Chair 
    T.N. Mitchell   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    R.D. Adams       Seismologist 
    Roger W.G. Blakeley   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    J.L. Gill   EQ & War Damage 
    O.A. Glogau   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    J.P. Hollings       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    H. Max Irvine       Structural Engineer/academic 
    G.H.F. McKenzie   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    L.E. Oborn       Scientist 
    R.I. Skinner   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
    Ian C. Smith       Structural Engineer 
    S.W. Toomath       Architect (NZIA) 
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1976   D.S. Mackenzie   President/Chair 
    T.N. Mitchell   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    R.D. Adams       Seismologist 
    R.W.G. Blakeley   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    J.L. Gill   EQ & War Damage 
    O.A. Glogau   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    J.P. Hollings       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    H.M. Irvine       Structural Engineer, academic 
    G.H.F. McKenzie   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    Tom Paulay       Structural Engineer, academic 
    R.I. Skinner   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
    I.C. Smith       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    S.W. Toomath       Architect (NZIA) 
          

1977   O.A. Glogau   President/Chair 
    Richard J. Bentley   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    R.W.G. Blakeley   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    J.L. Gill   EQ & War Damage 
    Gerald J. Lensen       Seismologist, Geologist 
    M.J. Nigel Priestley       Structural Engineer, academic 
    R.I. Skinner   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
    I.C. Smith       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Warwick D. Smith       Seismologist, Geologist 
    S.W. Toomath       Architect (NZIA) 
          

1978   O.A. Glogau   President/Chair 
    R.J. Bentley   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    R.W.G. Blakeley   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    Dan Kolston       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    G.J. Lensen       Seismologist/Geologist 
    M.J.N. Priestley   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    R.I. Skinner   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
    I.C. Smith       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    W.D. Smith       Seismologist, Geologist 
    S.W. Toomath       Architect (NZIA) 
          

1979   T. Paulay   President/Chair 
    R.J. Bentley   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    G.W. Butcher       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    R.W.G. Blakeley   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    O.A. Glogau   Immediate Past President 
    M. Hellberg   EQ & War Damage 
    D.C. Hopkins       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    G.J. Lensen       Seismologist/Geologist 
    Russell A. Poole       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    R.I. Skinner   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
    W.D. Smith       Seismologist, Geologist 
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    S.M. Toomath       Architect (NZIA) 
          

1980   T. Paulay   President/Chair 
    Les M. Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    Kelvin R. Berryman       Seismologist, Geologist 
    George W. Butcher       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    David C. Hopkins       Structural Engineer, consultant 
  M. Hellberg       EQ & War Damage 

    Alan K. Perry       Architect (NZIA) 
    R.A. Poole       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    R.I. Skinner   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
    W.D. Smith       Seismologist, Geologist 
    P.W. Taylor       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
          

1981   G. Butcher   President/Chair 
    L.M. Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    K.R. Berryman       Seismologist, Geologist 
    John R. Binney       Structural Engineer, consultant 
  M. Hellberg       EQ & War Damage 

    D.C. Hopkins       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    T. Paulay   Immediate Past President 
    A.K. Perry       Architect (NZIA) 
    R.A. Poole       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    R.I. Skinner   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
    W.D. Smith       Seismologist, Geologist 
    Roger L. Williams   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
          

1982   G.W. Butcher   President/Chair 
    L.M. Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    K.R. Berryman       Seismologist, Geologist 
    D.C. Hopkins       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    David L. Hutchison   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    A.K. Perry       Architect (NZIA) 
    R.A. Poole       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    M.J.N. Priestley   Structural Engineer, academic 
    R.I. Skinner   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
    W.D. Smith       Seismologist, Geologist 
          

1983   G.W. Butcher/R. Park   President/Chair 
    L.M. Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    K.R. Berryman       Seismologist 
    G. Butcher   Immediate Past President 
    D.C. Hopkins       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    D. Hutchison   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    R. Park   Structural Engineer, academic 
    A. Perry       Architect (NZIA) 
    R.A. Poole       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    M.J.N. Priestley   Structural Engineer, academic 
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    Martin E. Reyners       Seismologist 
    Ray G. Tyler   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
          

1984   R. (Bob) Park   President/Chair 
    L.M. Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    R (Dick) D. Beetham       Geotechnical Scientist 
    D.C. Hopkins       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    A. Perry       Architect (NZIA) 
    R.A. Poole       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    M.J.N. Priestley   Structural Engineer, academic 
    M.E. Reyners       Seismologist 
    R.B. Shephard   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    R.G. Tyler   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
          

1985   R. Park/M.J.N. Priestley   President/Chair 
    A.L. Andrews/L.M. Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    R.D. Beetham       Geotechnical Scientist 
    Andrew H. Buchanan       Structural Engineer, academic 
    Ian A.N. Fraser       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    R. Park   Immediate Past President 
    Mick J. Pender       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
    M.E. Reyners       Seismologist 
    R.B. Shephard   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    R.G. Tyler   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
          

1986   M J N Priestley/D C Hopkins President/Chair 
    A.L. Andrews/Peter J. Moss   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    A.L. Andrews       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    A.H. Buchanan   Structural Engineer, academic 
    D.C. Hopkins       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Warwick E. Massey       Architect (NZIA) 
    Graham H. McVerry   EQ Engineering Science (DSIR) 
    B. W. Riddolls   Earth Scientist 
    Euan G. C. Smith       Geophysics, academic 
    R. Park   Structural Engineer, academic 
          

1987   D.C. Hopkins   President/Chair 
    P.J. Moss   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    A. H. Buchanan   Structural Engineer, academic 
    W.E. Massey       Architect (NZIA) 
    G.H. McVerry       Seismologist 
    Peter J. North       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    R. Park   Structural Engineer, academic 
    M.J. Pender       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
    B.W. Riddolls   Earth Scientist 
    R. Bruce Shephard   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    E.G.C. Smith       Geophysics, academic 
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1988   D.C. Hopkins   President/Chair 
    P.J. Moss   Bulletin Editor 
    R.J.S. Burns   Secretary  
    M.J.R. Allwood   EQ & War Damage 
    A. H. Buchanan   Structural Engineer, academic 
    W.E. Massey       Architect (NZIA) 
    G.H. McVerry       Seismologist 
    P.J. North       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    M.J. Pender       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
    B.W. Riddolls   Earth Scientist 
    R.B. Shephard   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
    E.G.C. Smith       Geophysics, academic 
          

1989   R.B. Shephard   President/Chair 
    P.J. Moss   Bulletin Editor 
    Michael Brice   Secretary  
    M.J.R. Allwood   EQ & War Damage 
    D.C. Hopkins       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    W.E. Massey       Architect (NZIA) 
    G.H. McVerry       Seismologist 
    L. M. Megget   Structural Engineer, academic 
    P. J. North       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    R. Park   Structural Engineer, academic 
    B.W. Riddolls   Earth Scientist 
    E.G.C. Smith       Geophysics, academic 
          

1990   Bruce Shephard   President/Chair 
    Peter Moss   Bulletin Editor 
    Michael Brice   Secretary  
    Milton J.R. Allwood   EQ & War Damage 
    David Dowrick       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Denis E. Haswell       Architect rep. 
    David Hopkins       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Les Megget   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Peter North       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Robert Park   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Richard Sharpe       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Euan Smith       Geophysicis, academic 
    Peter Wood       Geo-deformation Scientist 
          

1991   Peter North   President/Chair 
    Peter Moss   Bulletin Editor 
    Michael Brice   Secretary  
    M.J.R. Allwood   EQ & War Damage 
    David Dowrick       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Denis Haswell       Architect rep. 
    Les Megget   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Arthur O'Leary       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Robert Park   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Richard Sharpe       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Bruce Shephard   Structural Engineer (MWD) 
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    Euan Smith       Geophysics, academic 
    Peter Wood       Geo-deformation Scientist 
          

1992   Peter North   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Michael Brice   Secretary  
    David Dowrick       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    John Haines       Geophysics, scientist DSIR 
    Denis Haswell       Architect rep. 
    Alan Hull       Geophysics, scientist, DSIR 
    Demetra Kennedy   EQ & War Damage 
    Arthur O'Leary       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Robert Park   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Richard Sharpe       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    John Wood       Structural Engineer, consultant 
          

1993-94   John Wood   President/Chair 
    Peter Moss   Bulletin Editor 
    Michael Brice   Secretary  
    John Berrill       EQ Engineering Scientist 
    Andrew Charleson   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Barry Davidson   Structural Engineer, academic 
    John Haines       Seismologist (GNS) 
    Alan Hull       Geophysics, scientist 
    Robert Jury       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Andrew King       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Peter North       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Robert Park   Structural Engineer, academic 
          

1994-95   John Wood   President/Chair 
    Peter Moss   Bulletin Editor 
    Michael Brice   Secretary  
    John Berrill       EQ Engineering Scientist 
    Andrew Charleson   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Barry Davidson   Structural Engineer, academic 
    John Haines       Seismologist (GNS) 
    Alan Hull       Geophysics, scientist 
    Robert Jury       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Andrew King       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Robert Park   Structural Engineer, academic 
          

1995-96   Euan Smith   President/Chair 
    Peter Moss   Bulletin Editor 
    Michael Brice   Secretary  
    John Berrill       EQ Engineering Scientist 
    David Brunsdon       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Andrew Charleson   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Barry Davidson       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Robert Jury       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Andrew King       Structural Engineer, consultant 
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    Les Megget   Structural Engineer, academic 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Russ Van Dissen       Geophysics, scientist 
    John Wood   Immediate Past President 
          

1996-97   Euan Smith   President/Chair 
    Peter Moss   Bulletin Editor 
    Michael Brice   Secretary  
    David Brunsdon       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Andrew Charleson   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Warwick Kellaway       Architect 
    Andrew King       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Kevin McManus       Geotechnical Engineer, UoC 
    Les Megget   Structural Engineer, academic 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Richard Sharpe       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Russ Van Dissen       Geophysics, scientist 
          

1997-98   Andrew King   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Michael Brice   Secretary  
    David Brunsdon       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Andrew Charleson   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Warwick Kellaway       Architect 
    Kevin McManus       Geotechnical Engineer, UoC 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Peter Moss   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Richard Sharpe       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Euan Smith   Immediate Past President 
    Russ Van Dissen       Geophysics, scientist 
          

1998-99   Andrew King   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Graham Quirke   Secretary  
    David Brunsdon       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Warwick Kellaway       Architect 
    Kevin McManus       Geotechnical Engineer, UoC 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Peter Moss   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Kevin O'Kane       Emergency Manager, Ministry of CD 
    Euan Smith       Geophysics, academic 
    Russ Van Dissen       Geophysics, scientist 
    David Whittaker       Structural Engineer, consultant 
          

1999-00   Andrew King   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Graham Quirke   Secretary  
    David Brundson       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Warwick Kellaway       Architect 
    Kevin McManus       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Peter Moss   Structural Engineer, academic 
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    Kevin O'Kane       Emergency Manager, Ministry of CD 
    Richard Sharpe       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Craig Stevenson       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    John Taber       Seismologist (VUW) 
    Russ Van Dissen       Geophysics, scientist 
          

2000-01   David Brunsdon   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Graham Quirke   Secretary  
    Warwick Kellaway       Architect 
    Andrew King   Immediate Past President 
    Kevin McManus       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Peter Moss   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Kevin O'Kane       Emergency Manager, Ministry of CD 
    Richard Sharpe       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Craig Stevenson       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    John Taber       Seismologist (VUW) 
    Russ Van Dissen       Geophysics, scientist 
          

2001-02   David Brunsdon   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Graham Quirke   Secretary  
    Bruce Deam   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Warwick Kellaway        Architect 
    Andrew King       Structural Engineer, research 
    Kevin McManus       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Kevin O'Kane       Emergency Manager, Ministry of CD 
    Richard Sharpe       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Craig Stevenson       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Mark Stirling       Geophysics, scientist 
    John Taber       Seismologist (VUW) 
          

2002-03   Richard Sharpe   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Jacquie Hamer   Secretary  
    P. Brabhaharan       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    David Brunsdon   Immediate Past President 
    Hugh Cowan   EQ & War Damage 
    Bruce Deam   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Warwick Kellaway       Architect 
    Andrew King       Structural Engineer, research 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Kevin O'Kane       Emergency Manager, Ministry of CD 
    Craig Stevenson       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Mark Stirling       Geophysics, scientist 
          

2003-04   Richard Sharpe   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Sharpe/ Derek Wilshire   Secretary  
    Graeme Beattie       Structural Engineer, research 
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    P. Brabhaharan       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    Hans Brounts       Emergency Management, UoC 
    Hugh Cowan   EQ & War Damage 
    Bruce Deam   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Warwick Kellaway       Architect 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Craig Stevenson       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Mark Stirling       Geophysics, scientist 
          

2004-05   Mark Stirling   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Derek Wilshire   Secretary  
    Graeme Beattie       Structural Engineer, research 
    P. Brabhaharan       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    Hans Brounts       Emergency Management, UoC 
    Hugh Cowan   EQ & War Damage 
    Bruce Deam   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Warwick Kellaway       Architect 
    David Middleton   EQ & War Damage 
    Richard Sharpe   Immediate Past President 
    Craig Stevenson       Structural Engineer, consultant 
          

2005-06   Mark Stirling   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Derek Wilshere   Secretary  
    Graeme Beattie       Structural Engineer, research 
    P. Brabhaharan       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    Hans Brounts       Emergency Management, UoC  
    Barry Cook       Consultant (co-opted) 
    Hugh Cowan   EQ & War Damage 
    Bruce Deam   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Warwick Kellaway       Architect 
    Andrew King       Structural Engineer, research 
    Stefano Pampanin   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Michael Pender       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
    Richard Sharpe       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Jon Sickling       Structural Engineer, consultant 
          

2006-07   Michael Pender   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Derek Wilshere   Secretary  
    Graeme Rowe   Technical Development Manager 
    Graeme Beattie       Structural Engineer, research 
    P. Brabhaharan       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    Hans Brounts       Emergency Management, UoC 
    Hugh Cowan   EQ & War Damage 
    Bruce Deam   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Warwick Kellaway       Architect 
    Stefano Pampanin   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Dean Saunders       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Mark Stirling   Immediate Past President 
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2007-08   Michael Pender   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Derek Wilshere   Secretary  
    Graeme Rowe   Technical Development Manager 
    Graeme Beattie       Structural Engineer, research 
    P. Brabhaharan       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    Warwick Kellaway       Architect 
    Stefano Pampanin   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Dean Saunders       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Mark Stirling       Geophysics, scientist 
    John Townend       Geophysics, scientist, academic 
    Peter Wood       Emergency Management 
          

2008-09   Graeme Beattie   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Derek Wilshere   Secretary  
    Win Clark   Executive Officer 
    P. Brabhaharan       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    Bruce Deam   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Quincy Ma   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Stefano Pampanin   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Michael Pender   Immediate Past President 
    Mark Stirling       Geophysics, scientist 
    John Townend       Geophysics, scientist, academic 
    Peter Wood       Emergency Management 
          

2009-10   Graeme Beattie   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Win Clark   Executive Officer 
  Luke Allen      Architect (co-opted)  

    Jitendra Bothara       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    P. Brabhaharan       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    Bruce Deam   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Jason Ingham   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Quincy Ma   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Stefano Pampanin   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Michael Pender   Immediate Past President 
    John Townend       Geophysics, scientist, academic 
    Peter Wood       Emergency Management 
          

2010-11   Peter Wood   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Win Clark   Executive Officer 
    Luke Allen       Architect 
    Carl Ashby       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Graeme Beattie   Immediate Past President 
    Jitendra Bothara       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    P. Brabhaharan       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    Rajesh Dhakal   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Caroline Holden       Seismologist, scientist 
    Clark Hyland       Structural Engineer, consultant 
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    Jason Ingham   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Quincy Ma   Structural Engineer, academic 
    John Townend       Geophysics, scientist, academic 
          

2011-12   Peter Wood   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Win Clark   Executive Officer 
    Luke Allen       Architect 
    Carl Ashby       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Jitendra Bothara       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    P. Brabhaharan       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    Rajesh Dhakal   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Caroline Holden       Seismologist, scientist 
    Clark Hyland       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Quincy Ma   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Stefano Pampanin   Structural Engineer, academic 
          

2012-13   Stefano Pampanin   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Win Clark   Executive Officer 
    Luke Allen       Architect 
    P. Brabhaharan       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    Robert Davey       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Rajesh Dhakal   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Caroline Holden       Seismologist, scientist 
    Clark Hyland       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Peter Smith       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    David Wood       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Peter Wood   Immediate Past President 
    Liam Wotherspoon       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
          

2013-14   Stefano Pampanin   President/Chair 
    Les Megget   Bulletin Editor 
    Win Clark    Executive Officer 
    Luke Allen       Architect 
    Robert Davey       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Rajesh Dhakal   Structural Engineer, academic 
    Caroline Holden       Seismologist, scientist 
    Clark Hyland       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Quincy Ma       Structural Engineer, academic 
    Peter Smith       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    David Wood       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Liam Wotherspoon       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
          

2014-15   Quincy Ma   President/Chair 
    Rajesh Dhakal   Bulletin Editor 
    Win Clark   Executive Officer 
    Luke Allen       Architect 
    Geoff Banks       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Robert Davey       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Caroline Holden       Seismologist, scientist 
    Clark Hyland       Structural Engineer, consultant 
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    Stefano Pampanin   Immediate Past President 
    Peter Smith       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    David Wood       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Liam Wotherspoon       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
          

2015-16   Quincy Ma   President/Chair 
    Rajesh Dhakal   Bulletin Editor 
    Win Clark   Executive Officer 
    Luke Allen       Architect 
    Geoff Banks       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Robert Davey       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Nick Horspool       Seismic Risk, scientist 
    Weng Yuen Kam       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Tim Nees       Architect, Co-opted  
    Stefano Pampanin          Structural Engineer, academic 
    Peter Smith       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    David Wood       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Liam Wotherspoon       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
          

2016-17   Peter Smith   President/Chair 
    Rajesh Dhakal   Bulletin Editor 
    Win Clark   Executive Officer 
    Geoff Banks       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Ignatius Black       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Nick Horspool       Seismic Risk, scientist 
    Weng Yuen Kam       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Quincy Ma   Immediate Past President 
    Tim Nees       Architect, Co-opted  
    Stuart Palmer       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    Stefano Pampanin         Structural Engineer, academic 
    David Whittaker       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Liam Wotherspoon       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
          

2017-18   Peter Smith   President/Chair 
    Rajesh Dhakal   Bulletin Editor 
    Win Clark   Executive Officer 
    Geoff Banks       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Ignatius Black       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Charles Clifton          Structural Engineer, academic 
    Nick Horspool       Seismic Risk, scientist 
    Weng Yuen Kam       Structural Engineer, consultant 
    Stuart Palmer       Geotechnical Engineer, consultant 
    David Whittaker   Vice President 
    Liam Wotherspoon       Geotechnical Engineer, academic 
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Appendix A6: Learning from Earthquake Missions 1985-2017 
Compiled by Win Clark 

Name of 
Earthquake 
Country 
Date 

Magnitude Date of Post-
earthquake 

Investigation 
Mission 

Mission 
Sponsor 

Mission Members Mission 
Member 

Employer 

Reference 
Publication 

Name Discipline 

Mexico 
Pacific West 
Coast, Mexico 

8.1 5- 
26/10/1985 

MWD Butcher G Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

Morrison 
Cooper  

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 18, 
No. 4  Dec 1985 

 19/09/1985     DSIR McKay G Structural 
Engineer 

MWD Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 21, 
No. 1  March 1988 

      NZSEE Jury R Structural 
Engineer 

BCHF   

        McVerry G Eng 
Seismologist 

DSIR   

        Hopkins D C Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

KRTA Ltd   

        Massey W Architect KRTA Ltd   

        Gillies A Structural 
Engineer 

Lakehead 
Uni, Canada 

  

                

Spitak 
Armenia 

6.8 26/09- 
16/10/1989  

USSR Shephard R B  Structural 
Engineer 

Works 
Consultancy  

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 26, 
No. 3,  September 
1993 

 7/12/1988    EQC North P J Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

Murray-
North Ltd 

  

      NZSEE Berrill J B Geotechnical 
Engineer 

University 
of 
Canterbury 

  

        Gillon N R Civil Engineer Wellington 
RC 

  

        Wood P R  Geology/Survey IGNS   

                

Loma Prieta 
California USA 

7.1 17/10 -
24/10/1989 

EQC Shephard R B Structural 
Engineer 

Works 
Consultancy 
Services  

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 23, 
No. 1,  March 1990 

 17/10/1989    NZSEE North P J Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

Murray-
North Ltd 

  

        Berrill J B Geotechnical 
Engineer 

University  
Canterbury 

  

        Gillon N R Civil Engineer Wellington 
Reg. C 

  

        Wood P R Geology/Survey IGNS   

        Perry A K Architect KRTA Ltd   

        Bent D P Emergency 
Management 

Ministry of 
Civil D 

  

 Continued next page 
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Luzon 
Philippines 

7.8 29/07 - 
9/08/1990 

EQC Hopkins D C Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

KRTA Ltd Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 24, 
No. 1,  March 1991 

 16/07/1990    NZSEE Clark W D Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

Morrison 
Cooper  

  

        Matuschka T Geotechnical 
Engineer 

Engineering 
Geology Ltd 

  

        Sinclair J C Architect Sinclair 
Group Arch 

  

                

Hokkaido-
Nansei-Oki 
Japan 

7.8 07 - 08/1993 EQC Butcher G Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

Morrison 
Cooper & 
Partners 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 26, 
No. 3,  September 
1993 

 12/07/1993     NZSEE Beetham R D Engineering 
Seismologist 

GNS Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 26, 
No. 4,  December 
1993 

        Millar P J Geotechnical 
Engineer 

Tonkin & 
Taylor 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 27, 
No. 1,  March 1994 

        Tanaka H Structural 
Engineer 

University 
of 
Canterbury 

  

        

Guam 8.1 25/08/1993 EQC 
NZSEE 

Brunsdon D R Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

Brunsdon 
Cathie Ltd 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 26, 
No. 4,  Dec. 1993 

 8/08/1993               

        

Ormond 
Gisborne NZ 

6.3 11/08 - 
13/08/1993 

GNS Read S A L Engineering 
Geologist 

GNS Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 26, 
No. 3,  Sept. 1993 

 10/08/1993    UoC Sritharan S Geotechnical 
Engineer 

GNS   

    16 - 
18/08/1993 

NZSEE Chapman H E Bridge Engineer Works 
Consultancy 
Services 

 

     EQC Christensen S A Geotechnical 
Engineer 

University 
of 
Canterbury 

 

                

Northridge 
Los Angeles, 
California USA 

6.7 25/01/1994 EQC Norton J A Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

Hutt City 
Council 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 27, 
No. 4,  December 
1994 

 17/01/1994     BRANZ King A B Structural 
Engineer 

BRANZ   

      NZSEE Bull D K Structural 
Engineer 

University 
of 
Canterbury 

  

      HERA Chapman H E Bridge Engineer Works 
Consultancy 
Services 

  

      NZ Fire 
Service 

McVerry G H Engineering 
Seismologist 

GNS   

        Larkin T J Geotech 
Engineer 

University 
of Auckland 

  

        Spring K G Structural 
Engineer 

Connell 
Wagner 

  

        Jones B Fire Engineer NZ Fire 
Service 
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Hyogo-ken 
Nanbu 

7.2 23/01 - 
2/02/1995 

EQC Park R Structural 
Engineer 

University 
of 
Canterbury 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 28, 
No. 1,  March 1995 

(Great 
Hanshin) 

   Wellington 
RC 

Billings I J   BCHF   

 Japan     Wellington 
City 
Council 

Clifton G C Structural 
Engineer 

HERA   

 17/01/1995     New 
Zealand Gas  

Cousins J Engineering 
Seismologist 

GNS   

      Wellington 
Eq Livelines 
Gp 

Filiatrault A   University 
of 
Canterbury 

  

      Christchurc
h Eng 
Lifelines 
Project 

Jennings D N   Works 
Consultancy 
Services 

  

      Centre for 
Advanced 
Engineering 

Jones L C P   New 
Zealand Fire 
Service 

  

      NZSEE Perrin N D Engineering 
geologist 

GNS   

        Rooney S L   New 
Zealand Fire 
Service 

  

        Sinclair J Architect Sinclair 
Group 
Architects 

  

        Spurr D D Structural 
Engineer 

Spurr 
Consultant 
Services 

  

        Tanaka H Structural 
Engineer 

University 
of 
Canterbury 

  

        Walker G   Alexander 
Howden 
Reinsurance  

  

                

    07/1995-
08/1995 

NZSEE 
Transit NZ 

Billings I J   Beca Carter 
Hollings & 
Ferner 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 28, 
No. 4,  December 
1995 

     EQC Brunsdon D R Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

Brunsdon 
Cathie Ltd. 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 29, 
No. 1,  March 1996 

      Wellington 
Regional C 

Britton N R   Wellington 
Emergency 
Manage-
ment 

  

      Wellington 
City 
Council 

Carter R J Civil Engineer Port 
Wellington 

  

      New 
Zealand Gas 
Ass 

Crimp  R F   Telecom   

      Wellington 
Eq Lifelines  

Gates E F   Wellington 
Regional 
Council 

  

      Christchurc
h Eng 
Lifelines  

Gordon M A   Christ-
church City 
Council 

  

      Centre for 
Adv Eng 

Hughson G J   Worley 
Consultants 
Ltd. 
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      Hutt City 
Council 

Lamb A J W   Christ-
church Eng 
Lifelines 
Project 

  

      NZSEE Leslie P D Civil Engineer Wellington 
Regional 
Council 

  

        Wabnitz G   Gas Direct   

        Watson A C   Christ-
church City 
Council 

  

                

PNG 
Tsunami 

7.1 14/08 -
18/08/1998 

EQC Goldsmith P   Fraser 
Thomas Ltd 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 32, 
No. 2,  June 1999 

Sissano Lagoon    NZSEE Barnett A   Montgo-
mery 
Watson 

  

 17/07/1998     Govt of 
PNG 

Goff J   GNS   

        McSaveney M Geomorphologi
st 

GNS   

        Elliott S   University 
of PNG 

  

        Nongkas M   University 
of PNG 

  

                

Eje Cafetero 
Colombia 

6.2 22/2- 
?/02/1999 

EQC Restrepo J I Structural 
Engineer 

University 
of 
Canterbury 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 33, 
No. 1,  March 2000 

 25/01/1999    NZSEE Cowan H A   GNS   

                

Marmara 
Sea 
Turkey 

7.4 11/09 – 
21/09/1999 

EQC Sharpe R D Structural 
Engineer 

Beca Carter 
Hollings & 
Ferner 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 33, 
No. 2,  June 2000 

 17/08/1999    Dunedin 
City 
Council 

Bradshaw D Structural 
Engineer 

Sinclair 
Knight 
Merz 

  

      NZSEE Brown N   Dunedin 
City 
Council 

  

        Van Dissen R Earthquake 
Geologist 

GNS   

        Kirkcaldie D Civil Engineer Opus 
Interna-
tional  

  

        McManus K J Geotechnical 
Engineer 

University 
of 
Canterbury 

  

        Pham T Structural 
Engineer 

AC 
Consulting 
Group Ltd 

  

        Stevenson C Structural 
Engineer 

Connell 
Wagner 
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Chi-Chi 
Taiwan 

7.6 7/10 - EQC Brunsdon D R Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

Spencer 
Holmes Ltd 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 33, 
No. 2,  June 2000 

 21/09/1999   14/10/1999 NZSEE Davey R A Structural 
Engineer 

Opus 
Interna-
tional  

  

        Graham C J   Worley 
Consultants 
Ltd 

  

        Sidwell G K Structural 
Engineer 

Connell 
Wagner 

  

        Villamor P Earthquake 
Geologist 

GNS   

        White R H   Thames 
Valley 
District CD 

  

        Zhao J X Engineering 
Seismologist 

GNS   

                

Nisqually 
Seattle USA 

6.8 ?/03 - EQC Beetham R D Engineering 
Seismologist 

GNS Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 34, 
No. 4,  December 
2001 

 28/02/2001   ?/03/2001 MCDEM Beattie G Structural 
Engineer 

BRANZ   

      NZSEE Earl B   MCDEM   

        Duncan D   MCDEM   

                

Southern 
Peru and 
Tsunami 

8.3 29/07 – 
12/08/2001 

EQC Stirling M Geological 
Scientist 

GNS Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 36, 
No. 3,  December 
2003 

Peru    GNS Langridge R Earthquake 
Geologist 

GNS   

 12/08/2001       Benites R Geophysicist GNS   

        Aleman H   Institute 
Geofisico 
Del Peru 

  

                

Mt Etna 
Eruption 
Italy 

  11/2002 -
01/2003 

EQC Barnard S T   University 
of 
Canterbury 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 37, 
No. 2,  June 2004 

 28/01/2003    UoC         

                

Great 
Sumatra - 
Andaman 
and Tsunami 

9.3 24/01 -
1/02/2005 

EQC Bell R   NIWA Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 38, 
No. 3,  September 
2005 

Investigation of 
Andaman Coast 
Southern 
Thailand 

   DBH Cowan H   GNS   

26/12/2004     NZSEE Dalziell E   University 
of 
Canterbury 

  

        Evans N   Opus 
Interna-
tional  
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        O'Leary M   MCDEM   

        Rush B   MCDEM   

        Yule L   Local 
Government 
NZ 

  

                

Kashmir 
Pakastan 

7.6 13/11/ -
19/11/2005 

NZSEE Dellow G D Engineering 
Geologist 

GNS Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 40, 
No. 1,  March 2007 

 8/10/2005    EERI Ali Q   Dept of 
Civil Eng., 
Uni. 
Peshawar, 
Pakistan 

  

      Higher Educ 
Inst. of 
Pakistan 

Ali S M   Dept of 
Civil Eng., 
Uni. 
Peshawar, 
Pakistan 

  

        Hussain S   Coffman 
Engineers 
Inc., USA 

  

        Khazai B   Columbia 
Uni, USA 

  

        Nisar A   MMI 
Engineering 
USA 

  

        Bothera J Structural 
Engineer 

Beca Carter 
Hollings & 
Ferner  

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 41, 
No. 4,  December 
2008 

        Hieyilmaz K M O   Ove Arup & 
Partners, 
Dubai, UAE 

  

                

Pisco 
Peru 

8.0 25/08 -
4/09/2007 

EQC Hopkins D C Civil Struct. 
Engineer 

David 
Hopkins 
Consulting 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 41, 
No. 3,  September 
2008 

 15/08/2007    DBH Burr J   Tonkin & 
Taylor 

  

      NZSEE Benites R Geophysicist GNS   

        Kotze R Roading 
Engineer 

Transit NZ   

        Hamilton C   Greater 
Wellington 
Regional 
Council 

  

        Bell D   Connell 
Wagner 
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George 
Sound 
NZ 

6.7   EQC    
(GeoNet 
Project) 

Petersen T GeoNet 
Operations 
Scientist 

GNS Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 42, 
No. 2,  June 2009 

 15/10/2007     FRST   
(GeoNet)  

Ristau J GeoNet 
Seismologist 

GNS   

        Beavan J Crustal Dyn 
Geophysicist 

GNS   

        Denys P   School of 
Survey, 
Otago Uni 

  

        Denham M   School of 
Survey, 
Otago Uni 

  

        Field B Sediment-ology GNS   

        Francois-Holden 
C 

  GNS   

        McCaffrey R   GNS   

        Palmer N GPS Technician GNS   

        Reyners M Seismologist GNS   

        Samsonov S Remote Sensing 
Sci  

GNS   

                

Gisborne 
NZ 

6.6   EQC    
(GeoNet Pj) 

Francois-Holden 
C 

Seismologist GNS Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 41, 
No. 4,  December 
2008 

 20/12/2007     FRST   
(GeoNet Pj) 

Bannister S Geophysicist GNS   

        Beavan J Crustal Dyn 
Geophysicist 

GNS   

        Cousins J Engineering 
Seismologist 

GNS   

        Field B Sedimentology GNS   

        McCaffrey R   GNS   

        McVerry G Engineering 
Seismologist 

GNS   

        Reyners M Seismologist GNS   

        Ristau J GeoNet 
Seismologist 

GNS   

        Samsonov S Remote Sensing 
Scientist 

GNS   

        Wallace L Geophysicist GNS   

                

Wenchuan 
Sichuan China 

8.0 3/11 – 
11/11/2008 

NZSEE Yu J Geophysicist GNS Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 43, 
No. 1, March 2010 

 12/05/2008      Yong P Structural 
Engineer 

Clendon 
Burns & 
Park Ltd 

  

        Brabhaharan P Geomechanical 
Engineer 

Opus 
Interna-
tional 
Consultants  

  

        Read S Engineering 
Geologist 

GNS   

        Foon M Mayor of 
Gisborne 

Mayor of 
Gisborne 
City 
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L'Aquila 
Italy 

6.3 7 - 9/05/2009 NZSEE Claudio Oyarzo 
Vera 

PhD Student: 
Struct Eng 

University 
of Auckland 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 42, 
No. 4,  December 
2009 

 6/04/2009       Griffith M Associate Prof. 
Struct Engineer 

University 
of Adelaide 

  

                

Padang 
Indonesia 

7.5 13 - 
24/10/2009 

MFAT, 
NZSEE 

Brunsdon D Structural 
Engineer 

Kestrel 
Group 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 43, 
No. 2,  June 2010 

 30/09/2009       Beetham R D Engineering 
Seismologist 

GNS 
Science 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 43, 
No. 3,  September 
2010 

        Bothara J Structural 
Engineer 

BCHF   

        Brown R Structural 
Engineer 

CAL 
Engineering 

NOTE: this was not 
a LFE mission as 
such. 

        Hyland C Structural 
Engineer 

Hyland 
Fatigue + 
Earthquake 
Eng 

This group of 
engineers provided 
support to the Local 

        Lewis W Structural 
Engineer 

Lewis and 
Barrow 

Authorities to assess 
the structural 
condition of 
existing 

        Miller S Structural 
Engineer 

Silvestor 
Clark 

buildings and 
foundations. It was 
supported by  

        Sanders R Structural 
Engineer 

Synergine NZ Foreign Aid. 

        Stannard M Structural 
Engineer 

DBH It provided an 
opportunity to 
develop the 
guidelines for  

        Sulistio Y Structural 
Engineer 

Beca safety assessment of 
buildings post 
earthquake. 

                

Maule Chile 
Chile 

8.8 24/4 - 
5/15/2010 

EQC, DBH, 
NZSEE 

Cowan H Geo Scientist Earthquake 
Commission 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 44, 
No. 3, September 
2011 

 27/02/2010    VUW, 
Transpower 

Beattie G Structural 
Engineer 

BRANZ   

        Hill K Geotechnical 
Engineer 

Ministry of 
the Environ-
ment 

  

        McGhie C Electrical Power 
Engr 

Transpower   

        Gibson G Seismologist University 
Melbourne, 
Australia 

  

        Lawrance G Structural 
Engineer 

Department 
of Building 
& Housing 

  

        Hamilton J Emergency 
Management 

Ministry of 
Civil 
Defence & 
Emerg. Man 

  

        Allan P Landscape 
Architect 

School of 
Arch.,VUW 
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        Bryant M Landscape 
Architect 

School of 
Architecture
VUW 

  

        Davis M Landscape 
Architect 

School of 
Architecture
VUW 

  

        Hyland C Structural 
Engineer 

Hyland 
Fatigue & 
Earthquake  

  

        Oyarzo-Vera C Structural 
Engineer 

University 
of Auckland 

  

        Quintana-Gallo P Structural 
Engineer 

UoC   

        Smith P Structural 
Engineer 

Spencer 
Holmes Ltd 

  

        

Darfield, 
Canterbury 
NZ 
4/09/2010 

7.1   EQC, DBH, 
NZSEE 

    Clearing-
house 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 43, 
No. 4, December 
2010 

Lyttelton, 
Christchurch 
22/02/2011 

6.2         Clearing-
house 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 44, 
No. 4, December 
2011 

                

South Napa 
California USA 

6.0 14 - 20/09/14 EQC, 
MBIE, 
NZSEE 

Ingham J Structural 
Engineer 

University 
of Auckland 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 48, 
No. 1, March 2015 

 24/08/2014       Galloway B Structural 
Engineer 

Holmes 
Consulting 
Grp, Chch 

  

                

Gorkha 
Nepal 

7.8 28/05 - 
10/06/2015 

EQC, 
MBIE, 
NZSEE 

Kupec J Geotechnical 
Engineer 

Aurecon 
Group, 
Wellington 

  

 25/04/2015       Dhakal R Structural 
Engineer 

University 
of 
Canterbury 

  

                

Meinong 
South Taiwan 

6.4 9/03 - 
18/03/2016 

EQC, 
MBIE, 
NZSEE 

Bo-Yao Lee Policy Ministry of 
Education 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 50, 
No. 3, September 
2017 

 6/02/2016       McGuigan D Structural 
Engineer 

MBIE   

        Henry R Structural 
Engineer 

University 
of Auckland 

  

        Finnegan J Structural 
Engineer 

Aurecon 
Group, 
Wellington 

  

        Ashby G Geotechnical 
Engineer 

Tonkin & 
Taylor 
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Kumamoto 
Kyusu, South 
Japan 

7.0 7/05 - 
14/05/2016 

EQC, 
MBIE, 
NZSEE 

Chiaro G Geotechnical 
Engineer 

University 
of 
Canterbury 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 50, 
No. 3, September 
2017 

 16/04/2016       Alexander G Geotechnical 
Engineer 

Beca, 
Auckland 

  

        Brabhaharan P Geotechnical 
Engineer 

Opus Intl. 
Wellington 

  

        Massey C   GNS 
Science, 
Wellington 

  

                

    29/06 -  
3/07/2016 

J-Rapid, 
QuakeCoRE
NZSEE 

Elwood K Structural 
Engineer 

QuakeCoRE Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 50, 
No. 3, September 
2017 

        Stannard M Civil Engineer MBIE   

        Ferner H Structural 
Engineer 

Beca   

        Pettinga D Structural 
Engineer 

Holmes 
Group 

  

        Dhakal R Structural 
Engineer 

UoC   

                

Kaikoura 
NZ 

7.8 6-Clearing-
house 

Meetings 

EQC, 
MBIE, 
NZSEE 

    Meetings 
organised 
by NZSEE 

Bulletin of the 
NZSEE Vol. 50, 
No. 2, June 2017 

 14/11/2016             NZSEE 2017 
Conference 

                

Puebla-
Morelos 
Mexico 

7.1 16 - 
27/10/2017 

NZSEE, 
Quake 
CoRE 

Dhakal R Structural 
Engineer 

University 
of 
Canterbury 

Pending 

 19/09/2017       Elwood K Structural 
Engineer 

Quake 
CoRE, UoA 

  

        Garcia H Structural 
Engineer 

Autonomous 
Uni. of 
Mexico 
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Appendix A7 

Rūaumoko, The Maori God of Earthquakes, Volcanoes & Seasons 

Mythology: 
Rūaumoko is the youngest son of Ranginui (the Sky father) and Papatūānuku (the Earth mother) (commonly 
called Rangi and Papa).  

After Rangi and Papa were separated by their sons, Rangi cried, and his tears flooded the land. To stop this, the sons 
decided to turn Papa face down, so Rangi and Papa could no longer see each other's sorrow. Rūaumoko was at his 
mother's breast when this happened, so he was carried into the world below. He was given fire for warmth by Tama-
kaka, and his movements below the earth cause earthquakes and volcanoes. Another version tells that he remains in 
Papa's womb, with some variants saying it was to keep Papa company after her separation from Rangi. In these 
versions, his movements in the womb cause earthquakes.  

Rūaumoko is a kind god who lives in the belly of his mother but he is the god of volcanos. 

The earthquakes Rūaumoko causes are in turn responsible for the change of seasons. Depending on the time of year, the 
earthquakes cause the warmth, or cold, of Papa to come to the surface of the land, resulting in the warming, or cooling 
of the Earth.  

Rūaumoko pulls on the ropes that control the land causing the shimmering effect of hot air, called haka of Tane-rore, 
and in some versions, earthquakes.  

Rūaumoko is also known as husband of his niece Hine-nui-te-pō, the goddess of death and a daughter of Tāne. 

Source: Wikipeda 
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